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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, February 2,1965.Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
Hon. WILBUR C. MILLS,
Chairman, Committee on Way8 and Means,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMEN: I am transmitting herewith the report of
the Treasury Department on private foundations. This report re-
sponds to requests by the Committee on Finance of the Senate and
the Committee onI Ways and Means of the House of Representatives
that the Treasury Department examine the activities of private
foundations for possible tax abuses and report its conclusions and rec-
ommendations to the committees. The report contains the results
of an extensive study made by the Department pursuant to such
requests and contains proposals for correction by legislation of in-
adequacies of the law disclosed by the study.

Sincerely yours,
DOUGLAS DILLON.
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U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT REPORT ON
PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Because of the importance which this Nation attaches to private
philanthropy, the Federal Government has long made generous pro-
vision for tax exemptions of charitable' organizations and tax de-
ductions for the contributors to such organizations. Since the Federal
tax laws in this way encourage and, in substantial measure, finance
private charity, it is altogether proper-indeed, it is imperative-
for Congress and the Treasury Department periodically to reexamine
the character of these laws and their impact upon the persons to
which they apply to insure that the do, in fact, promote the values
associated with philanthropy and that they do not afford scope for
abuse or unwarranted private advantage.

This Report responds to requests by the Committee on Finance of
the U.S. Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House
of Representatives that the Treasury Department examine the ac-
tivities of private foundations for tax abuses and report its conclusions
and recommendations. Both the Congress and the Treasury Depart,
ment have investigated these problem areas hi the past. A major
study resulted in important legislation in 1950, when opportunities
for self-dealing and the accumulation of income were restricted and,
in addition, the income of feeder organizations and the ull-elated
business income of certain classes of organizations were -,ibjected
to tax. The Revenue Act of 1964 imposed further restrictions on
foundations seeking to qualify as recipients of unlimited charitable
contributions. However, the major revisions of 1950 have not been
comprehensively reviewed since their enactment. In its present
study, the Treasury Department has sought to determine whether
existing legislation has eliminated the abuses with which it was de-
signed to cope, and whether additional abuses have developed which
require correction by legislative action.

In keeping with the congressional requests which prompted it, the
scope of this Report is limited to private foundations. The discussion
of problems and proposed solutions, thus, is confined to that context.
The restriction of the Report to private foundations does not indicate
any judgment upon whether or not similar or other types of problems
may exist among other'classes of exempt organizations. For purposes
of this Report, the term "private foundation" designates:

(1) Organizations of the type granted tax exemption by section
501(c)(3) (that is, generally, corporations or trusts formed and

I The terms "charity" and "charitable" are used In their generic sense In this Report, Including all phil-
anthropic activities upon which the relevant portion of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (sec. 501(c) (3))
confer exemption. Unless otherwise Indicated, all statutory references are to the Internal Revenue Code
of 19, as amended.

' 1



2 TREASURY DEPARTMENT REPORT ON PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

operated for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educa-
tional purposes, or for testing for public safety or the prevention
of cruelty to children or animals), with the exception of-

(a) Organizations which normally receive a substantial
part of their support from the general public or governmental
bodies; 2

(b) Churches or conventions or associations of churches;
(c) Educational organizations with regular faculties,

curriculums, and student bodies;3 and
(d) Organizations whose purpose is testing for public

safety;' and
(2) Nonexempt trusts empowered by their governing instru-

ments to pay or permanently to set aside amounts for certain
charitable purposes.

In carrying forward its study, the Treasury Department has con-
ducted an extensive examination of the charactistics and activities
of private foundations. It has investigated and evaluated the experi-
ence of the Internal Revenue Service and the Department of Justice
in the administration of the laws governing the taxation of foundations,
their contributors, and related parties. Its study has drawn upon
pertinent information assembled in investigations conducted by other
groups." It has conducted a special canvass of approximately 1,300
selected foundations. From these and other sources, it has compiled
and tabulated a variety of classes of relevant statistical data. It
has discussed the area with an Informal Advisory Committee on
Foundations appointed by Secretary Dillon.6 It has, further, con-
sidered a broad range of proposals for reform, extending from remedies
narrowly tailored to end specific abuses to sweeping recommendations
for the elimination or restriction of tax exemptions and deductions for
certain classes of foundations.

The Department's investigation has revealed that the preponder-
ant number of'private foundations perform their functions without
tax abuse. However, its study has also produced evidence of serious
faults among a minority of such organizations. Six major classes
of problems exist; other problems are also present. While the Internal
Revenue Service has taken vigorous action in recent years to improve
its administration of the existing laws which govern foundations
and their contributors,7 additional legislative measures appear neces-
sary to resolve these problems.

'this Report seeks first to place private foundations in general
perspective, by considering the values associated with philanthropy
and the part played by private foundations in realizing those values.
Against this background, it explores the major problems in detail and

Described In sec. 503(b)(3).
I Described in se. 5W(b)(2).6 While organizations within this minor category are exempt from tax, contributions to them are not de.ductible; and they would therefore appear to be more closely analogous to business leagues, social welfareorganizations, and similar exem groups than to foundation.E E.g., Subcommittee No.1, Select Committee on Small Business of the House of Representatives, whosechairman is Representative Wright PatmAn. The reports of the investigations of this subcommittee,entitled "Tax.-Exempt Foundations and Charitable Trusts: Their Impact on Our Economy," have beenblshed in three Installments (dated, respectively, Dec. 31, 1962, Oct. 16, 1963, and Mar. 20, 1964) and areerefnateJ referred to as thep atman Re[rs Atranscript of hearings held by the group in 1964 has beenpublished.recenty. Se "Tax. Exempt oundations: Their Impact on Small Business,' hearings beforesubcommittee No.1 on Foundations, 88th Cong., 2d ses.. 1964.I This Committee met with Treasury officials on several occasions, and was a valuable source of informedopinion; but the conclusions and recommendations of this Report are those of the Treasury Department, andare, of course, based on facts and views drawn from many additional sources.I Appendix B summarizes the administrative improvements which have been effected by the Internal

Revenue Service.
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presents possible solutions.' In a separate part it describes addi..
tonal problems of less general significance and recommends approaches
to deal with them.' Appendixes present tables of relevant statistics
and other information.

I The Report does not deal with the problem of distinguishing between permissible educational activities
of foundations and dissemination of propaganda. The distinction is drawn by existing law. The Internal
Revenue Service has been investigating situations of questionable operations and taking the action appro-
priat under presently applicable rules. This program will continue.

The provisions designed to insure compliance with existing law will have to be reexamined to determinetheir adequacy to the task of securing compliance with the rules proposed In tils Report. The fundamentalobjective of such provisions should be to make certain that funds which have been committed to charity
and for which tax benefits have been granted will in fact be devoted to charitahie ends. Also, effective

enforcement of the rules reommended here will require the filing of information returns by the organiza-
tions to which the rules apply. Since certain private foundations are not now required to file such returns,
suitable revisions will have to be made in the relevant provisions of existing law.





SUMMARY OF REPORT

I. AN APPRAISAL OF PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

While private foundations have generally been accorded the same
favorable tax treatment granted other philanthropic organizations-
exemption from tax and the privilege of receiving donations deductible
by the donors-previous legislation has placed several special re-
strictions upon them. To determine whether additional restrictions
are necessary, one must first inquire into the character of the con-
tribution which private foundations make to private philanthropy
and the validity of the general criticisms which have been leveled at
them.

A. PHILANTHROPIC VALUES AND PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Private philanthropy plays a special and vital role in our society.
Beyond providing for areas into which government cannot or should
not advance (such as religion), private philanthropic organizations
can be uniquely qualified to initiate thought and action, experiment
with new and untried ventures, dissent from prevailing attitudes,
and act quickly and flexibly.

Private foundations have an important part in this work. Avail-
able even to those of relatively restricted means, they enable indi-
viduals or small groups to establish new charitable endeavors and to
express their own bents, concerns, and experience. In doing so, they
enrich the pluralism of our social order. Equally important, because
their funds are frequently free of commitment to specific operating
programs, they can shift the focus of their interest and their financial
support from one charitable area to another. They can, hence,
constitute a powerful instrument for evolution, growth, and improve-
ment in the shape and direction of charity.

B. EVALUATION OF GENERAL CRITICISMS OF PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Three broad criticisms have been directed at private foundations.
It has been contended that the interposition of the foundation be-
tween the donor and active charitable pursuits entails undue delay
in the transmission of the benefits which society should derive from
charitable contributions; that foundations are becoming a dispropor-
tionately large segment of our national economy; and that founda-
tions represent dangerous concentrations of economic and social power.
Upon the basis of these contentions, some persons have argued that
a time limit should be imposed on the lives of all foundations. Anal-
ysis of these criticisms, however, demonstrates that the first appears
to be susceptible of solution by a measure of specific design and lim-
ited scope, the second lacks factual basis, and the third is, for the
present, being amply met by foundations themselves. As a conse-
quence, the Treasury Department has concluded that prompt and
effective action to end the specific abuses extant among foundations
is preferable to a general limitation upon foundation lives.

5



6 TREASURY DEPARTMENT REPORT ON PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

II. MAJOR PROBLEMS
The Treasury Department's study of private foundations has

revealed the existence of six categories of major problems.

A. SELF-DEALING

Some donors who create or make substantial contributions to aprivate foundation have engaged in other transactions with the foun-
dation. Property may be rented to or from it; assets may be soldto it or purchased from it; money may be borrowed from it or loaned
to it. These transactions are rarely necessary to the discharge ofthe foundation's charitable objectives; and they give rise to very real
danger of diversion of foundation assets to private advantage.

Cognizant of this danger, the House of Representatives in 1950approved a bill which would have imposed absolute prohibitions uponmost financial intercourse between foundations and donors or relatedparties, and which would have severely restricted other such dealings.However, the measure finally adopted, which has been carried withoutmaterial change into present law, prohibits oldy loans which do notbear a "reasonable" rate of interest and do not have "adequate"security, "substantial" purchases of property for more than "ade-
quate" consideration, "substantial" sales of property for less than"adequate" consideration, and certain other transactions.

Fourteen years of experience have demonstrated that the impreci-sion of this statute makes the law difficult and expensive to administer,
hard to enforce in litigation, and otherwise insufficient to preventabuses. Whatever minor advantages charity may occasionally derivefrom the opportunity for free dealings between foundations anddonors
are too slight. to overcome the weight of these considerations. Con-
sequently, the Report recommends legislative rules patterned on thetotal prohibitions of the 1950 House bill. The effect of this recom-
mendation would, generally, be to prevent private foundations.from
dealing with any substantial contributor, any officer, director, ortrustee of the foundation, or any party related to them, except to payreasonable compensation for necessary services and to make incidental
purchases of supplies.

B. DELAY IN BENEFIT TO CHARITY

The tax laws grant current deductions for charitable contributions
upon the assumption that the funds will benefit the public welfare.This aim can be thwarted when the benefits are too long delayed.
Typically, contributions to a foundation are retained as capital, ratherthan distributed. While this procedure is justified by the advantages
which private foundations can bring to our society, in few situations isthere justification for the retention of income (except long-termcapital gains) by foundations over extended periods. Similarly, thepurposes of charity are not well served when a foundation's charitable
disbursements are restricted by the investment of its funds in assets
which produce little or no current income.

Taking note of the disadvantages to charity of permitting un-restricted accumulations of income, Congress in 1950 enacted thepredecessor of section 504 of the presetit Internal Revenue Code,
which denies an organization's exemption for an-; year in which its
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income accumulations are (a) "unreasonable" in amount or duration
for accomplishing its exempt purposes (b) used to a "substantial"
degree for other purposes, or (c) invested in a way which "jeopardizes"
the achievement of its charitable objectives.' The indefiniteness of
the section's standards, however, has rendered thi- provision difficult
to apply and even more difficult to enforce. Two changes in the law
are needed for private foundations which do not carry on substantial
active charitable endeavors of their own.

First, such private foundations should be required to devote all
of their net income I to active charitable operations (whether conducted
by themselves or by other charitable organizations) on a reasonably
current basis. To afford flexibility, the requirement should be tem-
pered by a 5-year carryforward provision and a rule permitting accu-
mulation for a specified reasonable period if their purpose is clearly
designated in advance and accumulation by the foundation is necessary
to that purpose.

Second, m the case of nonoperatmig private foundations which
minimize their regular income by concentrating their investments in
low yielding assets, an "income equivalent" formula should be pro-
vided to place them on a parity with foundations having more diversi-
fied portfolios. This result can be accomplished by requiring that
they disburse an amount equal either to actual foundation net income I
or to a fixed percentage of foundation asset value, whichever is greater.

C. FOUNDATION INVOLVEMENT IN BUSINESS

Many private foundations have become deepl3 involved in the
active conduct of business enterprises. Ordinarily, the involvement
takes the form of ownership of a controlling interest in one or more
corporations which operate businesses; occasionally, a foundation
owns and operates a business directly. Interests which do not con-
stitute control may nonetheless be of sufficient magnitude to produce
involvement in the affairs of the business.

Serious difficulties result from foundation commitment to business
endeavors. Regular business enterprises may suffer serious competi-
tive disadvantage. Moreover, opportunities and temptations for
subtle and varied forms of self-dealing-difficult to detect and impos-
sible completely to proscribe-proliferate. Foundation management
may. be rawn from concern with charitable activities to tinie-con-
suming concentration on the affairs and problems of the commercial
enterprise.

For these reasons, the Report proposes the imposition of an absolute
limit upon the participation of private foundations in active business,
whether presently owned or subsequently acquired. This recom-
mendation would prohibit a foundation from owning, either directly
or through stock holdings, 20 percent or more of a business unrelated
to the charitable activities of the foundation (within the meaning of
sec. 513). Foundations would be granted a prescribed reasonable
period, subject to extension, in which to reduce their present or sub-
sequently acquired business interests below the specified maximum
limit.

ISection 681 imposes similar restrictions upon nonexempt trusts which, under section 642(c), claim chari-
table deductions in excess of the ordinary percentage limitations on individuals' deductible contributions.

' Except long-term capital plans.
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D. FAMILY USE OF FOUNDATIONS TO CONTROL CORPORATE AND OTHER
PROPERTY

Donors have frequently transferred to private foundations stock ofcorporations over which the donor maintains control. The resultingrelationship among the foundation, corporation, and donor haveserious undesirable consequences which require correction. Similarproblems arise when a donor contributes an interest in an unincor-porated business, or an undivided interest in property, in which he orrelated parties continue to have substantial rights. In all of thesesituations, there is substantial likelihood that private interests willbe preferred at the expense of charity. Indeed, each of the threemajor abuses discussed thus far may be presented in acute form here.The problems here are sufficiently intensified, complex, and possessed
of novel ramifications to require a special remedy.To provide such a remedy, the Treasury Department recommendsthe adoption of legislation which, for gifts made in the future, wouldrecognize that the transfer of an interest in a family corporation orother controlled property lacks the finality which should characterizea deductible charitable contribution. Under this recommendation,where the donor and related parties maintain control of a business orother property after the contribution of an interest in it to a privatefoundation, no income tax deduction would be permitted for the giftuntil (a) the foundation disposes of the contributed asset, (b) thefoundation devotes the property to active charitable operations, or(c) donor control over the business or property terminates. Cor-relatively, the recommended legislation would treat transfers of suchinterests, made at or before death, as incomplete for all estate taxpurposes unless one of the three qualifying events occurs within aspecified period (subject to limited extension) after the donor's death.Vor the purposes of this rule, control would be presumed to exist ifthe donor and related parties own 20 percent of the voting power of acorporation or a 20 percent interest in an unincorporated business orother property. This presumption could be rebutted by a showingthat a particular interest does not constitute control. In determiningwhether or not the donor and related parties possess control interestsheld by the foundation.would be attributed to them until all of theirown rights in the business or other underlying property cease.The Treasury Department has given careful consideration to a mod-ification of this proposal which would postpone the donor's deductiononly where, after the contribution, he and related parties control thebusiness or other underlying property and, in addition, exercisesubstantial influence upon the foundation to which the contributionwas made. Such a rule would permit an immediate deduction to adonor who transfers controlled property to a foundation over whichhe does not have substantial influence. Analysis of this modificationindicates that it possesses both advantages and disadvantages. Con-gressional evaluation of the matter, hence, will require careful balanc-

ing of the two.

8
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E. FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS UNRELATED TO CHARITABLE FUNCTIONS

Private foundations necessarily engage in many financial transac-
tions connected with the investment of their funds. Experience has,
however, indicated that unrestricted foundation participation in
three classes of financial activities which are not essential to charitable
operations or investment programs can produce seriously unfortunate
results.

Some foundations have borrowed heavily to acquire productive
assets. In doing so, they have often permitted diversions of a portion
of the benefit of their tax exemptions to private parties and they
have been able to swell their holdings markedly without Aependence
upon contributors. Certain foundations have made loans whose
fundamental motivation was the creation of unwarranted private
advantage. The borrowers, however, were beyond the scope of
reasonable and administrable prohibitions on foundation self-dealing,
and the benefits accruing to the foundation's managers or donors were
sufficiently nebulous and removed from the loan transactions them-
selves to be difficult to discover, identify, and prove. Some founda-
tions have participated in active trading of securities or speculative
practices.

The Treasury Department recommends special rules to deal with
each of these three classes of unrelated financial transactions. First,
it proposes that all borrowing by private foundations for investment
purposes be prohibited.3 Second, it recommends that foundation
loans be confined to categories which are clearly necessary, safe, and
appropriate for charitable fiduciaries. Third, it proposes that
foundations be prohibited from trading activities and speculative
practices.

F. BROADENING OF FOUNDATION MANAGEMENT

Present law imposes no limit upon the period of time during
which a donor or his family may exercise substantial influence upon
the affairs of a private foundation. While close donor involvement
with a foundation during its early years can provide unique direction
for the foundation's activities and infuse spirit and enthusiasm into its
charitable endeavors, these effects tend to diminish with the passage
of time, and are likely to disappear altogether with the donor's death.
On the other hand, influence by a donor or his family presents oppor-
tunities for private advantage and public detriment which are too
subtle and refined for specific prohibitions to prevent; it provides no
assurance that the foundation will receive objective evaluation by
private parties who can terminate the organization if, after a reason-
able period of time, it has not proved itself; and it permits the develop-
ment of narrowness of view and inflexibility in foundation manage-
ment. Consequently, the Treasury Department recommends an
approach which would broaden the base of foundation management
after the first 25 years of the foundation's life. Under this proposal,
the donor and related parties would not be permitted to constitute
more than 25 percent of the foundation's governing body after the

I This recommendation would not prevent foundations from borrowing money to carry on their exempt
functions

9



10 TREASURY DEPARTMENT REPORT ON PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

expiration of the prescribed period of time. Foundations which
have now been in existence for 25 years would be permitted to con-
tinue subject to substantial donor influence for a period of from 5 to 10
years from the present time.

lII. ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS

Review of the practices of private foundations and their contributors
discloses the existence of several problems which have less general
significance than those discussed in Part II of the report. Part III
of the report draws the following conclusions about these problems:

A. Gifts to private foundations of certain classes of unproductive
property should not be deductible until the foundation sells the
property, makes it productive, applies it to a charitable activity,
or transmits it to a charitable organization other than a private
foundation.

B. Charitable deductions for the contribution to private founda-
tions of section 306 stock (generally, preferred stock of a corporation
whose common stock is owned by the donor) and other assets should
be reduced by the amount of the ordinary income which the donor
would have realized if lie had sold them.

C. Reforms of a technical nature should be made in certain estate
tax provisions which govern tax incidents of contributions to private
foundations.

D. A sanction less severe than the criminal penalty of existing law
should apply for the failure to file a return required of a private
foundation.

These Treasury Department proposals are based upon a recognition
that private foundations can and do make a major contribution to our
society. The proposals have been carefully devised to eliminate sub-
ordination of charitable interests to personal interests, to stimulate
the flow of foundation funds to active, useful programs, and to focus
the energies of foundation fiduciaries upon their philanthropic func-
tions. The recommendations seek not only to end diversions, distrac-
tions, and abuses, but to stimulate and foster the active pursuit of
charitable ends which tJe tax laws seek to encourage. Any restraints
which the proposals may impose on the flow of funds to private
foundations will be far outweighed by the benefits which will accrue to
charity from the removal of abuses and from the elimination of the
shadow which the existence of abuse now casts upon the private
foundation area.



PART I. APPRAISAL OF PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS
The Internal Revenue Code provides very significant preferentialtreatment for philanthropic organizations. Not only does it exemptsuch organizations from income tax (a status they share with manyother nonprofit organizations), but it grants income, gift, and estatetax deductions to persons contributing funds to them. The allowanceof these deductions results in a very sizable reduction in tax revenues.

In 1963, for example, the charitable deductions claimed by individuals,corporations, and estates diminished Federal revenues by a total of
approximately $2,800 million.'

While private foundations have, in general, received the samefavorable treatment accorded all philanthropic organizations, severalnoteworthy qualifications have been made for them. In 1950 rulesconcerning prohibited transactions (now secs. 503 and 681(b)) andunreasonable accumulation of income (now secs. 504 and 681(c)) wereapplied to foundations. In 1964, when Congress increased the generallimitation upon the amount of deductible charitable contributionswhich individuals can make each year from 20 percent of adjustedgross income to 30 percent, it excluded donations to private founda-tions from the increase (continuing the 20 percent ceiling on them).At the same time, Congress placed special limitations upon the kinds offoundations which can qualify to receive the unlimited charitablecontributions permitted to individuals in certain instances. Thelimitations were designed, generally, to confine this privilege to founda-tions which do not engage in financial transactions with their donors orrelated parties, and which actively engage in charitable operations orwhich pass funds on to active charities without undue delay. A thirddifferentiation between private foundations and other classes ofphilanthropic organizations occurred in 1964 legislation: in initiatinga provision allowing individuals a 5-year carryover of charitablecontributions which, in a particular year, exceed deductible limits,Congress did not extend this benefit to contributions made to
foundations.

The 1964 decisions by Congress restricting the favorable taxtreatment accorded private foundations represent a carefully con-sidered balancing of the relative needs and values of foundationsagainst those of other kinds of charitable organizations. The Treas-ury Department concurs in the judgment of Congress on thesematters; it should be allowed to stand. The vital present question iswhether or not additional restrictions are necessary.
To provide an informed response to this question, one must inquireinto several fundamental problems. What are the values of privatephilanthropy? Do private foundations contribute to them? If so,what is the character of that contribution? Is it likely to be attendedby undesirable consequences? Are specific measures available to

3This total do course, represent a net loss to the Government. Asis pointed out in heater detailbelow. private chrtal expenditures reduce the need for Government spending.

4".-63-5- 2



12 TREASURY DEPARTMENT REPORT ON PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

forestall such consequences, or can they be dealt with only by
provisions of general scope?

A. PHILANTHROPIC VALUES AND PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

The income tax deduction for individuals' gifts to charity was
added to the law in 1917, at a time when income tax rates were being
raised to meet the expense of war. The addition was justified on the
ground that heavy income taxes might cause reductions in donations
to charity. Similar considerations subsequently led to the enactment
of gift and estate tax deductions for charitable transfers and the ex-
tension of the income tax deduction to corporations.

It is impossible accurately to assess the gain or loss in Government
funds resulting from the charitable deduction. We cannot know by
what amount charitable contributions would be reduced if there were
no tax deductions for them. Similarly, we cannot know what increase
in Government spending would be required to compensate for re-
duced charitable spending.

A more important imponderable exists-the distinctive value of
private philanthropy. Such philanthropy plays a special and vital
role in our society; Government services cannot provide a satisfactory
substitute. Religious activity is perhaps unique, because Govern-
ment is constitutionally barred from undertaking it. Here, private
freedom of choice is the preeminent consideration. But in other fields,
too, Government is best restricted to a partial and, perhaps, minor
role. Research in some of the more controversial areas of the social
sciences is an example. Even with respect to activities in which
Government must take a major part today--such as education, social
security, relief and elimination of poverty-charitable organizations
may make vital and unique contributions.

Private philanthropic organizations can possess important charac-
teristics which modern government necessarily lacks. They may
be many-centered, free of administrative superstructure, subject to
the readily exercised control of individuals with widely diversified
views and interests. Such characteristics give these organizations
great opportunity to initiate thought and action, to experiment with
new and untried ventures, to dissent from prevailing attitudes, and to
act quickly and flexibly.' Precisely because they can be initiated and
controlled by a single person or a small group, they may evoke Feat
intensity of interest and dedication of energy. These values, in them-
selves, justify the tax exemptions and deductions which the law pro-
vides for philanthropic activity.

Private foundations play a significant part in the work of philan-
thropy. While the foundation is a relatively modern development,
its predecessor, the trust, has ancient vintage. Like its antecedent,
the foundation permits a donor to commit to special uses the funds
which he gives to charity. Rather than being compelled to choose
among the existing operating organizations, he can create a new fund,
with its own areas of interest and emphasis. His foundation may
encourage existing operating organizations to develop in new direc-
tions, or it may lead to the formation of new organizations. Even if
it does neither, it reflects the bents, the concerns, and the experience
of its creator; and it thereby increases the diversity of charitable works.
In these ways, foundations have enriched and strengthened the plural-
ism of our social order.
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Private foundations have also preserved fluidity and providedimpetus for change within the structure of American philanthropy.
Operating charitable organizations tend to establish and work withindefined patterns. The areas of their concern become fixed, theirgoals set, their major efforts directed to the improvement of efficiency
and effectiveness within an accepted framework. Their funds aretypically consigned to definite-and growing-budgets. The assetsof private foundations, on the other hand, are frequently free ofcommitment to specific operating programs or projects; and thatfreedom permits foundations relative ease in the shift of their focus ofinterest and their financial support from one charitable area toanother. New ventures can be assisted, new areas explored, newconcepts developed, new causes advanced. Because of its unique
flexibility, then, the private foundation can constitute a powerfulinstrument for evolution, growth, and improvement in the shape
and direction of charity.

B. EVALUATION OF GENERAL CRITICISMS OF FOUNDATIONS

Several serious general criticisms have been leveled at the privatefoundation. Some argue that the interposition of the foundation be-tween the donor and active charitable pursuits entails undue delay inthe transmission of the benefits which society should derive fromcharitable contributions. Others contend that foundations are comingto constitute a disproportionately large share of our national economyand hence, among other things, are biting deeply into our tax base.Still others urge that foundations represent dangerous concentrations
of uncontrolled economic and social power. Such contentions haveled to proposals that a time limit be imposed on the life of private
foundations.

The Treasury Department does not believe that a case for this pro-posal has been made. Its investigation has indicated that mostprivate foundations act responsibly and contribute significantly tothe improvement of our society. Because of the very nature of theiractivities and aims, precise judgment is impossible upon the extent
to which foundations have realized their potentialities for creativeand dynamic charitable works. It seems quite clear, however, thattheir endeavors have been conducive to important advancements ineducation health, science, the arts, religion, and assistance to the
needy and unfortunate.

The argument that foundations can occasion unwarranted delay inbenefits to charity possesses considerable force; for, in particular situa-tions, there have been aggravated instances of such delay. But theappropriate solution would appear to be a measure specifically designed
to deal directly with this problem-not a rule, like the proposal forlimiting foundation life whose impact would extend well beyond theboundaries of the problem itself. Part II-B of the report outlines arecommendation framed to meet the specific exigencies of the delayproblem; and the Treasury Department believes that the measure
will prove adequate to its task.

The contention that foundation holdings have become an excessivelylarge part of the national economy in recent years finds little supportin the relevant data. Appendix A explores this matter in some detail.
While the available information is far fr6m definitive, it suggests that,
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since 1950, foundation wealth has not grown appreciably faster than
other segments of the economy which have substantial investments
in common stocks. The existing restrictions on charitable deductions
for contributions to foundations would seem to provide a significant
restraint upon abnormal growth. Hence, there would appear to be
little present factual basis for the assertion that foundation lives
should be limited because foundation wealth has become dispropor-
tionate.

To be sure, the powers of foundations present potential dangers.
Many foundations have recognized that fact themselves. The larger
foundations have acknowledged and responded to their obligations
to the public. They have, in the main, established boards of inde-
pendent. disinterested trustees, and have attracted skilled professional
staffs. They have developed procedures which safeguard the inde-
pendence of their grantees. Quite generally, they have accepted-
and often encouraged-public scrutiny of their operations. Undoubt-
edly there have been individual instances of questionable expenditure;
but, upon the whole, the record of foundation disbursements is one of
solid accomplishment.

Serious abuses do exist among a minority of private foundations,
and they require correction and restraint. They interfere with the
application of the funds of some foundations to their proper charitable
purposes. Since the Federal tax laws have played a significant part
in the growth of foundations, an unavoidable responsibility rests upon
the Federal Government to do what it reasonably can to insure that
these organizations operate in a manner conducive to the fulfillment
of their purposes. The Treasury Department does not, however,
recommend that any separate Federal regulatory agency be created to
supervise foundations. Rather, the Department is of the view that
the effort should be made to frame the tax laws themselves to curb
abuses.

Succeeding Parts of this report analyze the character of the abuses
which have arisen and recommend remedies for them. The Treasury
Department believes that vigorous and fully effective action can and
should be taken to end these abuses. It considers such action to be
preferable to measures of broader scope and more fundamental impact,
such as some limitation upon the lives of all private foundations.

I I



PART II. MAJOR PROBLEMS

A. SELF-DEALING
(1) The existing situation

Existing law does not prohibit donor-foundation transactions. Asa result, it is presently possible for a donor to enter into a number oftransactions with a foundation to which he has made substantial con-tributions. For example, he may borrow the foundation's funds orhave the foundation lend its funds to a business which he controls.He may have the foundation use its liquid assets to purchase eitherhis property or property owned by others which he wishes to keepfrom being acquired by competitors or other unfriendly parties. Hemay have his foundation rent its property to him. He may purchase
the foundation's assets.

The lack of a prohibition upon donor-foundation transactions hasled some donors to believe that although the foundation has legal titleto assets which they have contributed, such assets still "belong" tothem. Such a donor often thinks of a foundation as "his" foundationand feels free to engage in any transaction with it that does not shockthe conscience-and even some that do. This same belief may beshared by some foundation officials who do not object when the donorwishes to engage in financial transactions with "his" own foundation.
These officials apparently feel that the foundation's funds belong tothe donor and should be handled in the manner which the donor wishes,rather than in the manner which would benefit the public.
(2) Consequences of existing situation

The ability of a donor to deal with his foundation has severalundesirable consequences. First, the donor's knowledge that he maycall upon his foundation's assets for his personal purposes will oftenaffect the exercise of his discretion as an official of the foundation indetermining how much of the foundation's income and corpus shouldbe distributed to charity on a current basis. The extent to whichthe failure of some private foundations to distribute their entireincome to public chanties is traceable to the desires of their trusteesto have funds available for the needs of the donor is unascertainable.However, it is likely that it is not an unimportant consideration in
some cases.

Second, transactions between a donor and his foundation oftenprovide subtle private advantages to the donor. For example, evenif a donor who borrows the foundation's funds is willing to pay thesame rate of interest' and to provide the same security as would berequired by a bank, he usually can be sure that the foundation wouldnot request a detailed financial statement or ask the personal andoften embarrassing questions, such as the use to which the funds willbe put, that are usually asked when one borrows from a bank. Inaddition, it is likely that the foundation will always be will' to lendits funs to the donor and process the donor's "loan application"without any of the delay which might take place if the donor were to
15
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borrow from a bank. Thus existing law can provide a donor with a
certain source of capital upon which he can call in time of need.
Furthermore, the foundation might be more willing to withhold
collection of the loan at its maturity-especially if it would embarrass
the donor-than would be the case if the loan were made by a bank
whose obligation to protect its depositors and shareholders would
not permit an extension merely to accommodate the borrower. While
all of these advantages are intangible, they do provide the donor who
takes advantage of the opportunity with a substantial and valuable
benefit.Third, the knowledge that his foundation can be used as a source

of capital-even at the prevailing interest rates-can influence the
decisions of the donor in his capacity as an official of the foundation
as to the assets which the foundation should hold in its portfolio. A
donor who thinks that he may want to call upon his foundation for
funds at some future date may have the foundation keep its funds in a
form readily convertible into cash so as to be immediately available
for his use, rather than placed in an investment which would be more
appropriate for the production of income, but which would not be
readily convertible into the liquid funds which the donor may need.
Such action would, in many cases, decrease the amount of income
which the foundation would be able to expend for charitable purposes.

Fourth, the ability of a donor to engage in financial transactions
with his foundation results in discrimination between taxpayers.
For example, if taxpayer A wants to make his funds available to his
business he must do so out of after-tax dollars. However, if taxpayer
B, who has established a private foundation, wishes to do the same
thing he may "donate" cash (or appreciated property) to his founda-
tion and have the foundation immediately lend the "contribution" to
B's business. Assuming that B is in the 50-percent bracket, he can
place twice as much cash at the disposal of his business as A, even
though both have decreased their disposable funds by the same
amount. It is true that the amount borrowed by the B company will
have to be paid to the B foundation and not to B. However, the
present value to B of being able to put twice as much capital into his
business than would otherwise be possible may often exceed the value
of the right to collect the debt at some time in the future. Similarly,
taxpayer C cannot claim as a deduction an amount which he has
pledged to his favorite charity, even though the pledge may be en-
forceable by the charity. On the other hand, taxpayer D, who has
established a private foundation, can "contribute" the same amount
to his foundation and then borrow the "contribution" from the
foundation. Under these facts D could deduct the contribution but
C could not, even though in both cases charity has received the same
thing-an obligation of the donor.

Finally, the ability of donors to engage in financial transactions
with their foundations is adversely affecting taxpayer morale. Many
feel that allowing contributions to a foundation to be deductible in
situations in which the donor has not irrevocably parted with the
"donated" property is improper. The belief is becoming more wide-
spread that the creation of a private foundation is a tax dodge used
by some taxpayers to obtain tax advantages, much as expense account
living was regarded. Under our self-assessment tax system it is
important that the public have confidence in the fact that every tax-
payer is paying his fair share of the cost of government.
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(3) Prior attempt to solve problem-1950 legislation
The abuses which may exist where a donor is able to enter into finan-cial transactions with his private foundation were recognized by the

House of Representatives in 1950. In that year the Ways and Means
Committee approved, and the House adopted, a provision which,
generally, would have prohibited foundations from entering into
financial transactions with (1) its contributors, (2) its officers, direc-tors, and trustees, and (3) certain parties related to its contributors,
officers, directors, and trustees.

The Senate Finance Committee, after considering this problem,
agreed that there were abuses under the law as it had existed prior
to the Revenue Act of 1950. However, the committee believed that
the abuses could be prevented without prohibiting transactions which
are at arm's length. Therefore, the Finance Committee approved,
and the Senate adopted, a provision which would only prohibit a
foundation from-

(1) lending any part of its income or corpus without receipt
of adequate security and a reasorable rate of interest;

(2) paying any compensation in excess of a reasonable allow-
ance for salaries or other compensation for personal services
actually rendered;

(3) making any part of its services available on a preferentialbasi;
(4) making any substantial purchase of securities or any other

property for more than adequate consideration in money or money's
worth;

(5) selling any 8ubstantial part of its securities or oLlier property
for less than adequate consideration in money or money's worth;
and

(6) engaging in any other transaction which results in a
substantial diversion of its income or corpus.

These prohibitions applied only to transactions between a foundation
and its donor (and certain related parties); they were not made
applicable to transactions between a foundation and its officers,
directors, or trustees.

In conference, the Senate version was adopted. The rules adopted
in 1950 can presently be found in sections 503 and 681 of the Internal
Revenue Code.

It is now almost 15 years since the enactment of the Revenue
Act of 1950. At this time, it is appropriate-indeed necessary-to
reexamine the action taken in 1950.
(4) Evaluation of existing law

A careful study of the self-deiling transactions which take place
under existing law indicates that the 1950 legislation-which only
prohibits donor-foundation transactions which violate an arm's
length standard-provides unsatisfactory results.

When a person is asked to represent two conflicting interests in *the
same transaction it is likely that he will, consciously or unconsciously,
favor one side over the other. Where one of the interests involved is
his own, and if his action will not be questioned by a charitable
beneficiary, it is likely that the donor will resolve all close questions
in his own favor. or example, it is likely that a donor would be
willing to give himself the benefit of the doubt as to "reasonableness"
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of the interest and "adequacy" of the security provided for in donor-
foundation loans. Anglo-American trust law has long recognized the
impossibility of insuring that a trustee who is permitted to deal with
himself will act fairly to the trust. As a r,.sult, the courts have
refused to inquire as to the fairness of dealings between a trustee and
a trust and have generally barred such transactions.

Because of the potential private benefit which may result from
self-dealing, it is imperative that the Internai i'enue Service
examine such transactions in detail in order to determine whether
there has been a violation of the existing rules. However, such
examinations require the skill of highly. trained revenue agents and
are both time consuming and expensive. The Internal Revenue
Service has estimated that the "cost" (both direct costs and the amount
of revenue which would be produced if the agent were free to spend his
time on matters involving the collection of taxes) of 1 man-year of
an experienced revenue agent's time exceeds $320,000.

Much of the Service's problem in policing self-dealing transactions
is traceable to concepts such as "reasonableness" and "adequacy" and
measures such as "substantial" which are contained in the existing
self-dealing rules. The administrative problems created by the use
of such terms are severe in the foundation area. This is largely
attributable to the fact that often no one is looking over the shoulder
of the trustee of a private foundation to make sure that the trans-
action is, in fact, at arm's length. Indeed, the "arms" involved may
both belong to the same person who is both donor and trustee. More-
over, the possibilit of arranging transactions with a foundation to
suit the needs of the donor are more numerous than in other areas.
For example, if a donor wishes to obtain the use of the foundation's
funds at a minimum cost he will arrange for the loan to bear a low
rate of interest. On the other hand, if a donor wishes to make a
deductible contribution to his foundation which is in excess of the
g generally applicable percentage limitation, it would be possible for

m to set a high rate of interest.
The following examples indicate the types of self-dealing cases

which are being entered into and the difiulty which the Internal
Revenue Service has in applying the arm's length test contained in
existing law:

Example .- The A foundation made a loan to a business cor-
poration controlled by its donor. The security for the loan con-
sisted of an oral promise made by the donor as an officer of the
corporation to execute a mortgage on certain of the real property
owned by the corporation, but only if the foundation requested
such a mortgage. The foundation, however, never requested
the donor's corporation to execute such a mortgage. The
Internal Revenue Service challenged the exemption of the founda-
tion on the grounds that the organization had made a loan without
the receipt of "adequate" security. The Service argued that if
the corporation were to become insolvent, the foundation, with
only an unrecorded promise to execute a mortgage in the future,
would be in the same position as any other unsecured creditor.
However, the court, though recoFnzing that the security in-
terest of the foundation would be ineffective if the corporation
disposed of the real property, felt that a mere promise to execute
a mortgage in the future constituted "adequate" security. Thus,
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the foundation's exemption was upheld. William Clay, Jr.
Foundation v. United States (64-2 USTC 9650 (N.D. Tex.
1964) (CCH).

Example .- The B foundation was able to make 12 loans
totaling over $200,000 to the donor, his relatives, and corpora-
tions controlled by the donor without losing its exempt status.
Griswold v. Commissioner 39 T.C. 620 (1962).

Example 3.-The donor contributed $65,000 to the C founda-
tion. These funds were immediately lent to a corporation owned
by the donor. Thus, the donor was able to claim an immediate
deduction for funds which were invested in his business.

Example 4.-The D foundation lent a substantial portion of
its cash to its donor on negotiable demand notes bearing interest
at 5g percent. The collateral for this loan was common stock in
one or the donor's closely held corporations. The examining
agent stated that the donor was using the foundation "as a bank
or checking account."

Example 6.-The E foundation, during the 5-year period 1955-
59, made 29 loans to its donor. These loans, totaling approxi-
mately $145,000, beie interest at the rate of 4 percent and were
secured by stock in a closely held corporation. Although each
of these loans were repaid by the end of the foundation's account-
ing period, some of the funds were "relent" to the donor in the
opening days of the following year. Since there were no open
loans as of the last day of the foundation's accounting period,
the presence of such loans was not disclosed by its balance sheet'.

Example 6.-The donor to the F foundation organized a sepa-
rate corporation for the purpose of manufacturing an article on
which he owned the patent. He borrowed money from a bank,
lent it to the corporation, and received secured promissory notes
as evidence of the debt. Shortly thereafter, the donor contributed
(and deducted) certain of these notes-amounting to $27,500-
to the foundation. The corporation subsequently abandoned the
attempt to manufacture the patented article and the notes became
worthless. This transaction Permitted the taxpayer to obtain a
large contribution deduction for what was essentialy "risk capi-
tal" for his new business. If the corporation had proved to be
successful, the donor, as its stockholder, would have benefited
from the additional capital which was made available. However,
since the corporation did not prove to be successful, it was only
the charity that suffered-the donor had already obtained a de-
duction for his gift of the corporation's notes.

Example 7.-A donor contributed real estate to the G founda-
tion. Shortly thereafter the foundation leased these properties
back to the donor for rentals of approximately $10,000 and
$12,000 for 1960.and 1961, respectively. The donor then sublet
these properties to third parties for approximately $12,000 and
$20,000 for 1960 and 1961, respectively. The donor alleged that
the gain which he received was attributable to management
services which he performed.

Example 8.-The H foundation received approximately:
$400,000 in deductible contributions from the owners of a retail
and wholesale grocery concern. The foundation distributed a
small portion of these contributions to operating charitable
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organizations. The remainder of the contributions were used
to construct buildings which were leased to the donors' retail
grocery.

Example 9.-In 1950 the corporate donor to the I foundation
purchased land adjacent to its property for future plant expan-
sion. In 1951 the company donated to the foundation the por-
tion of this land which it did not need in the near future. This
gave the company a deduction of approximately $10,000. Some
11 years later, consistent with the company's expansion plans
the property was sold back to the company for an amount equal
to approximately $900 more than the amount claimed as a
contribution.

Example 10.-The J foundation purchased 20,000 shares of
common stock in a publicly held corporation from its donor at
$20 per share. On the date of the sale, the stock traded on the
New York Stock Exchange at $18 per share. However, because
of the number of shares involved and the fact that four brokerage
houses stated that $20 per share was not more than adequate
consideration, a violation of the arm's-length standard could not
be proved.

Example 11.-The K foundation received gifts of "blue chip"
stocks valued at $1.2 million from its principal donor. Im-
mediately after receipt the securities were sold by the foundation
and all but approximately $50,000 of the proceeds were used to
purchase stock in a closely held corporation from members of the
donor's family.

Examele 12.-The L foundation received stock in a family
corporation which was subject to a 10-year option exercisable
by the donor's children to repurchase the stock. At the time
o the gift the stock was worth approximately $500,000 and the
option price was approximately $700,00. Six years later the
value of stock had risen to approximately $5,500,000 and the
donor's children exercised their right to purchase the stock for
$700,000. The use of a repurchase option permitted the donor
to divert any substantial appreciation in the value of the donated
asset to private parties. Since the foundation could not have
received more than $700,000 for the stock, the retention of the
stock-in order to accommodate the donor's children-tied up
its funds and prevented it from investing in assets which might
provide more income for charity. The foundation, at the same
time, bore the risk of loss on the stock.

Under existing law, some of these transactions may jeopardize the
deductibility of the donor's contribution or the foundation's exemption.
Others have received the approval of the courts. However even with
respect to those which are not permitted under existing law, the
problems of obtaining all of the facts surrounding these transactions
often make it extremely difficult, if not impossible, for the Internal
Revenue Service to administer the existing law in a manner which
prevents foundations from engaging in self-dealing transactions pro-
viding a special benefit to the donor at the expense of charity.

Presumably the only justification for continuing to pay the high
cost of a rigorous enforcement program which the existing self-dealing
rules require would be that charity benefits from allowing a donor to
deal with "his" foundation and that this benefit isiso substantial and
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important that it warrants the high cost of administering existing law.
However, after a careful review of this subject, it is clear that while
there may be a few isolated cases in whici charity does benefit by
allowing a foundation to enter into financial transactions with its
contributors, the benefit which may accrue to charity from such
transactions is far outweighed by the inherent potential for private
benefit (with a corresponding loss to charity), by the cost of enforcing
an arm's-length standard, and by the damage to the confidence of all
taxpayers in the fairness of the tax laws.
(5) Possible solution

Since examination of this area has revealed that the public does
not receive an over-till benefit from allowing a donor to deal with his
private foundation, it is recommended that a general prohibition on
self-dealing be adopted, applicable to future transactions. This rule
would not only elihninate the undue burden of administering an arm's-
length test but would also eliminate the potential for abuse which
exists under present law. It would also be desirable from the stand-
point of over-all tax policy since it would eliminate the ability of a
person who presently enters into financial transactions with his
private foundation to obtain an immediate charitable deduction
without fully parting with his property.

Moreover, such a rule would eliminate the undesirable influences
which the ability to engage in self-dealing may have upon a foun-
dation's charitable activities. Such a prohibition would be consistent
with the long-established nontax law which bans all self-dealing
between a trustee and the trust with respect to which it is a fiduciary.
Such a rile would also be consistent with the trend of tax provisions
enacted by the Congress since 1950 relating to exempt organizations.'

More specifically, it is recommended that private foundations be
prohibited from engaging in any transaction with a donor or parties
related to the donor involving the transfer or use of the foundation's
assets. Illustrative of the self-dealing transactions which a private
foundation would be prohibited from enterin into under this general
rule (though the rule would not be limited to these transactions)
would be-

(1) lending any part of its income or corpus to;
(2) paying compensation (other than reasonable compensation

for personal services actually.rendered) to;
(3) making any of its services available on a preferential basis

to;
I In 1962 the Congress, concerned with the possibility of self-dealing in the case of pension trusts established

by sel-employed taxpayers, p laced a general prohibition on self-dealing between the self-employed person
an his pension trust. Briefy, this provision prevented such a trust from-

() lending any part of Its income or corpus to;
(2) paying any compensation for personal services to;
(3) sefllng any of Its property to: and
(4) acquiring any property for the trust from-

a self-employed person covered by the trust or certain parties connected with such persons (see. bft(j)).
The Revenue Act of 1984 also Imposed a general prohibition on self-dealing transActions in the case of

oivat. foundations eligible to receive "unlimited contributions." Under these rules such a private
odatin may not-
L1) lend any part of its income or corpus to;
2) purchase more than a minimal amount of property from; or
) sell more than a minimal amount of property to-

the donor and certain parties connected with the donor (see. 170(g)(4)).
I The definition of a private foundation should Include a trust which makes distributions to charitable

and noncharitable parties. The absolute prohibition on donor-foundation transactions would not, of
course, prevent such a trust from making distributions to the donor or members of his family which are
required under the terms of the trust instrument.
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(4) purchasing or leasing its property from; and
(5) selling or leasing its property to-

the donor and certain parties who are so closely connected with the
foundation as to lead to potential abuse. Indirect transactions,
such as a loan by the donor to a corporation which lie controls-
followed by a gift of the corporation's note to the foundation, would
also be prohibited.

A permissible exception to this rule would allow a foundation to
purchase incidental supplies from the donor or business organizations
with which he may be connected. Th4s would, for example, allow a
foundation to purchase its office supplies from a stationery concern
owned by a contributor.

A second exception which may be appropriate would permit the
donor and certain donor-related parties to purchase at fair market
value those assets which the foundation would be required to dispose
of under the recommendations set forth in subsequent portions of this
report.

'he only other exception which should be made would allow a
donor to make an interest-free loan to a foundation if such a loan were
to be used for bona fide charitable purposes. Such a transaction
would not appear to raise a danger of abuse.

The desirability of permitting a foundation to purchase property
from a donor where the market value of the property can clearly be
established and the purchase price is substantially less than such
market value has been considered. Such an exception, however,
would be unwise. First, it would encourage a donor to sell appre-
ciated property to a foundation for an amount. equal to his cost and
claim as a cl;aritable contribution the difference between his cost
and market value. Such transactions, commonly referred to as
"bargain sales," allow a donor to contribute only the portion of the
value of the property which represents unrealized (and untaxed)
appreciation and to obtain cash equal to his cost without the imposition
of any tax on the untaxed appreciation. Such transactions give
unusual benefits to the donor and, at least in the area of private
foundations, should not be encouraged. Second, and perhaps more
important, it is not always possible to distinguish between property
whose value can b readily ascertained and property whose value it
is difficult to ascertain. Such a rule, therefore, would be difficult to
administer. Furthermore, a distinction between stocks which are
traded on a stock exchange or in an over-the-counter market and
stocks which are not, as such a rule would probably entail, would
introduce a discriminatory feature into the law of private foundations.
For these reasons the exception would not be desirable.

To make these suggested rules fully effective, the existing defini-
tion of parties who are considered to be related to the donor should
be expanded somewhat to include corporations in which the donor and
the members of his family own 20 percent or more of the stock.
Directors, officers, and persons who hold 20 percent or more of the
stock of a corporation which is a substantial contributor to a founda-
tion should also be considered donor-related parties. This would,
in effect, prevent a company foundation from lending its funds to an
officer of its major contributor. In addition, a donor to a private
foundation should not be permitted to enter into financial transactions
with a business corporation which the foundation controls. Thus, if
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a foundation owns a building, the donor should not be able to avoidthe self-dealing rules by having the foundation place the building ina separate corporation which would then rent the building to the donor.Furthermore, this prohibition of financial transactions should beapplied with respect to officials (directors, officers, trustees, etc.) ofthe foundation and parties who are related to such officials.The imposition of a general prohibition of self-dealing, to be appliedonly to future transactions, would eliminate an unduly burdensomeportion of the Internal Revenue Service's responsibility in auditingprivate foundations. Such a general prohibition would avoid theinvitation to abuse now inherent in the present permissive standardsand, coupled with strict sanctions for filing false information returns,would tend to be self-policing. Finally, the lessening of theopportunity to use charitable funds for personal purposes shouldspeed the flow of funds into the charitable stream.These suggested rules would introduce into the tax law the conceptwhich is fundamental to the law of private trusts: it is better toforbid self-dealing and to strike down all such transactions rather thanto attempt to separate those transactions which are harmful fromthose which are not by permitting a fiduciary (as is the donor whenlie is dealing with charitable funds) to justify his representation of

two interests.
Fr .,i the standpoint of society as a whole, little if anything wouldbe lost if a general ban upon self-dealing were adopted and muchwould be gained. A private foundation, especially if it is in corporateform, is usually not limited to the "legal list" from which trusteesmust choose their investments. Since a foundation may choose froma wide range of possible investments, it is not necessary or it to investin the business of its donor, or to lend him any money. Similarly, aparty who engages in transactions with the foundation on a trulyarm's-length basis could, by definition, engage in the same transac-tions, on the same terms, with strangers.Accordingly, there appears to be no sound reason to allow donor-private foundation transactions. The imposition of a general prohibi-tion of self-dealing properly limits the deduction for charitabledonations to only those situations in which the donor has completelyparted with the donated property and thus has committed it withoutreservation to charitable purposes.

B. DELAY IN BENEFIT TO CHARITY
(1) Introduction

Under existing law an immediate deduction is allowed for ifts toboth operating 3 and nonoperating private foundations. In the caseof contributions to operating foundations, an immediate deduction isconsidered appropriate because the funds generally find their wayinto the charitable streani within a short period after they are receivedby the foundation. Thus the delay between the loss of tax revenueand the benefit which accrues to the public from having an equivalentamount of funds devoted to an active charitable program is often not
substantial.

I The Revenue Act of 1964 contains special rules for "unlimited gifts to rate operating foundationsFor the purpose of such rules a pvate operating foundation is defined as a prvately supported orgaizationwhich has substantially more than one-half of its assets directly devoted to active charitable activities (see.170(g)(2)(B)). Such an oranitation must also expendsubstantially all of its income for charitable purposeson a current basis. This definition could also be used to distinguish between operating and nonoperatingprivate foundations for purposes of this section.
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Contributions to nonoperating foundations, however, are often
neither devoted to an active charitable program nor distributed to
operating charities. Instead, such contributions are often retained
by the foundation as principal, to be used to generate income which
is to be distributed to operating charities as it is received. In such
cases there is usually a significant lag between the time of the con-
tribution, with its immediate effect upon tax revenues, and the time
when the public benefits by having an equivalent amount of funds
devoted to charitable activities.4 Many assert that the value of hav-
ing a source of uncommitted funds which can easily move from one
charitable area to another outweighs this delay. Under this approach
it is sufficient if the private nonoperating foundation invests the con-
tributions which it receives in assets which generate a reasonable
amount of income and distributes such income to operating charities
on a reasonably current basis.

Where, however, a nonoperating foundation invests its funds in
assets which do not generate a reasonable amount of current income
or retains the income generated by its investments (except, for situa-
tions in which income is accumulated for a specific charitable purpose),
the justification for the present treatment does not apply. In such a
case the need for corrective action is evident.

While the causes of undesirable delay in benefit to charity are
closely related, they can be more easily identified if th are examinedseparately. Therefore, this section of the Report first consider
whether existing law relating to the %ithholding from charity by
private nonoperating foundations of their current realized income is
adequate. The discussion will then proceed to a consideration of the
desirability of rules which would deal with situations in which the
managers of a private nonoperating foundation imwest the founda-
tion's funds in non-income-producing assets.
(2) 1950 legislation-existing law

The undesirable delay in benefit to the public which results when a
private nonoperating foundation is permitted to retain a substantial
portion of its current income was recognized by the Congress when it
enacted the Revenue Act of 1950. In considering the problems which
arise when a foundation is permitted to retain its income, the Ways
and Means Committee expressed its view that-
the tax-exemption privileges with respect to investment income should be re-
stricted to that portion of the income which [foundational demonstrate thit they
are using to fulfill their charitable, etc. purposes by actual distribution to charity
as the income is received by them (I. Rept. 2319, 81st Cong., 40 (1950), 1950-
2 Cum. Bull. 411).

The House in 1950 believed that the ability to accumulate income
often delays the time when charity and hence the public can receive
the benefits which preferential tax treatment is intended to foster.
To eliminate this delay, the House version of the Revenue Act of 1950
would have generally taxed the portion of an exempt organization's
investment income (excluding capital gains) which the organization
did not currently distribute for the charitable purpose for which it
was granted an exemption. One exception to this general rule would

4 The delay in benefit to charity which is inherent where the contributed funds an retained as principalhas led to sugstions that since charity must wait for its benefit, the donor's benefit-the tax deductionfor the amounts which be contributed to tim foundatlon-hould also be delayed. The adoption of this
proposal, which wOuld generally require a private Donoperatlng Inundation to expend its principal, Is notrecommended by the Treasury Detpartment.
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have permitted tax-free accumulations of current income to the extentsuch accumulations were placed into special 5-year trusts which spec-ified the purpose for which the accumulated funds were to be used.Another exception would have allowed a tax-free accumulation equalto 1 year's investment income.The Senate, although recognizing that some organizations hadabused the privilege of tax exemption by accumulating large amountsof income, rejected the direct tax on accumulations favored by theHouse. Instead it adopted a rule requiring that information dis-closing the extent of an exempt organization's accumulations be madeavailable to the public.In conference, the present rules were adopted as a compromise.These rules, which are now contained in sections 504 and 681 of thecode, provide that exempt status shall be denied to an otherwisequalifying organization for the year that its accumulated income is-(1) unreasonable in amount or duration,(2) used to a substantial degree for purposes other than thoseconstituting the basis for the organization's exemption, or(3) invested in such a manner as to Jeopardize the carryingout of the function constituting the basis for the organization's
exemption.The reg actions implementing these provisions generally exclude afoundation's capital gains in determining whether its accumulatedincome is unreasonable.

(3) Evaluation of existing law
Fourteen years of experience have indicated that in this contextstandards such as "unreasonable," "substantial," and "jeopardize"are inadequate as well as difficult'and expensive to administer. Thelack of definite rules leads to uncertainty, not only in the minds ofthose cha red with the responsibility of admimi ''terinr this provi-sion, but a so in the minds of foundation managers, w 1o are awarethat departure from the uncertain path of "reasonable" accumulationsmay result in loss of exemption.
The difficulty in administering current law can be illustrated by arecent Tax Court case in which a foundation with a net worth ofapproximately $1,000 purchased a 34-acre tract of industrial realproperty for $1.15 million. This purchase was financed with advancerentals of $154,000 received from a lessee ahd by loans of $1 million.Since the foundation used approximately 80 percent of its income forthe 5 years following the purchase of the property to retire its debt,the Service revoked the foundation's exemption ruling on the groundsof an "unreasonable" accumulation. However, the Service's revoca-tion was reversed by the court which held that the accumulation wasneither "unreasonable in amount or duration" nor used to any "sub-stantial degree for purposes or functions other than those constitutingthe basis fr such organization's exemption." Shiffman v. Commis-sioner, 32 T.C. 1073 (1959).

Another litigated case involved a foundation which was establishedto provide pensions to the employees of an investment company inwhich the donor was a minority shareholder. If the income generatedby the donated assets would have been used to provide an immediatebenefit to eligible employees, payments of approximately $15 permonth could have been provided. To increase the benefits to $60per month, the trustees decided to retain and add to corpus the income

25
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generated by the foundation's assets during a 10-year period. The
internal Revenue Service contended that such an accumulation was

unreasonable. A Federal district court, however, felt that the
accumulation of income for the purpose of increasing the amount of
income which could be distributed for exempt purposes in the future
did not constitute an unreasonable accumulation. Truscott v. United
States, 58-1 USTC 19515 (E.D. Pa. 1958) (CCH). The reasoning
of the court's decision has been interpreted by some as sanctioning a
10-year accumulation of income merely to increase the size of a
foundation's corpus.

These court decisions, in effect, tend to frustrate the present ban
on "unreasonable" accumulations except in the most blatant cases.
They also indicate that existing law does not provide the results
intended by Congress in 1950.

The survey of tax-exempt foundations recently completed by the
Treasury Department indicated that in 1962 approximately one-fourth
of all private foundations did not expend for charitable purposes an
amount equal to their net ordinary income. For example, the A
foundation accumulated virtually all of its 1962 net ordinary income
of approximately $600,000. The B foundation accumulated virtually
all of its 1962 net ordinary income of $2 million. The C foundation
accumulated approximately $900,000 of its 1962 net ordinary income
of approximately $1.6 million. The D foundation accumulated
approximately $1.3 million of its 1962 net ordinary income of approx-
imately $2.5 million. The retention of income in situations such as
these deprives the public of the benefit expected in exchange for the
amount of current tax revenue which has been given up; namely, the
expectation that an offsetting current charitable benefit would be
provided by the foundation.
(4) Possible solution

(a) Distribution of realized income.-Because of the inadequacy of
existing law and the Service's difficulty in administering the present
permissive rules, it would be appropriate to adopt a rule which would
give both taxpayers and the Service workable objective standards.
It is therefore recommended that all private nonoperating foundations
be required to distribute all of their current net income on a reason-
ab y current basis.. Such a requirement would insure that the inter-
position of a private nonoperating foundation between the donor and
charitable activities will not result in undue delay in the transmission
of benefits to their charitable destination.

Under this proposal a private nonoperating foundation would
generally be required to expend the full amount of its current net
income by the end of the year following the year such income is re-
ceived. For this purpose income N% ,ld include investment income
such as rents, interest, dividends and short-term capital gains. 6
Long-term capital gains (including capital gain dividends paid by
regulated investment companies) and contributions received by the
foundation would not have to be distributed on a current basis. The
purposes for which the income would have to be expended would be
(1) contributions to publicly supported charitable organizations,

'For these purposes net ordinary income was defined as total income (excluding capital gains) lessexpense
Incurred in earning such income.6 Net income would be total income after deduction of expenses of earning such income. Current opera.mUg expenses would be treated as a current expenditure for charitable purposes.
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(2) contributions to privately supported operating organizations (butnot privately supported nonoperating organizations), (3) direct expend-itures for charitable programs, and (4) purchases of assets which thefoundation uses as part of its program of charitable activities.This proposal is illustrated by the following example: In 1966 theX foundation received dividend and interest income of $100,000,realized a long-term capital gain of $50,000 and received contributionsof $25,000. The foundation would be required to expend $100,000for the purposes _escribed in the preceding paragraph. This expendi-ture could be made in 1966 or 1967, or part in each year. However, ifall or a part of the expenditure is made in 1967, such expenditure couldnot be treated as satisfying the expenditure requirement for that year.Thus, if the foundation made no distributions in 1966 but expended$100,000 in 1967, such expenditure could not be used to satisfy theexpenditure requirement for both 1966 and 1967. Assuming that thefoundation received investment income of $110,000 in 1967, thefoundation would have to expend an additional $110,000 (making atotal of $210,000) in 1967 or $100,000 in 1967 and $110,000 in 1968.The allowance to private nonoperating foundations of an additionalyear after receiving income in which to make the necessary expendi-tures will permit such foundations to budget their expenditures andto investigate various uses for their funds before having to make therequired outlays.
.Twoexceptions to this rule seem desirable. The first would allowa foundation to treat as an expenditure amounts which are set asidefor a definite charitable purpose which the organization must identifyat the time the funds are set aside, provided the purpose requiresaccumulation by the foundation for its accomplishment rather than,for example, by the intended charitable recipient. Such earmarkedfunds, however, would have to be actually expended within a specificperiod-such as 5 years-with an extension to be granted if theorganization can demonstrate good cause.
A second exception would allow a private nonoperating foundationto accumulate its income to the extent that it ad, during a priorspecified period--such as 5 years--expended amounts in excess of itsincome for such period. This exception, which would act as an averag-ing mechanism, woldd allow a foundation to make an immediate gift toan operating charity out of corpus and recoup its expenditure out offuture earnings. In an appropriate case, both exceptions could be

combined.
A requirement that all private nonoperating foundations distributetheir income on a reasonably current basis would be consistent withthose provisions in the Revenue Act of 1964 relating to private non-operating foundations which can receive unlimited contributions. ISuch a rule would not require most foundations to change theirexisting distribution patterns. As noted above, approximatelythree-fourths of all foundations would have met the requirementsuggested above in 1962. Some of the remaining one-fourth wouldhave met the test if they were allowed to treat earmarked accumula-

I The abuse which exists when a private nonoperating Ioundation does not distribute all of Its ordinaryincome on a reasonably current basis was recognized by the Congress when it enacted rules dealing thunlimited contributions to such organizations. The approach contained in the IN# act requiem privatecooperating foundatins reeling unlimited contributions to distribute not onl all their income butone-halofsucli unlimited conbutions as well. ISec. i70(g)(3).! The recommenation explained abovewould not require a foundation to expend funds received as contributions.

42-663-65-----3
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tions and charitable expenditures made in 1963 as distributions made
in respect of 1962, as would be permitted under the recommendation
discussed above. Of those who would not have met the requirement,
many would have had to increase their charitable expenditures only
by relatively small amounts. While this recommendation, therefore
would not affect the vast majority of foundations, its adoption would
prevent extreme accumulation situations (unless they involved the
exceptions noted above) such as those described earlier in this section.

(b Income equialent.-The ability of foundation directors to with-
hold current charitable benefits from the public nereiy to build a
larger fund of capital-even though the purpose of the accumulation
is to increase the amount of income which the foundation will receive
(and distribute to charity) at some date in the future-constitutes an
abuse. The recommendation described above is designed to eliminate
this abuse when it takes the form of a direct accumulation-the
building up of corpus out of retained interest, rents, dividends, and
so forth. However, that recommendation in itself will not, prevent
foundation officials from engaging in indirect, accumulations-the
building up of a foundation's capi tal by investing in or retaining assets
such as unimproved real estate, growth stocks and other assets which
may not generate substantial amounts of current income but which
often compensate for the forbearance of current income in the form
of future capital appreciation.8 The ability to increase the size of a
nonoperating foundation's corpus by withholding a current benefit.
from the public is as much an abu-a when it takes the form of an
indirect accumulation its when it. takes the form of it direct accumula-
tion. In order to eliminate the problems in this area, therefore, it, is
also necessary to prevent indirect accumulations.

To insure that all private nonoperating foundations provide at least.
a minimum current, benefit, to charity it, is recommended that there be
established a "floor" below which the current, benefits provided by
the foundation to the public would not, be permitted to drop. Such an
approach could provide that if a private nonoperating foundation's
income, and therefore its required payment to charity under the direct-
accumulation proposal, falls below a specified percentage of the value
of its holdings, the foundation would have to pay to charity, from its
corpus, an amount. which would approximate the income which it.
would have received had it. invested its funds in the type of assets
held by comparable organizations. If the foundation's current in-
come (and therefore the amount required to be distributed to charity)
exceeded this income equivalent, no distributions out of corpus would
be required. Thus, the combination of the direct accumulation and
the indirect-accumulation proposals would generally require a private
nonoperating foundation to currently distribute its actual ordinary
income or the foundation's "income equivalent," whichever is higher.

The minimum level of charitable expenditures-i.e., the income
equivalent-should be comparable to the yield on investment funds
held by comparable organizations-such as universities. To provide

I It has been suggested that sets such as growth stocks increase in value after than income securities and
therefore will. in the long run. produce more income for charity than income securities. Recent stock market
history, however, has indicated that all growth stocks do not necessarily increase in value faster than blue-
chip income securities. Moreover. even If growth stocks do increase in value faster than income.securities,
the proceeds which the foundation would receive upon the disposition of growth stocks would usually
represent long-term capital gains which could be retained by the foundation under the dlrect-accitmulation
proposal. Finally even Ii growth stocks do increase In value faster than Income securities and the trustees
of the foundation distribute the proceeds from the sale of the growth stocks to charity, the benefit to charity
would be delayed until some indefinite date In the future when the trustees decided to seU the appreciated
growth stock. This Indefinite postponement of benefit to charity is inconsistent with the principle that
charity should receive some current benefit from gilts made to private nonoperating foundations.
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for changing market conditions, the Secretary of the Treasury should be
gven regulatory authority to determine this rate on an annual basis.11ased upon existing market conditions, it would appear that a reason-
able income equivalent would be in the range of 3 to 31J percent.

The income equivalent would only be app lied against a foundation'sinvestment assets.' It would not be applied against assets which
the foundation uses for its own charitable program. Assets which canbe valued by reference to regularly available sources, such as quota.tions on a stock exchange or in an over-the-counter market., wouldbe valued at their market value at. the beginning of the foundation's
annual accounting period. For other assets it will be necessary
initially to use the value of the asset at. the time it was acquired bythe foundation. In the case of contributed assets, this value willbe the same is the amount claimed by the donor as it contribution
deduction. However with the passage of time such value is typicallyless than market value where the foundation continues to hold theasset. Therefore it will be necessary to revalue such assets periodi-
cally-perhaps every 5 years-and to use the value determined atsuch time until the next required revaluation. By using the market
value as of the beginning of the year for assets which can easily bevalued and a relatively constant value for all other assets, a founda-tion would always be ible to determine well in advance of the end ofits accounting period the amount which it would have to expend.An exception for situations in which the foundation wishes to set
aside its income equivalent for a definite charitable purpose which itcan identify at that time should also be adopted. Such an exceptionwould be similar to the exceptior suggested earlier with respect to
accumulations of realized income.

Both the direct accumulation and income equivalent recommenda-
tions should apply to private nonoperating foundations which are
presently in existence, as well as those created in the future. Exist-ing organizations, however, should be permitted a reasonable period
in which to adjust their investments in order to avoid having to spendcorpus to satisfy the income equivalent requirement. 0

It is recognized that the income equivalent proposal does not pro-vide an adequate solution in all cases." The fact that this pro-
osal does not always assure that charity will receive a current
benefit merely points out the need for special rules, such as those

recommended in parts II(D) and III(A) of this Report, where theasset contributed to the foundation often does not generate any
current income.

The two approaches described in tis section are complementary
and both are needed to prevent inappropriate delay in charitable
benefits. These recommendations, together with those dealing withthe treatment of specific types of assets, would provide a moderateand generally effective solution to the problems in this area. Thecombination of these approaches would impress upon the trusteesof foundations the principle that fiduciaries should not ignore thepresent needs of charity in favor of concentrating on an increase inthe size of the fund under their control merely to provide for some
' The Income equivalent would not be applied against assetss with respect to which, under the recommen.dations set forth in subsequent portons of this report, the donor's contribution deduction has been post.poned.
It Provisions for existing organizations whose underlyig instruments require an accumulaton of currentincome or prohibit an invasion of corpus may 1* desirable.11 For example, one asset may provide enough income to completely sheltersa nonincome producing amst.In such a case charity would only receive funds generated by the Income producing sset. Charity woddnot benefit from the nonlncoo producing amst, even though the public has paid for the receipt of thatsong through a contribution deduction.
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unnamed cause at. some indefinite time in the future. These ap-
proaches would go far in reminding trustees that foundations are
expected to provide a source of current funds for charity and that
they should not be used as vehicles to further delay the flow of funds
from the original donor to operating charities.

C. FOUNDATION INVOLVEMENT IN BUSINESS

(1) The existing situation
A number of private foundations have become deeply involved in

the conduct of active business enter prises. Ordinarily, the involve-
ment takes the form of ownership of a controlling interest in one or
more corporations which operate businesses; occasionally, a founda-
tion owns and operates a business directly. Interests which do not
constitute control may nonetheless be of sufficient magnitude to
involve foundations in the affairs of businesses.

Example I.-The A foundation holds controlling interests in
26 separate corporations, 18 of which operate going businesses.
One of the businesses is a large and aggressively competitive
metropolitan newspaper, with assets reported at a book value
of approximately $10,500,000 at the end of 1962 and with gross
receipts of more than $17 million for that. year. Another of the
corporations operates the largest radio broadcasting station in
the State. A third, sold to a national concern as of the beginning
of 1965, carried on a life insurance business whose total assets
had a reported book value of more than $20 million at the end
of 1962. Among the other businesses controlled by the foun-
dation are a lumber company, several banks, three large hotels,
a garage, and a variety of office buildings. Concentrated largely
in one city, these properties present an economic empire of
substantial power and influence.

Example 2.-The B foundation controls 45 business corpora-
tions. Fifteen of the corporations are clothing manufacturers;
seven conduct real estate businesses; six operate retail stores;
one owns and manages a hotel; others carry on printing, hardware,
and jewelry businesses.

Example 3.-The C foundation has acquired the operating
assets of 18 different businesses, including dairies, foundries, a
lumber mill, and a window manufacturing establishment. At
the present time it owns the properties of seven of these businesses.
Its practice has been to lease its commercial assets by short-term
arrangements under which its rent consists of a share of the profits
of the leased enterprise. By means of frequent reports and in-
spections, it maintains close check upon its lessees' operations.

Example 4.-The D foundation owns a crude oil refining com-
pany to which it assigns a book value in excess of $32 million.

Example 5.-The E foundation controls a corporation which
operates a large metropolitan department store. For its fiscal
year ended January 31, 1963, the store reported gross sales of
$78,395,052, gross profit of $32,062,405, and paid wages and
salaries of $17,488,211. It stated the book value of its assets at
that time to be $55,091,820.

Example 6.-Among the business interests owned by the F
foundation is a substantial holding in a corporation which con-
structs machines for the manufacture of concrete blocks. The
corporation has approximately 800 employees; its annual sales
have ranged from $12 to $15 million in recent years.
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These striking illustrations of foundation participation in business

are not isolated phenomena, peculiar to a limited group of very unusual
private foundations. On the contrary, the available information
indicates that the involvement of foundations in business activities isfrequent. Of approximately 1,300 private foundations recently
surveyed by the Treasury Department, about 180 reported ownership
of 10 percent or more of'at least one class of the outstanding stock ofa corporation. One hundred and nine foundations in this group own20 percent or larger interests; 12 40 hold 100 percent interests. Forty-
three foundations reported that they possess 10 percent or largerinterests in two or more corporations. A recent report on founda-
tions states that, of 543 foundations studied, 111 owned 10 percent
or more of at least one class of stock of a corporation.'" Together
these 111 foundations held interests of not less than the described
magnitude (most were in fact considerably larger than 10 percent)
in 263 separate corporations. In other cases, of course, foundations
own and operate businesses directly."
(2) Evaluation

Examination of any broad sampling of the commercial ventures offoundations reveals that several kinds of undesirable results frequently
follow from them. In the first place, taxable businesses are oftenplaced at a serious competitive disadvantage. Congress recognized
this problem in 1950, and by the Revenue Act of that year, aimed at
solving it. The statute which resulted subjects the so-called unrelated
business income of foundations and certain other exempt organizations
to tax at ordinary rates and removes the immunity formerly enjoyed
by "feeder" organizations-entities primarily engaged in business,whose sole claim to exemption is the turning over of profits to exempt
entities.

Fourteen years of experience under these rules, however, hasdemonstrated that organizations which pay careful heed to the excep-
tions prescribed by the 1950 act and retained in the 1954 code canfrequently shield their commercial enterprises from tax. Because ofthe fact that the unrelated business income tax does not, for example,
apply to rents derived from property with respect to which the lessorhas no outstanding indebtedness, foundations are able to lease business
assets owned free of debt to operating subsidiaries, siphon off most orall of the business profits by means of rent which is deductible by the
subsidiary but not taxable to the parent foundation, and thereby
accumulate large reservoirs of untaxed capital which can be used to
support the future operations of the business. Another exception tothe unrelated business income tax immunizes rents stemming from alease whose term is not longer than 5 years even if the lessor has anoutstanding indebtedness with respect to the leased assets. The
C foundation, referred to in example 3, is typical of the private founda-
tions which have tailored their acquisitions of businesses to make use

11 Further information about the business ownership of those of these foundations which have assetsvalued in excess of $10 million Is set forth in Appendix A.
1 Patman Report. 1st Installment, supra. p. 8.H The transW of businesses to foundations and other exempt organizations has been encouraged by deci-sions of several courts that, under the arrangements ordinarily employed for these transfers, the trans-ferors are entitled to treat the which they receive as capital gains. E.g., Union Bonk v. Unitedu , 5 F. 2d 126 (Ct. Cis.);Aulon Dairq, Inc. v. Commt, oer. 40 T.C. 172; Co misaioner v. Brown325F. 313 (C.A. 9th). The Supreme Court now has under consideration the question of whether or not,after such a transaction the former owners of the business receive capital gains treatment where the exemptorganization makes no Numpayment other than from the assets of the business itself, has no fixed personalobligation to f pr u rice, and is required simply to turn over a specified proportion of the futureearnings of the bs. Cm.oner v. Thown, supra, certiorar granted June 8, 1964. Whatever theoutcome of that cue, however, it seems clear that substantial Inducements for the transfer of businesses to

foundations will remain.
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of this exception. In the ordinary pattern of these acquisitions, tile
foundation contracts to purchase the stock of a business corporation for
future payments, liquidates the corporation, leases its assets to a newly
formed operating company for a 5-year term, 5 and applies the rents-
usually fixed at 80 percent of the before-tax profits of the business--
to the discharge of the st4)ck purchase obligation. The ability of the
foundation to receive the proceeds of the business operations in the
form of tax-free rent enables it to pay a much higher price for tile
corporation than a nonexempt purchaser could afford.6 A third and
rather elaborate exception to the unrelated business income tax
immunizes rental income which foundations realize in certain sorts of
situations not qualifying for the first two exceptions. 7 All of these
foundations compete with similar businesses owned by nonexempt.
taxpayers, who must, pay for their acquisitions, finance their opera-
tions, and support their expansion programs with the funds which
remain after taxes have been paid.

Moreover, even if the laws governing the taxation of unrelated
business income of foundations and feeder organizations contained no
avenues permitting business profits to escape tax, commercial enter-
prises conducted or controlled by private foundations would still
possess significant competitive advantges over those owned by tax-
able entities. Because contributions to foundations may be dedlcted
by the contributors for Federal income tax purposes, the capitaliza-
tion of foundation businesses is accomplished with tax-free dollars,
rather than after-tax dollars. A corporation which wishes to allo-
cate $1 million of its gross earnings to the establishment of a taxable
business subsidiary, for example, would be able to contribute only
$500,000 of capital to the subsidiary after Federal income taxes have
been paid; but the same corporation could create a foundation to
operate the business, deduct its capital contribution, and have a full
$1 million available for the business operation. Again, the tax
immunity of dividends, interest, and other proceeds stemming from
passive sources enables foundations to supply capital to their business
endeavors with exempt income. Neither of these benefits is available
to nonexempt commercial enterprises. Both benefits contribute
materially to the ability of a foundation to subsidize its businesses
during t periods of difficulty and to expand them during periods of

Example 7.-When modernization of its textile mill facilities
appeared desirable in 1958, the G foundation had sufficient funds
available to make an additional $4 million capital contribution
to its operating subsidiary.

Example 8.-The H foundation has been able to sustain the
operations of one of its department store subsidiaries with a 1956
loan of $1,400,000 (at 4Y2 percent interest) and a currently
outstanding loan of $200,00u (which bears no interest).

Example 9.-The I foundation has advanced more than
$3 million to support the business of one of its foreign subsidiaries.

U The foundation may or may not control the lessee corporation; the C foundation's practice is to lease
to an independent coporatio. In either event, the connection of the foundation with the business remains
a close one. Since the lease base the determination of rent upon the profits of the business, the foundation
has a direct financial reason to be concerned with the conduct of the enterprise. Because of this interest,
the foundation customarily reserves and exercises a right to maintain close supervision over the manage-
ment of the business. The C foundation typically retains the additional right to approve the holders of a
imaty of the lemee's stock.

M Transctios of this kind have received widespread attention-and recommendation-in tax literature
and other publications. See e.g., "Boosting Profits: Have You Put a Price on Your Business? You May
be Able To Double It-By selling to a Charity," Prentice-Hall Executives Tax Report, June 24, 1963.
p 6;" Recent Cases8how H Best To Sell a Busins to a Tax.Exempt Org&WzUW' Journal of Ta

ber p. .
Iode of 194 ee. 514 (b)(3)(B).
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Example 10.-A recent report on foundations sets forth details
of the numerous loans which the J, K, and L foundations made
during the period from 1951 through 1961 to various of the
business corporations in which they held controlling or sub-
stantial interests. 1s The total of this indebtedness on December
31, 1956, was $1,897,605. These foundations appear to have
entered into at least 36 separate loan transactions with their cor-
porations during the designated period, many involving sums in
excess of $100,000."1

Another advantage which foundation businesses have over their
taxable competitors is their freedom from the demands of share-
holders for current distributions of earnings. A remarkable number
of foundation-owned enterprises proceed from year to year realizing
substantial profits, but making negligible or no distributions to their
parent organizations.

Exam ple 11.-The A foundation, referred to in example 1, re-
ceived no dividends for either 1961 or 1962 from its newspaper
corporation, its lumber company, or its S, T, or U real estate
corporations, despite the fact that. all of those companies earned
substantial profits during both years.

Example 12.-The M coin pany, a department store, entered its
fiscal year ending in 1961 with a retained earned surplus of almost
$4 million. During that Year and the 2 following years it en-
larged this surplus with earnings of $365,819, $193,450, and
$149,320, respectively. It paid no dividends to its parent foun-
dation during any of these ye'irs.

Example 13. 'l'h dividends which the E foundation, referred
to in example 5, has received front its department store subsidiary
for the years 1960 through 1963 have ranged from less than I
to 1 1 2 percent. of the book value of its equity in the corporation,
as reflected on the corporation's February 1, 1962, balance sheet.
In each of these years the store's after-tax net, income has been
considerably more than twice as much as the total dividends
paid.

This common willingness of foundations to defer indefinitely the
realization of profits from their commercial operations-an attitude
frequently not shared by the shareholders of other businesses-makes
it possible for the profits to be invested in modernization, expansion,
and other programs which improve the competitive posture of the
foundation-owned business.:°

The various advantages of foundation-held businesses can make
then formidable and successful competitors.

Example 1.-Tho X evening newspaper, owned by a founda-
tion, has one competitor, the Z mritning newspaper. Z has been
in operation for a number of years and has very substantial
financial resource*. X, however, appears to have made com-
petitive efforts which neither Z nor other newspapers of cor-

11 Patman Report 2d installment, supra. pp. 44-05.I "The recommendation of Part II-E 2) of this report-that restrictions be Imposed upon foundation
lending practices-deils with problems fundamentally different from that of unfair competition, and wouldhave limited effect in the are of the present inquiry. Foundation loans to affiliated businesses couldfrequently Ie brought within exceptions to that recommendation (as, for example, private placements oro scued y rst mortgaes). and if, in a particular situation, the proposed limitations appearedtroeeome, the foundation might well simply deci'ie to furnish funds to it. business by means of a capital
contribution, rather than a loan.

" The.requirement recommended in the preceding section of this report-that foundations make annualcharitable disbursements at least equivalent to a prescribed percentage of the value of their assets-wouldnot remove this advantage of foundation businesses. In many cones foundations will be able to comply withthis requirement by making p ments from contributions, income derived from nobusinie assets, orproceeds arising from the liquidation of other holdings. Such fotundations will have no greae reonm tomake demands upon their commercial subsidiaries for the distribution of business earnings.
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parable size elsewhere in the country have been able to duplicate.
Xutilizes seven wire services; other newspapers of sinar size
have from one to three. X publishes seven separate editions
each day; Z publishes five; no comparable evening newspaper in
the country publishes seven. X's normal subscription rate is $2
a month; Z's has been forced down to $2.25; those of newspapers
in comparable cities range from $2.20 to $3. X recently pur-
chased the only other evening newspaper in the city. Its
advertising rates appear to remain substantially lower than those
of any similar newspaper in the country.

In addition to having adverse effects upon competitors, foundation
involvement in business may occasion other, equally objectionable
results. Opportunities for abuses of the kind with which parts II A
and B of ths report deal specifically are frequently greatest where a
foundation conducts or controls a business. Temptation for subtle
and varied forms of self-dealing proliferate in such a situation. Re-
mote relatives may be employed in the business; friends may be
assisted; business acquaintances may be accommodated. However
broadly drawn the restrictions upon self-dealing may be, many of the
conflicts of interest arising in this area are likely to be sufficiently
obscure or sufficiently beyond the realm of reasonable definition to
escape the practical impact of the limitations. Making certain that
none of the 800 employees of the F foundation's manufacturing
business receive special benefits because of a relationship to one of the
foundation's donors, or that none of the D foundation's $32 million
oil refining business involves the transfer or use of money or property
to or by parties related to the creator of the foundation, would entail
enormous administrative burdens "n itself, even if the danger of less
definable abuses were not present.

Again, the problem of deferral of charitable benefits has been
particularly pronounced in the foundation business setting. We have
already noted the competitive advantage which foundation-controlled
businesses commnonily derive from the willingness of their owners to
forego distributions of current profits. That same unconcern with the
present realization of business earnings, manifested by many founda-
tions, often delays the progress of funds to charity even when accumu-
lation has no reasQnable relation to business needs. The restrictions
of existing law upon accumulations of income by businesses become
operative only where a corporation is "formed or availed of for the
purpose of avoiding the income tax with respect to its shareholders";
where the shareholders of the business are themselves tax exempt,
the limitations may not apply. Similarly, the statute which prohibits
unreasonable accumulations of income by foundations applies only to
accumulations within the foundation itself; it does not prevent reten-
tion of earnings in a separate, though controlled, entity.2' As a
consequence, many foundations have permitted large amounts of
income to accumulate in their business subsidiaries.

Example 15.-In 1962 the Y foundation had amassed almost
$9 700,000 of undistributed earnings in one of its business sub-
sidiaries, and more than $5,800,000 in another.

Example 16.-By the end of 1963 the 0 foundation had accu-
inulated profits of $3,808,957 in its department store subsidiary.

Wnen these funds will find their way to charity is, at best, a matter
of conjecture. The moderate pressure provided by the payout re-

n Even if the accumulation restrictions of existing law were extended to these situations, their enforcement
would require an arduous, case-by-caae examination of each separate aet of fact.
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quirement recommended in the preceding section of this report-
which, after all, merely fixes a basic floor for foundation performance
in distributions-affords only a partial solution to the aggravated
deferral problem which exists in the foundation business context.

The problem has another facet. A number of foundations have
revealed a willingness to commit charitable funds to business opera-
tions which are failing or, at least, producing consistent losses.

Example 17.-The P foundation continues a printing and
lithographing business which lost $66,000 in 1959, $36,000 in 1960,
$142,000 in 1961, $150,000 in 1962, and an additional amount
in 1963.

Example 18.-Twenty-four of the 53 business corporations
controlled by the B foundation referred to in example 2, in 1956
lost money in that year, and most of those 24 showed net earnings
deficits from previous years' operations. Fifteen of the 45
corporations which the foundation controlled in 1963 either had
net losses in that year or had net operating loss carryovers to
that year.

Example 19.-A construction subsidiary of the F foundation
referred to in example 6, lost $22,920 in 1960, $17,133 in 1961,
$41,023 in 1962, and $49,408 in 1963. At the end of 1962 the
corporation's earned surplus account showed a net deficit of
$199,818.

In all of these situations, charity bears the loss.
Participation by foundations in active business endeavors may also

give rise to a problem of a different character. As the Introduction
to this Report has pointed out, the private foundation is uniquely
qualified to provide a basis for individual experimentation and the
exercise of creative imagination. The framework of institutionalized
charities can, in the nature of things, afford only limited scope for
the development of individual insights, the testing of new approaches,
the exploration of uncharted areas. But the private foundation-
easily established, inherently flexible, and avail able even to those with
relatively restricted means-can be utilized for precisely these ends.
Indeed, many would argue that the private foundation derives the
principal justification for the favorable tax treatment accorded it from
its particular suitability for use by those who are concerned with,
and devoted to the development of, new areas for social improvement.
This special virtue of the foundation assumes that the individual or
group in control will, in fact, be devoted to the development of these
new areas; that the primary concern will be with social aims. But
where a foundation becomes heavily involved in business activities,
the charitable pursuits which constitute the real reason for its exist-
ence may be submerged by the pressures and demands of the com-
mercial enterprise. The directors of a foundation which owns 26
widely diverse businesses must of necessity devote a very consider-
able portion of their time and energies to the supervision of business
affairs; and charity's claim upon their attention may well suffer.
Business may become the end of the organization; charity, an insuffi-
ciently considered and mechanically accomplished afterthought. Lit-
tle may remain to distinguish the directors of such a foundation from
the self-perpetuating management of a publicly owned business cor-
poration, without the balance supplied by watchful shareholders.
Unrestricted involvement in business may, then, undermine the very
ability of the private foundation to make its unique contribution to
our society.
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It is quite true that, occasionally, beneficial consequences have
stemmed from the business activities of a particular foundation. The
Internal Revenue Service has, for example, discovered several in-
stances in which foundation businesses have been profitable, their
proceeds have been applied to charitable operations without undue
delay, and private benefits for the foundation's donors or controllers
have been avoided. In these situations it may well be true that
charity has been advanced, and no one else harmed, by the ability
of the foundation to carry on business endeavors.

On the other hand, the fact that the large majority of private
foundations do not own busineses-and that their charitable endeav-
ors suffer no noticeable disadvantage from the lack of business owner-
ship-suggests persuasively that foundations have no real need to
engage in business. Other sources of income and other kinds of in-
vestments, less inimical to the accomplishment of their charitable
objectives, are available to them. Indeed, the Treasury Department
luas encountered widespread opinion, among foundations themselves
and those familiar with their affairs, that business participation is
altogether inappropriate for private foundations. Hence, the obvious,
fundamental, and common abuses which attend the involvement of
foundations in commercial endeavors would appear far to outweigh
the minor and occasional benefits which particular foundations have
sometimes derived from business ownership.
(3) Possible solution

For these reasons, the Treasury Department recommends the
imposition of an absolute limit upon the involvement of private
foundations in active business. Since effective control of a corpora-
tion very frequently resides in a body of stock representing 20 percent
of its voting power,2 2 and since ownership of a 20-percent interest
almost necessarily entails close involvement in the affairs of the
business whether or not the interest possesses control of the enterprise
it would seen appropriate to fix the limit at that level. This proposal
would, then, prevent foundations from owning 20 percent or more of
the total combined voting power, or 20 percent or more of the total
value of the equity, of a corporation conducting a business which is
not substantially related (other than through the production of funds)
to the exempt fulictions of the foundation. A similar prohibition
should apply to the ownership by a foundation, either directly or
through a partnership, of a 20-percent or larger interest in the capital
or profits of such a business. In determining the quantum of a
foundation's stock or business ownership, interests heldfor the benefit
of the foundation (whether by trusts, corporations, or others) should
be attributed to it, but interests owned by donors, officers, directors,
trustees, or employees for their own benefit should not.

Three carefully restricted forms of income production which are of a

Eas ive character should be excluded from the definition of "business."
xcept where active commercial lending or banking is involved, the

earning of interest should not be considered to constitute a business.
The holding of royalties and mineral production payments as inactive
investments should be accorded similar treatment. Appropriate
standards should be developed to identify leases of real property (and

2 Indeed, in special situations a much smaller share of voting power may constitute control. Large
publicly held orpo-ations may be controlled by blocks ofl stock which repent 2, 3, or 4 percent of the
voting shares.
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associated personal property) which are of a clearly passive nature;
and rent arising from such leases should not be deemed to derive from
the conduct of a business

Rules similar to those of section 513 of the present Internal Revenue
Code should be used to distinguish businesses which are substantially
related to the foundation's exempt operations from those which are
not. The three specific exceptions of section 513 should be continued:
a business should not be considered unrelated if (1) substantially
all of the work in carrying it on is performed without compensation;
(2) it is carried on primarily for the convenience of the members,
officers, or employees of the foundation; or (3) it consists of selling
merchandise substantially all of which has been received as gifts or
contributions to the foundation. Under the section 513 rules, a num-
ber of activities would fall beyond the ambit of the recommended
prohibition. A foundation which solicits and receives as contributions
old clothes books, or furniture, for example, could conduct a business
of selling those articles to the general public. A foundation engaged
in the rehabilitation of handicapped persons could maintain a store
to sell items made in the course of the rehabilitation training. Founda-
tions would be permitted to operate cafeterias or restaurants primarily
for the convenience of their employees.

Foundations should be affored a specified reasonable period of
time in which to reduce their unrelated business interests below the
prescribed maximum limit. To provide flexibility to deal with situa-
tions in which the specified disposition period might work hardship,
the Secretary of the Treasury should be given power to extend the
period for a limited additional time in appropriate cases. Similar
periods for disposition, similarly subject to extension, should apply
in the future when a foundation receives a gift, devise, or bequest
which involves business ownership beyond the permissible level. An
exception to the general disposition requirement would seem advisable
for existing foundations whose governing instruments, as presently
drawn, compel them to hold specified business interests, if relevant
local law prevents suitable revision of the controlling document.
Foundations created in the future should, to qualify for tax exemption,
be required to include appropriate prohibitions against business owner-
ship in the documents under which they are organized.

D. FAMILY USE OF FOUNDATIONS TO CONTROL CORPORATE AND OTHER
PROPERTY

(1) Two widely practiced tax device8
Foundations have commonly been established as convenient vehicles

for maintaining control of a private corporation within a family while
substantially, diminishing the burden of income, gift, and estate taxes
for the family. Two.somewhat different techniques have been used
to accomplish this result. Some taxpayers have contributed voting
stock in a corporation which their family controls to a foundation
which the family also controls. In this way, they obtain income- and
gift-tax deductions for the donations, eliminate the impact of the
estate tax upon the value of the contributed stock, and achieve tax-free
transfer of dominion over the corporation to the younger members of

3 A specific exception would also seem advisable for the Incidental rental of sets (real or personal) usedprimarily in a foundation's charitable operations.
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the family by subsequently shifting control of the foundation to them.
Other taxpayers have caused faminy coorations to be capitalized orrecapitalized with substantial blocks of nonvoting stock. By con-
tributing that stock to a foundation, the older generation secures thecurrent income and gift tax advantages of the contribution and then
transmits the voting stock-now representing a diminished proportion
of the value of the equity of the corporation and, therefore, largely
or entirely sheltered from gift or estate taxes-to the younger
generation.

The availability of these devices has received widespread attentionin tax and business publications. An excerpt from the May 7, 1960,
issue of Business Week magazine (p. 153) is illustrative:

Have you evr thought about setting up a "family foundation"/

However, before you get serious, there are two prime questions: First, arethere certain philanthropies (religious, educational, medical, etc.) that you'dwillingly levote considerable time and money to in later years? And second,
do you lme a sizable family business that you want to pass control of to your heirs,despite crippling Federal estate taest If your answers are "yes," then a private
foundation could be away to give your "estate plan" an entirely new outlook.What is a foundation It's a nonprofit organization with its own capital fundthat uses its resources solely for public welfare. It can be a State-charteredcorporation, or a trust, or an unincorporated association. If properly set up(with special Treasury-approved tax status) it pays no Federal taxes at all; yet it
can be kept entirely under the control of its founder and his family.The real motive behind most private foundations is keeping control of wealth
(even while the wealth itself is given away).

Take the typical case: Say the bulk of your property is in a family busi-as.When you (lie, if you have a high-bracket estate, the estate tax could cause a
forced sale of part or even all of the business-your children might lose controlof the company, as well as have to sell their shares at a poor price.A foundation can prevent this. You set it up, dedicated to charity. Year byyear, you make gifts of company stock to it, until the value of your remaining holdingsis down to the point where eventual estate taxes could be paid without undue strain,or until the foundation's holdings constitute firm control of the company. Youmaintain control of the foundation while you live; you direct its charitable activi-ties--and so, indirectly, you control the shares in your company that have beendonated. When you die, control of the foundation passes from you to yoffrfamily or other persons youtrust and thus they, in turn, keep reins on the business.

[The italics are those of the original.]
Recurrent advice of this kind appears to have led many taxpayersto establish and utilize private foundations for the purposes suggested.

The recent Treasury Department survey described in Appendix A
disclosed a large number of foundations whose principal asset consistsof stock in a corporation in which the foundation's donors, officers, orrelated parties retain substantial interests. Of the approximately 180
surveyed foundations 2 ' which hold 10 percent or more of at least 1
class of stock of a corporation, 121 reported ownership of family
corporation stock.2 Such ownership appears to be particularly
concentrated among foundations of medium size-those whose total
asset value is between $100,000 and $1 million. Of the 39 such
foundations canvassed which have stock holdings of the noted magni-
tude, 32 own family corporation stock.

14A total of approximately 1.300 foundations were covered by the survey.nThe term "family corporation stock" is used here in a aense consistent with the recommendation out-lined later in this section. The sItuations to which the text refers, hence. are those in which both the founds.tion and a donor (and/or related parties) own stock in a given corporation and, together or separately, theyhold at least 20 percent of the corporation's voting power.
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Example .- The A foundation holds approximately 21 percent

of the common stock of the A corporation, possessing a book value
of more than $2 million. Substantial contributors to the A
foundation and related parties own approximately 60 percent of
the corporation's common stock.

Example .- By both inter vivos and testamentary transfers,
the B foundation has received substantial holdings of the non-
voting common stock of two corporations which continue to be
controlled by the Bifamily.

Example 3.-The C and Dlfoundations' principal donor owns
all of the voting stock of the C corporation. Members of his
family amd he have given 106,000 shares of that corporation's
class B nonvoting stock to the C foundation; they have given
80,000 shares of this stock to the D foundation.

(2) Evaluation
The use of private foundations to perpetuate family dominion over

business creates situations which frequently contain, in their most
aggravated form, problems of the sort which have been discussed in
the preceding sections of this part. Plainly enough, the dangers of
foundation involvement in business are at least potentially present in
all of these situations. Moreover, because of the donor's retention of
control over the dividend distribution policy of the corporation, the
benefits which charity ought to receive from the contribution of stock
to the foundation are frequently deferred indefinitely or absent alto-
gether. Since the stock is closely held and ordinarily unmarketable,
the foundation-even if it is not subject to the donor's influence-has
little choice but to hold the shares and hope for dividends; and the
donor often proves unwillinj-or the corporation unable-to pay
them. Yet, by arranging redemption of token amounts of the stock
or by causing an atypical, but strategically timed dividend distri-
bution, the donor may very well be able to sustain his claim that the
stock has substantial value and entitles him to a large deduction on
its contribution to the foundation.

Example 4.-The recent Tax Court case of Pullman v. Coin-
misswner, T.C. Memo. Dec. 1964-218, affords an excellent
illustration of these problems. The taxpayers there, in control
of a clothing corporation, arranged the recapitalization of the
corporation with 8 percent preferred stock, nonvoting common
stock, and voting common stock. They then made gifts of the
preferred stock to various relatives and donated large portions
of the nonvoting common stock to a family foundation. They
also donated small blocks of the nonvoting common stock to
two independent charities, and had the corporation redeem these
blocks shortly after the contributions at approximately book
value. In its 19-year history the corporation had paid dividends
of more than 8 percent only once: in 1959--which was one of the

ears in which a major contribution of stock was made to the
undation-8 percent was paid on the preferred stock and an

additional 3 percent was paid on the nonvoting common stock.
Nonetheless, despite the existence of the preferred stock, with its
large prior claim upon the profits of the corporation and the
consequent unlikelihood that the common stock would ever
receive significant dividends, the Tax Court held that the trans-
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fers to the foundation qualified for charitable deductions only
slightly smaller in amount than the book value of the transferred
stock.

Example 5.-Members of the A family claimed deductions of
almost $2 million for their contributions of A corporation stock
to the A foundation, referred to in example 1. The stock of
this corporation paid no dividends from 1948 through 1957, and
none for 1962 or 1963.26 While small dividends were declared
in the years 1958 through 1961, they appear to have produced
less than $5,000 a year for the foundation.

Example 6.-Beyond the immediate members of the B family,
no market exists for the stock owned by the B foundation (re-
ferred to in example 2) in two family corporations, and the
foundation has never received any dividend on either holding

Example 7.-In only I of the last 6 years have the C and 5
foundations, referred to in example 3, received dividends on their
large holdings of nonvoting stock in a corporation controlled by
their principal donor.

Extreme delay or entire absence of benefit to charity, then, is
common in family corporation cases.

Also present in these cases-often with unusual severity and com-
plexity-are the conflicts of interest characteristic of the self-dealing
problems discussed in part IIA of the Report. Where the donor
exercises decisive influence over both the foundation and the corpora-
tion, he faces difficult divisions of responsibility. When the corpora-
tion encounters financial difficulties, for example, his duty to the
foundation may dictate efforts to dispose of its shares without delay;
but liquidation of the foundation's interest may occasion adverse
market consequences and thereby run counter to his obligation to
other shareholders or his own self-interest.

Example 8.-The E foundation suffered heavily from the di-
vided loyalties of its creators and managers. In 1953 substan-
tially all of its assets were invested in the preferred stock of .a
corporation 50 percent of whose common stock was owned by
these persons. The corporation's prospects appear even then to
have been far from bright. As matters grew worse, the founda-
tion maintained its holdings. In 1962, at the time of the last
available information, the preferred stock had never paid any
dividends, the corporation was on the verge of bankruptcy, and
the assets of the foundation had become virtually worthless.

The donor's retention ot a personal inLerest in the corporation may
place him at odds with the welfare of the foundation in other ways.
If he is in a high personal tax bracket, he may wish to have the corpora-
tion accumulate its earnings so that lie can realize his gains by future
sale of his stock and confine his tax to the rate prescribed for capital
gains; but the foundation may require present funds for its charitable
program. He may wish the corporation to employ his relatives; it
may be best for the foundation that they not be employed. The
donor will generally find it in his interest to have the corporate salary
levels of family members fixed as high as is consistent with the
requirement of the tax law that deductible compensation be "repson-
able," for it makes little difference to them w eth r they receive the
earnings of the corporation as dividends or salary d the corora-

36The foundation received its stock in the latter 1950's. 1960, and 196i.
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tion may deduct only the latter. The interest of the foundation, on
the other hand, lies in keeping salaries as low as is consonant with
the employment of competent personnel. The requirements of
charity may dictate current expenditures by the foundation; the
donor may be tempted to have the foundation retain its funds to meet
the possible future needs of the business. In all of these situations
it is unrealistic to expect the donor, as director of the foundations, to
bring to bear upon problems which involve his personal interest the
same judgment which an independent party, concerned only with
the welfare of charity, would employ.

Problems of the same nature arise where the donor contributes to
a private foundation an interest in an unincorporated business, or an
undivided interest in property, in which he or those related to him
retain substantial rights. Current tax deductions have been claimed,
for example, for contributions of rights in the air space over the
donor's land. water rights adjacent to a private beach which the donor
owns, or fractional interests in vacant land which the donor controls.
Here again, because of the donor's close continuing connection with
the property, it is hardly realistic to expect the foundation to make
independent decisions about its use and disposition of the property.

While the abuses generated by family dominion over foundation
property in many respects are similar to those dealt with by other
portions of this Report, the problems here are sufficiently intensified,
complex, and possessed of novel ramifications to require a special
remedy. This Report elsewhere recommends that foundations be
required to pay out annually at least a minimum approximation of a
normal return upon their assets; but that requirement cannot obviate
the need for foundations to have sufficient independent command over
their assets to enable them to realize-whether by sale, conversion to
more productive investments, or otherwise-the means to exceed the
minimum when their charitable objectives demand it.. Indeed, the
payout rule may create pressures upon a foundation to liquidate other,
useful assets in order to preserve its holdings of unproductive family
corporation stock; or the rule may be satisfied simply by the donor
employing the foundation as a conduit for his ordinary anmal char-
itable giving-while charity continues to derive no benefit from the
foundation's family corporation stock. Similarly, rules concrete
enough to possess real efficacy in the prohibition of specific self-dealing
practices cannot cope successfully and decisively with the subtle and
continuing conflicts of interest which arise in the family stock situation.
Finally, a foundation which is itself under the influence of a donor
and which holds stock in a corporation controlled by the donor will,
even where its stock holdings amount to less than 20 percent of the
corporate equity, almost necessarily find itself involved in the business
affairs of the corporation: for the foundation's stock will be used in
combination with that of the donor and related parties to govern the
commercial enterprise.
(3) Possible 801Utin

To deal directly with the problems in this area, the Treasury
Department recommends consideration of an approach which, for
gifts made to private foundations in the future, would recognize that
the transfer of an interest in a family coloration or other controlled
property lacks the finality which should characterize a deductible
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charitable contribution. Under this recommendation, where the
donor and related parties maintain control of a business or other
property after the contribution of an interest in it to a private founda-
tion, no income tax deduction would be permitted for the gift until
(a) the foundation disposes of the contributed asset, (b) the founda-
tion devotes the property to active charitable operations, or (c) donor
control over the business or property terminates. If disposition,
application to active charitable uses, or cessation of control occurs
after the donor's death but within 3 years of the date of death, the
deduction would be granted for the donor's last taxable year; if none
of the three qualifying events takes place within that period, the
contribution would not be deductible for income tax purposes. Cor-
relatively, this approach would treat transfers of such interests, made
at or before death, as incomplete for all estate tax purposes unless one
of the qualifying events occurs within 3 years after the donor's death
(or an extension of that period determined by the Secretary of the
Treasury to be appropriate). Absent such a post-transfer qualifica-
tion, the contributed asset would be included in the donor's gross
estate and would not give rise to an estate tax charitable deduction.
Such transfers, similarly, would not be deemed to constitute gifts,
within the meaning of the gift tax statute, until a qualifying event
occurs.

For the purposes of this recommendation, control of an incorporated
business would be presumed to consist of ownership of 20 percent or
more of the total combined voting power of the corporation; control
of an unincorporated business or other property would be presumed
to consist of ownership of a 20 percent or larger interest in it. The
presumption could be rebutted by a showing that a particular interest
does not constitute control. In determining whether or not the donor
and related parties possess control, interests held by the foundation
should be attributed to them until all of their own rights in the
business or other underlying property cease. A qualifying disposition
of contributed property by a foundation could consist of a gift to
another organization, in harmony with the foundation's own purposes,
or a sale; but it would not include a gift to another private foundation,
since the donor could not have secured a deduction by making a direct
co!tibution of the controlled interest to such an organization. An
application of contributed property to active charitable operations
would occur through the permanent and direct commitment of the
asset to use in the conduct of the active charitable pursuits for which the
foundation was organized, if it was organized for such pursuits.
Water rights or land, for example, would be applied to charitable uses
when they are employed in the activities of a foundation which
operates a beach or a park. Because of the rule requiring attribution
of ownership from the foundaton to the donor, a termination of con-
trol, in the relevant sense, could come about by a reduction in the
holdings of either the foundation or the donor and related parties;
but the termination would be recognized only where no offsetting
reacquisition by one of the specified parties occurs within a prescribed
subsequent period. The value of the contributed property at the
time of disposition, devotion to charitable use, or cessation of con-
trol would determine the amount of the income tax deduction to
which the donor would become entitled. The amount deductible for
estate tax purposes would be the value of the propertylon the date of
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the donor's death or other governing date under the ordinary princi-ples of estate tax law. If only a portion of the controlled property isdisposed of or devoted to active charitable use, the donor would
receive a deduction pro lanto.Since they are designed to deal with different, problems, the rulesuggested here differs in a number of respects from the rule recom-mended in section C of this Part. The rule of section C would becomeoperative where a foundation owns, in its own right, a 20 percent orlarger interest in a business; the rule of the present section would beapplicable even where the foundation's own interest in the business isless than 20 percent, if the total interests of the foundation, donor,and related parties constitute control. The two rules would overlapwhere a foundation has a 20 percent or greater interest in the businessand a donor and related parties ,.lso have interests in it which, whencombined with the foundation's ownership, amount to control. Therules would, however, have different consequences: the section C rulewould require the foundation to reduce its ownership below 20 percentwithin a specified period of time; the section D rule would simplydefer the donor's deduction for the contribution of an interest in thebusiness until the foundation disposes of the contributed interest ordonor control of the business terminates. The section Cprovisionwould apply both to the existing holdings of foundations and to thoseacquiredin the future. The section D rule would apply only to con-tributions made to foundations in the future.

(4) Possible restriction of this solution
A possible modification of the proposal of the present section wouldpostpone the donor's deduction only where, after the contribution,he and related parties control the business or other underlying prop-erty and, in addition, exercise substantial influence upon the founda-tion to which the contribution was made. Such a rule would permitan immediate deduction to a donor who transfers controlled propertyto a private foundation if he and related parties do not constitutemore than a specified percentage of the foundation's governing body.Since many of the most troublesome problems in the family corpora-tion-controlled property area are traceable to the conflicts of interestswhich result where the donor both dominates the corporation and hassignificant influence upon foundation decisions, this rule would confinethe corrective measure to situations in which both of those elements

are present.
The Treasury Department has analyzed this variation of the pro-posal with considerable care. Its examination of the matter hasindicated that the modification would have the advantage of per-mitting immediate deductions in a limited number of situations inwhich gifts of controlled property to private foundations produceclear charitable benefits and appear to be accompanied by no con-comitant abuses. On the other hand, two rather serious difficulties

are inherent in the modification.
First, the task of achieving a satisfactory definition of "substantialdonor influence" presents formidable problems. In proposing theimposition of a 25-year limit upon substantial donor influence overprivate foundations, Part I-F of this report suggests that a foundationbe considered subject to such influence where a donor, members ofhis family, those with whom he has a direct or indirect employment

42-663-45---4
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relationship, and those with whom he has a continuing business or
professional relationship compose more than 25 percent of the group
which manages the foundation. The approach emp loyed by this
definition has a number of advantages over others which have been
considered. Yet, as the discussion in section F recognizes, it leaves
open significant avenues for the exertion of donor influence. By
appointing friends, neighbors, business acquaintances, or other
persons beyond the enumerated categories to the foundation's board,
a donor may be able to elude the impact of the rule even while he
maintains real and effective influence upon foundation decisions.
The availability of these techniques for avoidance does not constitute
a substantial defect in a rule whose ain, like that of the Part I-F
proposal, is to broaden the base of participation in the affairs of the
foundation, bring fresh views to its councils, and, over time, remove
it from the wing of the donor and his family. Even where the newly
appointed board members are the donor's friends and neighbors,
some of these objectives are likely to be attained immediately. With
the passage of time, others will follow: neighbors and friends do not
remain subject to the will of one's family permanently. Equally
important, a donor who has been permitted to shape the nature of a
foundation by specifying the terms of its organizational instruments
and supervising its activities for 25 years will ordinarily have little
motivation to circumvent the rule: with the advance of age and the
imprint of his personality firmly fixed upon the foundation, he will
be quite likely to follow the easier course of taking the law at its word
and passing the management of the foundation to independent parties.

The considerations which make this definition adequate for the
purposes of the Part I-F recommendation, however, possess dinin-
ished vitality when one turns to the family corporation situation.
Here the tax benefits to be derived from avoidance of the deduction-
deferral rule are considerable; and the motivation for avoidance is
correspondingly great. To sustain this rule against manipulation,
therefore, a definition of "substantial donor influence" would have to
be capable of blaring greater stress than the time limitation provision
could be expected to generate. Because of its inapplicability to the
less easily identified areas of donor influence, the definition of part
II-F might prove only partially sufficient to withstand the pressures
created by inventive planners. Further, as the preceding discussion
has suggested, the conflict-of-interest abuses in the family corpora-
tion area have been acute and aggravated; and a measure which re-
quires an indeterminate period of tune to reach complete effectiveness
might permit some of those abuses to continue in the interim. Upon
both of these grounds, the adequacy of the Part 11-F definition to the
needs of the remedy under this section appears subject to some
question.

A second problem confronts the restriction of the controlled property
rule to situations in which the recipient foundation is under donor
influence. While conflict of interest is one of the arguments in favor
of the controlled property ride, it is not the onlj one. Of equal force
is the argument that retention of donor contro over the corporation
whose stock has been contributed makes the real value of what has
passed to the foundation too subject to the continuing volition of
the donor, too far within his future discretion, too completely within
his persisting power, to justify the grant of an inmediate tax benefit.
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Since the donor has not yet conferred a clear and definite presentbenefit upon charity-so tie argument proceeds-he has done nothingto warrant a present tax deduction. To this contention-based, asit is, upon a considerable body of experience to the effect that charityvery frequently benefits little or not, at, all from gifts of controlledcorporation stock-the suggested modification provides no answer;for the donor's continuing power over the corporation exists whetherthe foundation to which he gives the stock is subject to his influenceor not. To limit, the impact of the remedial measure to gifts to in-fluenced foundations, then, may confine the remedy to only a part of
the abuse.

The existenc of these problems does not compel the conclusionthat such a limitation is unworkable. After deliberation, Congressmay determine that the possibilities for avoiding the definition ofdonor influence are not serious. A somewhat stricter definition thanthat used in Part. ll-F-perhaps restricting the donor and relatedparties to a smaller percentage of participation in the foundation'sgoverning body-may reduce those possibilities significantly. Con-sideration of specific instances of the controlled property abuse malead Congress to conclude that the portion of the robfeni to whichthe restricted rule would apply is the portion of major practicalimportance, and that the disadvantage of the broader rule-whichmay, concededly, defer deductions in a limited number of situationswhere no abuse is present-outweighs the advantage to be achievedby seeking to cover tile remaining part of the problem. The controlledproperty rule should not, however, be restricted to gifts to influencedfoundations without complete awareness of the difficulties which thatrestriction may entail and without clear assurance that adoption ofthe restriction will cause no serious impediment to the operation of
the rule itself.

E. FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS UNRELATED TO CHARITABLE FUNCTIONS

Private foundations necessarily engage in a number of financialtransactions connected with the investment of their funds. However,experience has indicated that unrestricted participation by founda-tions in three classes of transactions which are not essential to theircharitable or investment activities can produce seriously unfortunate
results.
(1) Foundation borrowing

The great majority of private foundations appear to borrow verylittle money. lihe Treasury Department's survey of the characterand value of foundation assets and liabilities has disclosed that, atthe end of 1962, while foundations held assets reported to have atotal book value of approximately $10,713 million, they had total
liabilities 27 of only $244 million. Borrowings, in other words,accounted for less than 2% percent of total foundation assets.On the other hand; a limited number of private foundations haveborrowed heavily, for a wide range of purposes not related to the
conduct of their charitable functions.

Example 1.-In the years 1951 through 1962 the A, B, and Cfoundations, established and dominated by one person, borrowed
Other than liabilities with respect to grants payable. The latter class of liabilities does not, of course,represent borrowing in any usual sense of the term.
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money from 17 different institutions and a variety of individuals
to acquire investment assets. On December 31, 1956, the total
outstanding indebtedness which the foundations had incurred
for this purpose appears to have been approximately $14,200,000.
A recent report indicates that, during the 12-year period covered,
the foundations entered into 130 separate investment borrowing
transactions. Many of the transactions involved amounts of
more than $100,000: several involved more than $1 million.2

Eatnple 2.-The D foundation has also engaged in extensive
borrowing. On March 29, 1957, the foundation borrowed
$550,000 from a trust, company at 41. percent interest and used
the proceeds to make a loan of'the sane amount to a corporation
at an interest rate of 10 percent. On November 18, 1957, tile
foundation borrowed $450,000 from a trust, company at. 4
percent, interest to make a $500,000 loan to two corporations at
10 percent interest. A three-page schedule in a recent report
onl foundations lists the other borrowing transactions into which
this foundation entered from 1951 to 1962 to obtahi funds for
investment.,

El.rampile 3.-In one jurisdiction a number of foundations,
organized with little or no capital funds of their own, have carried
on extensive practices of purchasing oil payments with funds
borrowed from banks. Liens on the oil payments secure the
loans. 'rihe foundations retain, as their fee for acting as inter-
mediary, the excess of the gross proceeds of the production pay-
ments over the principal and interest required to be paid to the
banks. Ihe E foundation is typical of this group. Organized
in 1954 with no funds of its own, E had by 1961 incurred indebted-
ness of more than $14 million in connection with its oil payment.
transactionns. Its net income frcnm these ventures was $5S,352
in 1959 and $6,510 in 1960.

LIam pie ;.-A foundation involved in recent Tax ('ourt, liti-
gation was established in 1948 with a $1,000 contribution. Its
net worth remained at approximately that. figure until 1951.
In the latter year tile foundation contracted to purchase a 34-acre
tract of industrial real property for $1,150,000, and borrowed
virtually all of the purchase price. Leasing the property back
to the former owners and I1 other tenants under an arrange-
ment carefully fashioned to protect all of its rental proceeds frcm
tax, the foundation was able to discharge its purchase obligation
in 5 years. In that, span, therefore, tile foundation had ex-
panded tile value of its holdings from a thousand dollars to more
than at million ddlars-without tile necessity of seeking or receiv-
ing contributions. Shiffman v. Conmi.sioner, 32 T.C. 1073.3

Eramplie 5.-The F foundation typifies the private foundations
which have acquired productive properties by means of so-called
bootstrap transactions. In their usual form, F's bootstrap acqui-
sitions have consisted of an agreement by the owners of productive
property to transfer the property to the foundation or a price
payable entirely, or almost entirely, from a specified share of the

24 Patman Report, second installment, supra, pp. 46-47. 54, 59.
It Pat man Report, second installment, supra, pp. 61, 63-OM.
t In the cited liticAtion the Tax Court upheld the foundation's claim to exemption against the Govern-

ment's cvnterition that, in applying approximately 80 percent of the rental proceeds from the property to
the satisfaction of its loan obligation, the foundation had accumulated its income improperly.
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future earnings of the property. rhe foundation ordinarily makeslittle or no down paynient froti its own assets and has to inde-pendent l)ers-onal obligation for the unpaid portion of the price:If earnings are insuflicient to enable it to make the paymentsrequired by the contract, the transferors' only rights are againstthe .property itself. The foundation contrives to realize theearnings in tax-exenipt form, conimonly by leasing the propertyto an operating entity under terms intended to shelter the rentfroin unrelated business income tax. The F foundation hasemployed this technique to acquire most or all of the underlyingassets of 1S separate commercial enterprises . 3  By arrangementsof this sort, other foundations have" been able to swell theirholdings without risk to themselves or dependence upon con-
tributors.

Foundation borrowing to secure funds for investment, ntly haveseveral unfortunate consequences. In many of the transactions ofthis class, private parties are able to shift a substantial measure ofthe financial benefit. of the foundation's tax exemption to themselves.A foundation which call amortize a purchase obligation with tax-freeproceeds from the purchased property, and which therefore will beable to acquire the property witi little or no expenditure from itsown assets, can frequently be induced to agree to a much higher
purchase price than a taxable buyer would accept. Indeed, in thetypical bootstrap sale of productive property to a foundation, wherethe foundation has no personal obligation for the purchase price andthe only security for payment is the transferred property itself, theonly contribution which the foundation makes to the arrangement isits tax exemption. The seller, already possessed of complete owner-ship of the property and an unrestricted right to all of its futureearnings, would not enter into the transaction at all if tax considera-tions were absent; and the foundation can have only marginal bar-gaining power. Quite naturally, the resultant agreement diverts tothe seller-by means of tin inflatted purchase price or, where a lease-back is involved, reduced rentals-a significant share of the advantagewhich the foundation derives from its ability to receive the incomeproduced by the property free of tax. It other situations, one wholends money to a foundation may be able to insist upon an abnormalinterest rate because of the foundation's power to realize a greater net.return upon the money tian a taxable borrower could. In these ways,foundation borrowing for investment tises can deflect, to the personalbenefit of private parties, a. portion of the advantage which tax exemp-tion was intended to produce for charity.

But, though a part, of the benefit. of its exemption may escape thefoundation, much remains. The foundation, after all, will ultimatelysecure unencumbered ownership of the property if a bootstrap opera-tion works; it will earn- the differential between the proceeds of aproduction payment purchased with borrowed funds and the cost ofthe loan which provided those funds; it may realize substantial profitfrom securities purchased on margin. These facts are the source of a
21 While F has pursued a practice of leasing the acquired assets to operating organizations in which it haslittle or no direct ownership interest, the terns of the leases in at least many instances have given thefoundation sullcient conneetion with the business enterpises to bring the arrangements within the scopeof the hwuslness limitation recommended in Part II-C of this Report. The connection does not, however,appear to have been an indispensible element of the transactions: and appropriate modification of the leaserelationships wouid seein to make it po&-.il~le for F to aoonpisii these=aqustions even if a restrictionupon foundation partivipation in business were in effect. 7 has also usdthe bosrptcnqetacquire productive assets which were not parts of a business enterprise.tapthnqet
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second-and basic-objection to foundation investment borrowig:
It enables the foundation to convert its tax exemption into a sel-
sufficient device for the production of capital. By borrowing, the
foundation can extend the function of its exemption beyond the
protection of income stemming from charitable gifts; it can use the
exemption to develop funds even where there are no charitable gifts.
Commentators have referred to this activity as trading upon or
capitalizing upon the tax exemption. The foundation which makes
such use of its exemption can sever itself from reliance upon contribu-
tors and eliminate the healthful scrutiny of its purposes and activities
which that reliance implies.3' By tins expansion of its exemption
privilege to borrowed assets and this divorce from dependence upon
contributors, the foundation begins a multiplication of its holdings
which bears no relation to the community's evaluation of its charitable
works- it embarks upon an extension of its economic empire which is
limited only by the financial acumen and commercial skills of its
managers. The foundation described in example 4, which began
with a net worth of $1,000 and within 5 years had increased its domain
to include a 34-acre tract of industrial real property worth $1,150,000,
is an extreme, but not atypical, illustration of the consequences of
unrestricted foundation borrowing for investment purposes.

In 1950 Congress recognized the impropriety and danger inherent
in such exploitation of the tax exemption privilege. Concerned with
a proliferation of situations in which exempt organizations were pur-
chasing commercial property with borrowed funds and utilizing future
rents from the property to pay the purchase loan, both the House
Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Finance Committee
offered the following observations:

The fact that under present law an exempt institution need not use any of its
own funds in acquiring property through leasehacks-borrowed funds may
represent 100 percent of the purchase price-indicates that there is no limit to
the property an exempt institution may acquire in this manner. Such acquisitions
are not in any way limited by the funds available for investmeent on the part of
the exempt institution. This explains why particular attention should be given
to leasebacks which involve the use of borrowed funds. Where an exempt organi-
zation uses its own funds, expansion of its property holdings through the leaseback
device must iece.s..arily proceed at a much slower pace, 11. Rept. No. 2319, 81st
Cong., 2d sess., p. 39 (1950), 1950-2 Cum. Bull. 410; S. Rept. No. 2375, 81st
Cong., 2d sess., p. 31 (1950), 195-2 Cure. Bull 506.

To deal with the problem, the Revenue Act of 1950 provided,
generally, for the taxation of a portion of the rent which foundations
received from property acquired with borrowed funds. The measure
(continued without material change in the present Internal Revenue
Code) has proved to possess two defects. It has, first, been crippled
by the presence of an exception which permits rents from leases whose
terms are not longer than 5 years to be received without tax. The
cases set out in examples 4 and 5 typify a growing body of transactions
in which foundations have been able to frame their acquisitions of
productive property to take advantage of this exception. More

3 It is, of course, true that many foundations ultimately develop funds of sufficient size to free themselves
from reliance upon contributors. Foundations created by kge temwntary gifts may never have to seek
money from others. In all of these situations, however, the foundation's basic endowment stems from per-
sons who have sufficient regard for its aims to give it property; its structure, and purpose ares ramed or
evaluated by those who have a direct economic concem in the matter. The bootstrap foundation, on the
other hand, can be organized with little or no capital. It proceeds to grow from within, independent of
outside review. Even though no member of the public ever has sufficient interest in any of the organiza-
tion's endeavors to contribute to it the personal motivations of its managers can, where investment borrow.
in is permitted, be enough to buila it to very large proportions.
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fundamentally, the 1950 provision suffers from the narrowness of itsscope. Operative only where the property purchased with borrowedmoney is rental property, it affords no solution to the saine problemsof diversion of exemption benefits to private parties and financialempire building whiehI exists where borrowed funds are invested inroyalties, oil payments, securities, or loans.
The recommendations made by other sections of this report willnot provide satisfactory answers to these problems. Tie proposalto restrict the participation of private foundations in active businessdoes not. apply where the foundation's return from its investment ispassive. Even if the purchased assets are business assets, when thefoundation detaches itself from the conduct of the commercial enter-prise by entering into a passive lease to an independently controlledoperating entity, the abuses become essentially different from thosewith which the recommendation of Part Il-C is desi ned to deal; andthat recommendation is, ,properly, inapplicable. i'he lending pro-posal of the following section would leave substantial areas in whichfoundations could continue to make loans, without reference to thesource from which the loaned funds stem. The income ,payout andincome equivalent rules suggested in Part II-B are simnilarly, of littleassistance here. Since the payout rule applies only to the net incomeof foundations, depreciation or depletion would ordinarily shield muchof the profit of property purchased with borrowed funds from thethrust of the requirement.. Further, under the report's recommenda-tion the "income equivalent" would be determined by reference to afoundation's net equity, rather than its gross asset, value; and, as aconsequence, this rule also would have limited impact upon assetsacquired with borrowed money.

Without supplementation, then, both existing law and other sec-tions of this report would still permit dangerous abuses through founda-tion borrowing. To foreclose the continuation of these abuses and toforestall the development of new ones, the lfreasury Departmentrecommends that, for the future, all borrowing by private foundationsfor investment purposes be prohibited. This recommendation wouldnot prevent foundations from borrowing money to carry on theirexempt functions: it would have no effect upon borrowing to makegifts to other charitable organizations, to defray the expenses of activecharitable operations, or to acquire assets for use in the conduct of suchoperations. It would not, again, apply to investment, transactionswhich are already in progress. For the future, however, it wouldconfine foundation investments to funds stemming from contributions
or from income produced by contributions.-3

A proscription of foundation investment borrowing would have nopractical effect upon the activities of the great majority of privatefoundations; for, as has been pointed out, they have not borrowed toinvest even when they were free to do so. Indeed, the fact that thesefoundations have found no difficulty in carrying on their affairs andaccomplishing their objectives without investment borrowing con-stitutes convincing evidence that foundations need not borrow for
33 In doing so, the proposal would in the future, for private foundations, supersede both the atial attackUpom this problem made In tie 1950 legislation and the nmuch-crtiized 5-year exception embodied In thatle .The bne limitation p nPart 1l-C ofthis Report would require either dlspos lion oraprprate modification of existing fouaton leases which do not qualify as passive. A number of thearnow in ete which have been drawn to take advantage of the 5-yea exception would be subject tothis requirement.
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such purposes. A number of persons familiar with the operations of
private foundations have indicated precisely that view to the Treasury
Department. To curtail abusesi by the minority of foundations,
however, legislative adoption of the recommended rule is necessary.

(2) Foundation leling
Many private foundations put portions of their funds to use in the

making of loans wllich are not secured by mortgages and not evidenced
by government or other bonls. 3' While much of this lending repre-
sents altogether proper and legitimate investment of foundation funds,
some does not.

Example 6.-The A, B, and C foundations, referred to in
example 1, all controlled by a single individual, made many
loans to that individual's friends and business acquaintances.
On December 31, 1956, one businessman owed these foundations
$6,571,448. At the end of the years 1951 through 1961 another
owed the foundations amounts ranging from $1,193,000 to
$2,057,000. The indebtedness of various other businessmen to
the foundations was, on the dates noted, as follows:
Individual k, Dec. 31, 1954 --------------------------- $138, 000. 00
Individual B, Oct. 27, 1954 -------------------------- 1 1, 519, 000. 00
Individual C, Dec. 31, 1961 ---------------------------- 39,210.00
Individual 1), Dec. 31, 1962 ----------------------------- 80, 246. 92
Individual E, Dec. 31, 1962 ---------------------------- 39, 027.50
Individual F, Dec. 31, 1953 --------------------------- 247, 084. 75
Individual G, Dec. 31, 1962 ----------------------------- 54, 000.00
Individual 11, Dec. 31, 1962 ----------------------------- 50, 154.32

The loans to these and other businessmen ordinarily arose
through transactions in which the foundations purchased and
carried (often for several years) large amounts of securities for
the accounts of the borrowers. Where the documents recording
the arrangements specified interest rates, the rates prescribed
were somnetines as low as 3, 3 /.jz, or 4 percent. In other cases,
however, the rates were higher; and in many situations the
foundations were entitled to share in the profits of sales of the
securities.

Example 7.-The G foundation had the following loans to
various individuals outstanding at the end of each of the indicated
years: 3

Year ending Dec. 31 Makers Interest rate Amount
(percent)

1952 ----------------- Individual I -------------------------------------- 4 $11,600
1953 ----------------..... do -------------------------------------------- 4 11,050
1954 ----------------...... do -------------------------------------------- 4 10,600
1955 ----------------...... do -------------------------------------------- 4 9,400
1956 -------------- Individuals J and K ------------------------------ 4 1, 111, 50

Individual I -------------------------------------- 4 8,800
1957 ----------------...... do -------------------------------------------- 4 7,900
1958 ----------------....... do -------------------------------------------- 4 6,200
1959 ----------------...... do -------------------------------------------- 4 5, 000

Individuals L and M ----------------------------- 0 15,900
1960 ----------------...... do -------------------------------------------- 0 10,300

Individual I -------------------------------------- 4 4, 000
1961 --------------- Individuals L and M ----------------------------- 0 3,70

Individual I -------------------------------------- 4 1,000

36 Table 11 of the Statistical Appendix to the report presents information on the total amounts of various
classes of foundation loans outstanding at the endof 1962.

u Patman Report, 2d installment, supra, e.g., pp. iv, 24-27, 29, 31, 32.
34 Patman Report, 2d installment, supra, p. 12.
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Example 8.-The H foundation borrowed money from banksand used the proceeds to make loans to three trusts and severalindividuals. The borrowers were, in some instances, closelyenough related to the corporate creator of the foundation to bewithin the ambit of the expanded self-dealing rules suggestedin Part II-A of this Report; in other instances, no identifiablerelationship appeared. The interest rates for most of the loanswere fixed from I to 2 percent higher than the rates which thefoundation was obligated to pay the banks. One loan, however,bore interest at only 3 percent, and another at 4 percent.The facts surrounding these transactions make it evident thatthe fundamental motivation for at least most of the loans was not thedesire to find a secure and profitable investment for charitable fundsbut, rather, the wish on the art of the foundation's managers toassist parties whom they has some particular, private reason tobenefit. Yet, with the exceptions noted in example 8, the borrowerswere beyond the reach of any administrable and reasonable self-dealing prohibitions and the benefits accruing to the foundation'smanagers or donors were sufficiently nebulous and removed from theloan transactions themselves to be difficult to discover, identify, andprove. The task of isolating and demonstrating private benefit ornoncharitable purpose-the only avenues of attack open to the gov-ernment under existing law-becomes arduous and uncertain whenthe interest rate and the other terms of the loan accord with thestandards of ordinary commercial practice. The advantages to theborrower of such a loan by a foundation-and the corollary value of thefavor done by the foundation to the director or donor who arrangedthe loan-can, nevertheless, be considerable. The delays, inconven-iences, and formalities of applying for a bank loan can be eliminated;embarrassing questions can be avoided; the assurance that one'sobligation resides in friendly hands can be secured.arity may suffer two very real detriments from the absence of aneffective proscription against privately motivated foundation lending.Because the safety of the obligation is not among the primary con-siderations leading the foundation to make the loan, charitable fundscan be put to unusual and unnecessary hazard. Indeed, the samepersonal considerations which impel the foundation director or donorto cause the loan will quite probably dissuade him from enforcing itsterms with vigor and dispassion when collection difficulties arise.But whether or not the foundation loses money on a particular loan,the very fact that such loans can be made may lead foundation man-agers to a broad range of decisions which do not comport with theinterests of charity. Funds may be retained in liquid form, ratherthan being placed m more productive investments, so that they will beavailable for lending when the occasion arises. Charitable programsmay be rejected because* they would draw too heavily upon lendingcapital. Expenditures for the charitable projects undertaken may berestricted parsimoniously for the same reason.To free foundation assets from the dangers inherent in privatelymotivated lending and to protect foundation decisions from the im-proper pressures which the availability of such lending may generate,the Treasury Department recommends that, for the future, the loansof private foundations be confined to categories which are clearlynecessary, safe, and appropriate for charitable fiduciaries. Loans
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made by foundations in pursuance of their exempt functions-such
as loans to students--should of course, be permitted. Similarly,
foundations should be allowed to make bank deposits, loans which
are evidenced by securities of a type regularly traded upon an exchange
or in an over-the-counter market, loans to governmental units, loans
fully secured by first mortgages upon real estate, and other loans
determined, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the
Treasury, to be of substantially similar quality and character. 7

Examples of loans of the latter class would be short-term loans repre-
sented by the marketable commercial paper of prime borrowers and
loans forming parts of sound private placements. Reference to the
accepted lending practices of educational institutions and comparable
organizations could furnish guidelines for the standards to be developed
in the regulations. Beyond areas of the enumerated character,
however, lending by private foundations ought to be prohibited.
(3) Trading and 8pecuation by foundations

Certain private foundations have engaged in active trading of
securities or have participated in speculative investments.

Example 9.-The A, B, and C foundations carried on lively,
extensive, and often speculative securities dealings. They
entered into puts and calls, purchased a large volume of unlisted
securities, and frequently acquired stock on margin. They
agreed to a number of arrangements under which they carried
securities for the accounts of individuals in exchange for the
right to share in any profits which might be realized upon dis-
position of the securities. They sometimes sold stock within a
period of from one to several days after acquiring it. '

Example 10.-The I foundation reported securities sales in
1963 which amounted to a turnover of approximately 20 percent
of its stockholdings in that year. A recent Securities and Ex-
change Commission report " indicates average rates of turnover
for foundations to be from 1 to 2 percent. All but four of the
positions liquidated by the I Ifoundation's 1963 sales had been
purchased by the foundation after 1960; approximately half had
been held for less than 6 months. The foundation realized a total
gain of $2,344,067 from the sales.

Example 11.-The J foundation invested in a syndicate
formed by several taxable corporations to purchase a ranch,
hoping to profit from a sharp rise in land values which might
take place if an adjacent city happened to exand in the direction
of the property. The urban expansion did not occur. The
syndicate operated the ranch at a loss for several years, and
finally disposed of it. The foundation sustained a substantial
loss on the transaction.

While it is difficult to assemble information upon the precise extent
of trading or speculation among private foundations, the Treasury
Department has encountered a substantial body of opinion, among
persons familiar with the activities and practices of foundations, to
the effect that the problem is of sufficient importance to require
legislative attention.

37 Of course, where foundation lending activities constitute a business, the recommendation of Part I-C
would become applicable.

a Patman Report 2d instalment, supra, e.g., pp. 23, 25, 26,33, 34, 37.38 40.
N Securities and Ezchange Commission Report of Special Studies of the securities Market, July 17,

1W6, pp. 864 and 1062.
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Three kinds of dangers are inherent in foundation trading andspeculation. Obviously enough, operations of this character ordi-narily entail greater risk of loss than do prudently chosen long-terminvestments. Assets which have been committed to charity shouldnot be subjected to that hazard. Conversely, these practices maybe spectacularly successful; and where they are, they make possibleboth the financial empire building and the severance of a foundationfrom dependence upon contributors which have been criticized in thesection of the Report dealing with foundation borrowing. A thirddanger is less obvious but equally significant. Foundation trusteesor directors who attempt to predict hourly, daily, or weekly marketfluctuations, who purchase puts, calls, and straddles in an effort toprofit from those fluctuations, who shift their positions in securitiesfrequently, and who endeavor to assay the otentialities of untriedbusinesses, the worth of untested mineral lanS, or the future value ofunproven building locations must necessarily expend considerableamounts of their time and attention in those endeavors. Little scopeis likely to remain for charity. Charitable enterprises deserve-indeed, they require-analysis, evaluation, planning; they are notmatters to be lightly undertaken or perfunctorily carried on; theymerit the genuine interest and undivided attention of the persons towhom society has entrusted their accomplishment. Consequently,the efforts of the speculator or the trader-whether successful orunsuccessful-are intrinsically inconsistent with the proper manage-
ment of the affairs of a foundation.

The present law on this subject contains several deficiencies.Section 504(a)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code proscribes invest-
ment of-
amounts accumulated out of income during the taxable year or any prior taxableyear and not actually paid out by the end of the taxable year * ** in such amanner as to jeopardize the carrying out of the charitable, educational, or otherpurpose or function constituting the basis for exemption under section 501(a)
of an organization described in section 501(c)(3).0
One basic weakness of the section, of course, is that it applies onlyto income accumulations; it does not govern the manner in whichcorpus is managed. A second defect is that, by its reference toI"jeopardy," the provision tends to make the success of a venturedecisive of its permissibility: undertakings which turn out well are,with the benefit of hindsight, quite likely to seem sound, whateverrisks they may have presented while they were in progress. Hence,the section affords only an imperfect device for dealing with thefoundation which successfully utilizes trading or speculative practicesto multiply its holdings and extend its financial domain. Third, aswe have seen, speculation and trading entail an unfortunate onse-quence which has no relationship to the presence or absence ofjeopardy: even where they involve no unusual hazards, they arelikely to make greater demands upon the time, inter.4, and abilitiesof foundation trustees and directors than is consistent with theattentive and informed conduct of the affairs of charity. For thisproblem the present section 504 provides no solution.In view of these considerations, the Treasurv Department recom-mends that private foundations be directly prohibited from participat-ingin any kind of trading or speculation with any of their assets,whether derived from corpus or from income. The prohibition
"Sectlon 88i(c) contains a imiiar provision.
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should include specific interdiction of devices ordinarily deemed
inherently speculative-as, for example, the purchase of "puts,"
"calls," "straddles," "spreads," "strips," "straps," and "specialoptions," selling short, and trading in commodity futures.4'

Like the borrowing and lending recommendations of the two
preceding portions of the present section, this measure would exclude
foundations from a class of financial transactions in which they
ought not to be engaged. When combined with the business and self-
dealing restrictions proposed elsewhere in the report, these rules
would confine the unrelated financial activities of private foundations
to areas which are appropriate for organizations whose assets have
been committed to the advancement of the public welfare and whose
concerns should be exclusively with the attainment of charitable
aims.

F. BROADENING OF FOUNDATION MANAGEMENT

The Treasury Department's study of private foundations has
revealed the existence of a group of interrelated problems which are
at once more pervasive and more fundamental, but less concrete,
les easy to identify, and less susceptible of isolation, than those with
which the preceding sections of this Part have dealt. By their very
nature, these problems evade precise definition and quantitative
analysis. One cannot compile statistics which demonstrate their
character and extent. In the main, one cannot report individual
instances of their effect. For all of these attributes, however, they
possess both reality and significance.

For the purposes of discussion, one may separate these problems into
three general categories.
(1) Abuse potentialities of donor influence

The ability of a donor to wield substantial influence over the
management of a private foundation which he has established or en-
dowed presents continuing opportunities for the diversion of the
foundation to purposes which are not wholly charitable. General
prohibition of financial intercourse between donor and foundation,
as Part 11-A of this Report recommends, would, it is true, foreclose
the most palpable abuses which have arisen in this area. Restrictions
of foundation ownership of businesses and postponement of deductions
for contributions of interests in controlled property would further
reduce the possibilities for diversion and conflicts of responsibility.
Nonetheless, the modes of human satisfaction have almost infinite
diversity; and the ways in which wealth can be employed for personal
advantage are, consequently, multiple and highly varied. Many
donors, too, have manifested a common and deep-seated tendency to
regard foundations which they have created as their own, to be availed
of for their own ends where a contemplated use does not involve
obvious and direct deflection of assets from charity and where no
specific statutory prohibition lies in the way. Combination of these
facts makes it difficult to escape the conclusion that real danger of
abuse through substantial donor influence-albeit in forms less
straightforward and apparent than those which have thus far occupied
the attention of the Treasury Department and the Congress-will
survive the restrictions proposed by other portions of this Report.

41 The suggestions advanced in Part II-E (1) above for the restriction of foundation borrowing would pre.
vent margin purchases of securities.
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Accurate appraisal of this problem is complicated by the fact that,as Part I of the Report has explained, the private foundation can de-rive important values from donor influence. The donor can bringimagination and creativity to the foundation, infuse spirit and driveinto its operations, give unique focus to its efforts. But the fact thatdonor influence contains potentialities both for benefit and for detri-ment does not present a permanent dilemma: for its dangers and itsvalues do not subsist equally throughout the life cycle of the founda-tion. While possibilities for abuse remain relatively unchanged, ad-vantages tend to decline sharply with the passage of time. The donorcan frame the fundamental structure of the foundation in its organi-zational documents; he can set the pattern for its activities and inter-ests in the early years of its operations; he can establish its characterby example, custom, and usage as it matures. Thereafter the magni-tude of his contribution must, almost necessarily, diminish. In viewof these facts, the present problem would seem capable of solutionby a rule which confines substantial donor influence to the develop-mental and maturation stages of foundation life: such a rule wouldpreserve the primary benefits of influence, and would eliminate alarge measure of its possible detriments.
(2) Perpetual existence of foundations

A different, but related problem arises from the proliferation andperpetual existence of private foundations. By 1962 there a appear toave been approximately 15,000 foundations in the United States.Current information indicates that an average of about 1,200 newfoundations are being formed every year. The Foundation LibraryCenter estimates that, of the foundations in existence in 1962, 72percent of those with assets of less than $100,000 had been establishedsince 1950, and 56 percent of those with assets of more than $100,000had been created since 1950. Most of these foundations are estab-lished under organizational documents which place no limitation uponthe period of their existence; and while satisfactory data upon founda-tion terminations is not available, it seems relatively clear that deathsare a good deal less frequent than births.The continued existence of foundations whose number is constantlyincreasing generates a number of administrative burdens. Returnsmust be processed; questionable transactions must be investigated;I compliance with legal requirements must be secured, sometimesthrough litigation. All of these activities cost the Fedral Govern-ment considerable sums of money. Part I of this Report has exploredat some length the reasons why, despite these facts, the imposition of ageneral limitation upon the lives of foundations is inadvisable. Inspecific situations, however, it may be far from clear that the per-petuation of an individual foundation justifies the attendant adminis-trative burdens. It seems plain, at least, that many foundationscontinue in existence year after year without achieving any of theexternal indicia of unique advancement of philanthropy. Theyattract no public attention; their endeavors gain no public support;they appear to open no new areas, develop no new vistas, create norearrangements or alterations of focus among charitable enterprisesgenerally. Hence, while a universal restriction upon foundation lives isundesirable, a method of winnowing the useful from the superfluous-of evaluating the accomplishments, nature, and status of each private
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foundation at some point in its existence, with a view to a judgment
upon the advisability of continuing it-would possess real utility.

Such a task would require a multitude of difficult and delicate value
judgments, and should, therefore, not be undertaken by a govern-
mental body without grounds considerably more pressing than those
which obtain in the present situation. On the other hand, a founda-
tion's creator, or those related to him, may not approach an endeavor
of this kind with detachment. Consequently, satisfactory solution
of this problem would seem to demand a rule permitting independent
private parties to examine a foundation after it has had a reasonable
period of time within which to prove itself. If their review leads
them to conclude that the organization's record and capabilities do
not justify its continuation, they should have power to wind up its
affairs, distribute its assets in accordance with i purposes, and
dissolve it.
(3) Posibiities for narroumns of foundation management

Under present law it, is possible for an individual to establish a
private foundation, dominate its affairs throughout his life, and pass
its management to members of his family upon his death. In such
a system supervision of the activities of a foundation may remain
within the power of a very limited and homogenous group for an
indefinite period of time; there is, indeed, no assurance that persons
more broadly representative of the public will ever be introduced into
the organization's governing body.. The disadvantages of the system are apparent. All of the dangers
of narrowness of view and parochialism can persist in perpetuity. A
foundation's motive force can, over time, become dissipated; and it is
not 'guaranteed a source of replenishment. Attitudes may harden
into prejudices; approaches may solidify; the responsiveness which
this branch of philanthropy should have to the 0i tnging needs of our
society may suffer. Projects which were useii and desirable when
when they were undertaken may be continued long after they have
become outmoded.

Recognizing the dangers intrinsic in narrowness of base, many of
our colleges and universities take pains to secure personnel who have
been trained at other institutions or who have drawn experience fromj
different academic communities. Some of our great corporations
have, in their hiring policies, manifested a consciousness of the same
problem. Consequently, it would seem altogether inappropriate to
permit this defect to insinuate itself into the management of one of
the important areas of private philanthropy.
(4) Possible solution

To resolve these three problems, the Treasury Department recom-
mends that provision be made to convert private foundations, after
they have been in existence for 25 years, to management which is
independent of their donors and parties related to donors. Without
the harshness of requiring a complete severance of the donor from
the foundation, this result can be accomplished by placing a limit
upon the part which the donor and related parties can play in the
management of the foundation. For several reasons, however, the
fixing of the quantitative level of this limit requires some care.
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The level should be set high enough to permit the donor significantrepresentation on the foundation's governing body On the otherhand, imperfections necessarily inherent in the definition of the classof donor-related parties-parties who have sufficient connection withthe donor to be likely to be subject to his influence-make it essentialto confine donor participation to a relatively small percentage ifeffective prevention of substantial donor influence upon foundationdecisions is to be attained. Administrative considerations make itimpracticable to include, within the category of donor-related parties,more than the following: (1) members of the donor's family, (2) per-sons with whom the donor has a direct or indirect employmentrelationship, and (3) persons with whom the donor has a continuingbusiness or professional relationship. Yet substantial areas ofpractical donor influence lie beyond the boundaries of this definition.Friends, neighbors, business acquaintances, and others may well bewilling to accept the donor's judgment on matters pertaining to afoundation which lie has established and whose assets he has con-tributed. Hence, if an approach is to be made to workable andeffective prohibition of substantial donor influence over a foundation,the limit upon participation of the donor and related parties on thefoundation's governing body should be fixed no higher than 25

percent."
A rule which, after the first 25 years of the existence of a privatefoundation," would prevent the donor and related parties from com-posin. morA than 25 percent of the managing board of the foundationwould deal effectively with each of the three problems which havebeen described in the present section. It would limit the time periodwithin which abuses could occur through the exercise of substantialdonor influence; and, by assuring the donor that his actions wouldultimately be subject to independent review, it would tend to protectthe foundation from abuse even during its first 25 years. By enablingindependent private parties to evaluate the performance and poten-tiality of the foundation after 25 years of operation and granting thempower to terminate the organization, then or later the measure wouldprovide a method for eliminating foundation wfiich have doubtfulor minimal utility. Finally, in broadening the base of foundationmanagement, the recommendation would bring fresh views to thefoundation's councils, combat parochialism, and augment the flexi-bility of the organization in responding to social needs and changes.

42 ve with the limit upon Identifiable donor representation set at this level. passage of control to ide.pendent parties may not belimnedlate. The donor may, for a time, be able to retain effective controlthrough persons who do not fail within the definition ofdonor-rlated parties. But friends, neighbors, andothers are unlikely to remain subject to the influence of the donor and his family indefinitely; and, with a2pecncelnupnpartci ~ton by more closely related parties, actual independent domn oethefoudaton houd nsue wthout undue delay. oe0 To avoid possible disruption of foundation agfairs by requiring an abrupt, unancIdpated change Inmanagement foundations which have already been in existence for 26 years or more should be permitted tocontinue subjec to substantial donor influence for an additional period of from 6 toi10 years.



PART III. ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS

In the course of its review of private foundations and the tax laws
which apply to them, the Treasury Department has encountered
several problems which, while possessing less general significance than
the problems discussed in part 11 of the report, are sufficiently serious
to warrant remedial action. Some donors have been able to secure
substantial deductions for contributing to foundations assets which
produce no benefit whatever for charity. Other donors have reduced
their personal taxes by accomplishing tax-free bailouts of corporate
earnings to foundations or by making contributions of other property
which would have generated ordinary income upon sale. A defect in
the computation of the estate tax marital deduction has permitted
taxpayers unjustifiable enlargements in the tax benefits of bequests
to their spouses through various devices involving foundations.
Proper enforcement of reporting rules has been hampered by the
absence of an effective sanction for failure to file the information
returns required of foundations.

This Part of the Report sets forth illustrations of these problems,
analyzes them, and suggests appropriate remedies.

A. CONTRIBUTIONS OF UNPRODUCTIVE PROPERTY

The Internal Revenue Service has discovered a number of situations
in which very substantial income tax deductions have been claimed
for contributions to private foundations of property which does not
produce income and which the foundation does not, or cannot, devote
to charitable uses.

Example .- One taxpayer, for example, claimed a charitable
deduction of $39,500 for the gift of family jewelry to her husband's
foundation. The jewelry was placed in a safe deposit box listed
in the name of the foundation, and at last report it has been held
there for more-than 6 years.

Example 2.-Other taxpayers have secured significant tax
savings by contributing paintings and other artworks to controlled
foundations which do not maintain museums.

Example 3.-A company donated vacant land adjoining its
plant facilities to its foundation. During the 11 years for which
the foundation held the property, it produced no income whatever.

Example 4.-A man and his wife contributed the remainder
interest in their personal residence to a foundation.

Difficult valuation problems frequently attend the donor's assertion
of a right to a charitable deduction in these cases. More fundamental,
however, is the criticism that the donor obtains a current tax advantage
for a transfer which confers no concomitant benefit upon charity. The
Government in effect, pays the donor for his act; but the jewelry
remains in the safe deposit box, the painting in the warehouse, and
the land unused. As other portions of this report have noted, the
presupposition of the tax statute is that the cost of the charitable

58
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deduction to the Government will be justified by its correlativebenefit to charity. Here, plainly, the result is not worth the price.The recommendations of other sections of this Report bear upon thepresent problem; but, designed to deal with difficulties of broaderthrust, they do not provide an entirely satisfactory solution to it. Arequirement that foundations disburse annually at least a minimumapproximation of a normal return upon their property cannot convertan unproductive asset into a productive one. A foundation utilizedas a conduit for its donor's normal annual charitable gifts may wellbe able to comply with this requirement year after year without everbeing compelled to apply an unproductive asset to uses which benefitcharity. Agaih, many contributions of unproductive property wouldappear to be made only because the donor has practical assurancethat he will continue to enjoy the use of the property; and this Report'sself-dealing recommendations, which would proscribe such use, mightbe expected to inhibit these contributions.' But the Internal Revenue
Service should not be compelled to assign revenue agents to makecertain that the jewels remain in the safe deposit box, or the paintingin the storeroom, when their former owner entertains. And seli-dealing rules can, by their very nature, have no impact upon thosesituations in which the unproductive asset is transferred to thefoundation precisely because the donor has no further use for it.Hence, the Part IL-A proposals will not, in themselves, be sufficientto eliminate abuses of the sort with which we are presently concerned.Similarly, while the rules suggested in Part II-D of the report copeadequately with the major abuses which have arisen through contri-butions of unproductive interests in property over which the donormaintains control (principally stock in controlled corporations), theydo not apply to gifts of other kinds of unproductive assets.Where property unproductive of income is transferred to a privatefoundation, the pohcy reason underlying the grant of the charitablededuction does not become operative until the asset is (a) madeproductive, (b) disposed of, or (c) applied to charitable uses. Con-sequently, the Treasury Department recommends that, with thelimited exceptions described below, the donor's income tax deductionfor such a contribution be postponed until one of those three eventsoccurs. This measure would defer the deduction to the point in timeat which it becomes justified, and, in addition, would resolve a numberof complex valuation problems.' Rules similar to those explained inPart I1-D in connection with the controlled property provision should,

for this purpose, govern the definition of "disposition" and "applica-tion to charitable use"; the determination of the amount of the donor'sdeduction when he becomes entitled to one; and the length of theperiod within which qualification for a deduction could occur. Anasset should be considered unproductive of income unless substantialincome is regularly derived from it. Since the controlled property
rule of Part I-D affords ample solution for the problems to which it

ISom. 170(f), added to the Internal Revenue Code in 19%4 might also be expected to have this effect forsimilarly motivated donations of tangible personal property. That section provides that contributions offuture interests in such property shall become deductible only upon the expiration of Intervening rightsheld by the donor or related parties. Where the donor retains a real ability to use the contributed property,whether not his power Is set forth in any of the legal documents governing the transfer, the rngementcan be argued to constitute, In substance, the gift of future interest. But the criticisms of the utility of theself-dealing rules in this area, explained in the text above, would seem to apply with equal foree to the ue.fulness of ec. 170() here.
2 Where the foundation seels the property, valuation would, of course, present no difficulty; where Itmakes the property productive, valuation should be easier; and where It does nothing with the property,

valuation would never have to be undeaken.
42-663-0-5--54
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applies and since, beyond the situations governed by that rule, there
wouhI appear to be little room for abuse through gifts of stock,
evidences of indebtedness, or cash, these areas should be excepted
from the proposed measure.

For estate tax purposes, this recommendation would not require
unproductive property which has been the subject of a completed
inter vivos transfer to a private foundation to be included in the
donor's gross estate; but it, would permit the testamentary transfer of
such property to a foundation to qualify for an estate tax deduction
only under rules similar to those suggested in the controlled property
section of the Report. Gift tax treatment would complement that,
prescribed by the estate tax statute: a completed lifetime conveyance
of unproductive property would constitute a taxable gift, accorded a
charitable deduction only upon the occurrence of one of the three
qualifying events within a specified period after the transfer.

In its discussion of the problems presented by contributions of
family controlled property, Part II-D of the report has indicated that
valid arguments exist both for and against, restricting the measure
directed at those problems to the context of donor-influenced founda-
tions. The problems of the present, section are, in many ways,
analogous to those of controlled property. Consequently , if the
Congress concludes that it, is desirable to limit the scope of the con-
trolled property remedy to contributions made to donor-influenced
foundations, it* may also wish to consider such a restriction of the
rules recommended in the present section.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS OF SECTION 306 STOCK AND OTHER ORDINARY INCOME
ASSETS

(I) Section 306 stock
In 1954 Congress addressed itself directly and specifically to the

problem of the so-called preferred stock bailout. Concerned with
the obvious tax avoidance inherent in situations in which the share-
holders of a corporation distributed preferred or other special stock
to themselves as a tax-free dividend, realized capital gains upon selling
this stock to a third party, and then had the corporation redeem the
stock with earnings and profits-thereby accomplishing the distribu-
tion of corporate profits at the tax rate prescribed for capital gains-
Congress determines to withdraw the favorable treatment accorded
the earnings bailout. To that end, it adopted legislation providing,
generally, that the amount which a shareholder realizes upon the
sale, redemption, or other disposition of certain types of stock-
designated "section 306 stock"-will be taxed to him as ordinary
income. The typical situation covered by the legislation involves
distribution of a preferred stock dividend to the holders of a cor-
poration's common stock.

Since 1954 it has become apparent that, while this provision seals
off avoidance possibilities for those who wish to sell or redeem section
306 stock, it does not foreclose the bailout device for tax ayers who
contribute such stock to charity. Judicial authority has held that a
person does not "realize" anything, within the technical meaning of
the tax statute, when he makes a deductible charitable contribution.
Hence, because the terms of section 306 become operative only where a
disposition of stock occasions a "realization" for its former owner, they
do not apply where the owner donates the stock to charity. As a
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Coilsequen,.e, a shareholder in a corporation which has substantialtindistrilbted eariiigs ('an, without tax, receive a dividend of re-redeemable preferred stock, secure a deduction for the full value of thestock by contributing it to a private foundation, and, if no prear-ranged plan for redemption exists, experience no tax consequenceswhen the corporation redeems the stock from the foundation. Thecorporate profits have thus traveled a route leading from the corpora-tion, through the shareholder, to the foundation; but the shareholderhas never beei taxed on them, f111( l e has been al)le to reduce his tax-able income by the entire amount of their value.Indeed, if tl'q stockholder is in a relaltively high income tax bracket,he may well tiid sigiiiican,,v more cas i in his pocket after the dona-tion of sect ion :06 sto(k to a oun tion thimian lie would be ale to retainit lie sold tie stock for its full value. If, foir example, a taxpayer inthe 60 percent bracket sold section 306 sto.k for $20,000, lie would paya tax oif $12,000 on the proceeds and be able to retain a net profit of$8,000. If, on the other hand, lie were to donate his stock to a foun-datioi, his $20,000 deductiom would diminish the tax which he wouldotherwise have to pay by $12,000. lie would, then, be $4,000 richerif lie gave the stock to a foundation than if he sold it.The bailout, potentialities of charitable contributions of section 306stock have iot escaped the notice of tax planners and advisers. Arecent article in Taxes magazine describes the advantages to be derivedfront such contributions with clinical particularity. Rabinowitz andDick, "Charitable Contributions of Section 306 Stock," Taxes, April

1964, page 220. Other article,- describing the device tire abundant.'The Treasury Departmntt's recent survey of private foundationssuggests that, a substantial number of taxpayers have made practicaluse of the often-repeated advice that the aitibailout statute can becircunvented by giving section 306 stock to charity. Aniong theapproxinmately 180 surveyed foundations which own 10 percent ormore of at least I class of stock in a corporation, there are 74 separateholdings of what, from the reported information, appears to be section
306 stock.

The continued availability of the bailout device in the charitablecontribution area has evoked criticism from a number of independentcominentatons. See Bittker, "Federal Income Taxation of Corpora-tions and Shareholders" (1959 ed., p. 251). In its revised report ofDecember 11, 1958, the House Ways and Means Committee AdvisoryGroup on Subchapter C of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 describedthe disposition of section 306 stock by donation to charity as an"abuse," and recommended that the problem be dealt with by reduc-ing the donor's allowable charitable deduction by the amount which,under section 306, would have been taxed as ordinary income if thedonor had sold the stock for fair market value. The working viewdeveloped on this subject by the American Law Institute Tax Proj-ect was to the same effect. 14 Tax Law Review 1, 5 (1958).
3 This e,aple assumes that (,e stok'*s raLt.ble share of the earnings and profits of the corporation at ttime of distrilutlon was at lest equal to the proceeds of the Sale.4 Cutler, "Various Aspects of Contributions to Charity," 17 New York University Annual Institute onFederal Taxation 1117, 1i36 (1950); Lowndes. "Tax Advantages of Charitable Gifts. '46 Virgia Law Re.view 394,413 (1960); Merritt. "The Tax Incentives for Ufetime Gifts to Charity." 39 Taxes-The Tax Maga-zine 104, 118 (1961): Quiggle and Myers, "Tax Aspects of Charitable Contributions by Individuals," 28Fordham Law Review 579. 6ffi-M (1960); Ray and Oliver, "How to Choose Right Property and Method ofGiving to Benefit from CiO to Charity," 10 Journal of Taxation 118 (1959): Rudick and (ray, "BountyTwice Blessed: Tax Consequences of Glifts of Property to or In Trust for Charity," 16 Tax Law Review273,280 (1961); Sugarman, "Charitable givingg D~evelopment in Tax Planning," 39 Taxes 1027, 1029 (1961);"Estate Planners Note: Contributions of Section 306 Stock Not Taxable." 7 Journal of Taxation 133 (1957).
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The Treasury Department is of the opinion that the recommenda-
tion of the Ways and Means Committee Advisory Group is a sound
one. Restriction of the charitable deduction which a donor receives
on the contribution of section 306 stock to a private foundation 3 is
consonant with the particular concern which Congress has, by the
adoption of section 306, manifested for the earnings bailout problem.
Measuring the reduction in the allowable charitable deduction by the
amount of the ordinary income upon which the donor would have
been taxed if he had sold the contributed stock makes the approach
consistent with the provisions of section 306 itself. Furthermore,
this approach is precisely that which Congress recently twice applied
to analogous problems. In its 1962 enactment of section 1245 of the
Internal Revenue Code, providing rules to insure ordinary income
treatment of gain attributable to post-1962 depreciation of tangible
personal and certain other pro erty, and in its 1964 enactment of
section 1250, prescribing rules o broadly the same direction for depre-
ciable real property, Congress took care to specify that deductions
for charitable contributions of such property should be diminished
by the amounts which the new sections would characterize as ordinary
income if the property were sold at fair market value.6

For these reasons, the Treasury Department recommends applica-
tion of the Advisory Group proposal to contributions of section 306
stock to private foundations.
(2) Other ordinary income assets

When donors secure deductions for contributing to private founda-
tions other classes of property which would have produced ordinary
income upon sale, problems fundamentally analogous to those present
in the section 306 stock context arise. Items includible in the donor's
inventory and stock in collapsible corporations afford examples. In
all of these cases the full amount of value which the donor would
normally have had to include in his ordinary income is permitted both
to escape taxation itself and to reduce the amount of his other taxable
income. In many of these situations there exists the same anomaly
pointed out above in connection with section 306 stock: the donor can
make more profit by giving the asset to a foundation than he would
have been able to retain if he had sold it.

Because of the basic similarity of the present problems to those
generated by section 306 stock and because of the direct relevance
here of the recent congressional action on the closely related ordinary

& The Adv Group proposal is not limited to situations in which the recipient charitable organization
is a private foundation: the group's recommendation would apply wherever a donation of sec. 306 stock gives
rise to a charitable deduction. The American Law Institute Tax Project working view and Professor
Bittker's discussion, similarly, treat the problem as one whose natm -does not depend upon tile character
of the charitable organization involved. By its observation that the problem exists within the area to
which the present report applies, the Treasury Department intends no implication that these views are in
error.

#The American Bar Asociation in 1959 offered two objections to the Advisory Group proposal. Hearings
on Advisory Group recommendations on Subehapters C, F. and K of the Internal Revenue Code, louse
Ways and Means Committee. 86th Cong., 1st ses.. pp. 92., 931-933 (1959). One, advanced by some mem.
bers of the Committee on Corporate Shareholder Relationships, was that the contribution of sec. 306 stock
to charity represents only one facet of the broad problem presented by donations of appreciated property.
The members who entertained this view were of the opinion that all aspects of the general question should
he examined before action is taken upon any particular portion of it. This objection haq, Ina large measure.
been undercut by the congressional decisions with respect to sems. 1245 and 1250. In both instances. Con.
grass recognized that specific restriction of the charitable deduction affords an appropriate method of dealing
with the problems posed by particular classes of assets. A second objection, made by other members of
the Bar Association committee, was that the proper method of curbing abuses in this area is to grant a full
charitable deduction for the donation of see. 306 stock, but to tax the donor as though he had realized the
entire fair market value of the stock at that time. Such a rule would be more stringent than that recom.
mended by the advisory group: It would, like the Advisory Group proposal, cancel that portion of the donor's
charitable deduction attributable to corporate earnings at the time of the distribution of the stock; but, in
addition, It might occasion a capital gains tax where the stock has appreciated in value after its distribution
to the donor. Without passing on the merits of this proposal, the Treasury Department is of the view that
the less rigorous approach of the Advisory Group Is sufficient to foreclose the see. 306 stock abuse in- the pri.
vate foundation aea
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income situatios arising under sections 1245 and 1250 the Treasur
inco rm e st in arecng 

ecio 306 resurDepartment recommends that the rule proposed for section 306 stockbe applied to this area also. Under this recommendation, the incometax wude ion accorded for the gift of any asset to a private foundationwould be diminished by the amount of the ordinary income which thedonor would have realized if he had sold the asset for fair marketvalue at the time of the contribution.
C. CORRECTION OF COMPUTATION OF ESTATE TAX MARITAL DEDUCTION

When a donor makes an unrestricted contribution of property toa private foundation whose selection of charitable beneficiaries he haspower to influence, he secures a current income tax deduction for thefull value of the property. The existence of his power over the founda-tion confers an additional benefit upon him: under existing estate taxlaw, the value of the asset remains in the base upon which his maritaldeduction is computed.7 Its presence in that base increases, by asum equal to one-half the asset's value, the amount which the donorcan bequeath to his wife free of estate tax-even while the asset itselfescapes estate tax through the operation of the charitable deduction.On the other hand, the donor who contributes to a foundation overwhich he has no power receives no such enlargement of his maritaldeduction: the property which he has contributed does not bear uponhis estate tax computations, and the tax advantage of his contributionis limited to the deduction provided by the income tax law.This differentiation in the estate tax law between charitable donorswho possess power to influence the foundations to which they con-tribute and donors who do not is quite inadvertent: it arises from theapplication, to the situation of the donor-influenced foundation, ofprnciples designed to deal with entirely different problems. Moresignificantly, it creates a preference which there is no reason for thetax laws to create. It establishes, through the mechanism of theestate tax, an artificial inducement, which has no necessary relation-ship to charitable inclinations or interests, for the retention of donorinfluence over private foundations.Certain other sections of the estate tax law give rise to analogousincongruities. Under them, transfers which produce current charita-ble income tax deductions can be arranged to maintain sufficientdonor involvement with the contributed property to increase thedonor's marital deduction. The section dealing with life insurancehas, in particular, been the subject of considerable manipulationdesigned to produce such double tax benefits.' The provisions govern-ing retained life estates and transfers in contemplation of death mayoccasion similar problems? In all of these Situations, lifetime chan-I ees. 2036 and 2038 of the present Internal Revenue Code reu
be included In the transferor's gross estate if he retains for tlfe t power to designate the beneficiaries of
its income or corpus. Both sections apply whether the transferor may exercise his power alone or in
conjunction with other parties, and whether he possesses the powe i a hduciary capacity or not.
Hence, in the usual situation, where at the time of his death a donor has a power to control or Influence
the decisions which a private foundation makes about the amounts and rec ntoof its distributionsall propertywhich he has contributed to the foundation during lJs life would bue qtiro,.- to be Include
in Is gra state. The so-called "adjusted gross estate"-which provides e base for the computation of
the marital deduction-is determined from the gram estate without subti..,uion of the charitable deduc.
tion. As a consequence the marital deduction base would include the val e of the property contributedto the foundation. (The discussion here assumes that the contributed assets are not communitys of the various life insurance devices has not yet been tested by litigation.IThe recommendation of Part Ill-A would postpne the income tax deduction for the gift of a remainder
Interest to a private foundation until the interest becomes an p i a osed ofb
the foundation. By doing so, that proposal would, In the p a d productive or is dispose ostbiitios , d, rethenndateon ara, eim o s

bltes for using retained life interests to achieve the described double tax beneflait e ot -
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table transfers, treated as incomplete for estate tax purposes, gain an
entirely unintended tax advantage over outright gifts.

To remove these unjustificd and incongruous tax preferences, the
Treasury Department recommends that, where a donor secures an
incom-le tax deduction for the transfer o)f an interest in property to a

private foundation, the value of the pro perty be excluded from the
base 1 upon which his estate tax narital dduction is computed.10

By placing contributions to donor-influenced foundations upon the

same estate tax footing as those to foundations which the donor does
not influence, such legislation would confine the tax reward for both
classes of transfers to the income tax benefits which they were spe-
cifically intended to receive. Similarly, where the recipient charitable
organization is a private foundation, it, would eliminate the advantage
which lifetime charitable transfers, framed to retain donor connection
with the contributed asset, have over outright and unrestricted gifts.

D. SANCTIONS FOR FAILURE TO FILE INFORMATION RETURNS

To proceed with effective administration of the tax laws governing
private foundations, the Internal Revenue Service nust obtain
completed copies of the annual information returns required of
foundations. Unfortunately, not all foundations comply with the
reporting rules prescribed "by the Internal Revenue Code and the
implementing regulations. While the Internal Revenue Service has
taken what steps it can to cope with this problem-it has, among
other things, undertaken the compilation of a master list of tax-

exempt organizations which will permit use of automatic data proces-
sing equipment to facilitate identification of the nonfilers-its efforts
have been hampered by the absence of an effective sanction for non-
compliance.

Under present law, the willful failure to file any return required
by law is a criminal offense. The penalty provided is inprisonilent
not exceeding 1 year and a fine not exceeding $10,000. Tlls criminal
penalty is the only sanction available in cases involving the failure to
file foundation information returns. Plainly, its severity ixakes it

im appropriate in most such cases.
1 o overcome this defect of existing law, the Treasury Department

recomuluel(s that private foundations which fail, without reasonable
cause, to make timely and complete filing of a required information
return be subjected to a pendty of $10 for each day of delay beyond
the prescribed filing date. The penalty shouhl be subject to a maxi-
Imiumii linit of $5,000. A similar penalty, with a simlar maximum
limit, should be imposed upon officers, directors, or trustees responsible
for filing private foundatitn returns if, after notice fromt the fIIternal
Revenue Service of failure to make a complete anl timely return,

they onit (without reasonable cause) to renmedy the defect within
a specified reasonable tine. Measured by the seriousness of the

noncompliance in individual cases anl suticientlv moderate to be

appropriate in situations not warranting crinil|al treatment, these

sanctions would afford the Internal Revenue Service considerable
assIst ance in securng adherence to private f ,indation repo rting
reqtlirenlents.

11 Coluwentat os uJon the joroinris (of the prv.zat ,av tiott have tre4*4 I them I a ,oiteit wider tIhan

that f private 1owidtttios. fly r. tritmtLi its n i lmllc:liv,tioii to the area of the prsemt report, the

Tremtsury Ilepmrtineut intte.ds no imphcatim that such % iess are i error.



APPENDIX A
STATISTICAL APPENDIX

This appendix presents statistical estimates of the operation of thecharitable contribution provisions of present law. It also containsinformation on the growth, the present size, and operations of founda-tions.
1. Historical pattern of total contributionsIt is not easy to determine just what has been the effect of the taxprovisions relating to charitable organizations. One would naturallylook first at the size of the contribution deduction. This is sum-marized in table 1 for selected years.The difficulty of year-to-year comparisons from the data in table 1is the differing coverage of income tax returns in various ears. Inthe 1920's, tax returns covered a far smaller portion of the populationthan they did in the 1950's. Also, when the standard deduction wasintroduced or increased, many contributors stopped listing contribu-tions. But with any given standard deduction a smaller portion oftaxpayers use it, more itemize each year, and thus itemized contribu-tion deductions go up more than contributions.Table 2 shows several long-term comparisons of the contributions ofliving individuals. So far as the tax-deductible contributions areconcerned, the table shows the figures adjusted to include estimatedcontributions of nonfilers and of individuals using the standard de-duction. These adjustments have been estimated by C. Harry Kahnfor earlier years.' The 1956 and 1962 adjustments were made follow-ing Kahn's technique. To provide conceptual correspondence withestimated contributions received by operating charities, the table alsoincludes charitable bequests and corporate contributions.I C. Harry Kahn, "Personal Deductions in the Federal Income Tat." National Bureau of EconomicResearch. Princeton University Press. 1960. Kah's technique on nonilers involved applying to their

estimated income the ratio of contributions to income of the low-incoe ilers. The estimate of contribu
tions by standard deduction takers was based on changes in reported contributions at times when thestandard deduction was expanded.
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TAiLE 1.--Amount of charitable deductions on tax relturns of individualas, corpora-
tions, and estates, selected years

(Millions of dollars]

Year Indlvduals Estates' Corporations Total

191 ........................................... . .70516 ( 141I8 ............................................ W (r0 $52,7190 ............................................ 6,780 $951
19 ............................................ . am9 395 6.4

O6 ............................................ 4,870 U74 415 6,87
194 ........................................... 3,891 39W 314 4,603
1952 .......................................... .3,114 36 39 2,848
10 ............................................ %260 274 252 2,785
1048 ........................................... 1,881 296 29 2,416
1946 ............................................ 740211 2,06
19 ............................................ 1258 202 234 1,04
1942............................................ 1,40 185 96 1,703
190 ............................................ 740 143 a8 921
1938 ............................................ 414 200 2? 641

1ON34.................. .......... .......... 280 146 27 463
.............. a........ ......... .... 317 191 31 88

19w .................................... . 434 123 35 692
192 ...................................... 640 154 32 726

24... ....... ............................ 53 116 (5) 649

1Estate tax deductions listed for the year in which the estate return was filed.
I Not available.
I Interpolated.
Source: "8tatstics of InCome." except orportions before 1936 which are taken from "National Income,"

194 edtUto, Department of Commerc.
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TABLE 2.-Esgjmaiee of contribution# to charity, derived from donor and recipient reports, in relation to adjusted gross income, selected years____ ___ ____ ___ ___1924-6B

CoL 1: 192-g0, "Pwsna Dduction In the Federal Income TaxP.GO; 1966-42, sIoMaed IKahn's technique of addig 2 oA 01 ofnoinfilers and1.0S1ercentf 01G on retrn with standard deduction.Col. 2 10-, National Income" 1954 edition, Deportment of Commerce, pp. 212-221& 1940-42 "Statistics of Icome.'1CoL 8: "Rtatistke of Inoome.'"CoL 4: Includes prince/ y an estimate of endowment Income of foundations end ofoperating charities, Le., Income mad available for charitable Purposes.

Col. 5: "Annual Report of the National Bureau of Economic Research," 2962 p.
, Interim re t of a rese.c. h Pr ect On estimate, of Private giving by Ralph Nelson.Col. 6: Ibid., p. ae.ats ,, of contributions drawn from recipients have prevlousybeen made b various authors. CE discusion In Kahn op. ci P. 62-4. Nelson'sestimates are based upon A more exhautive coverage Of types of cpients. and appearto be more reliable. Niorverlapping yars Nelson's estimats are higher i~-tePeios estiatsCol. 7: From "Giving U.S.A.." 1963 edition.Col: 8: This usted grsa Income a reported oan tax returns plu en estimate ofunreported Ao L uding AgO of nouilers

SOURCES
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The other statistical difliculty involves the accuracy of contribu-
tions reported on tax returns. (",titistics of Income for Individuals"
includes unaudited data.) Several authorities in the field have
attempted to estimate charitable contributions received by collecting
this information front the charities. In some cases estimates have to
be reconstruct(ed from estimated expenditures of charitable organiza-
tions and changes in endowments. The most reliable of these e.,ti-
mates is a series prepared by Ralph Nelson from which preliminary
figures have been )ublished by the National Bureau of Economic
Research. Table 2 shows that there has been some relative growth in
contributions over time. The ratio of contributions of living in-
dividuals based on tax return data shows a growth from the 1920's to
recent years from about 1.5 percent of adjusted gross income to about
2.5 percent, roughly an increase of two-thirds. The other series
suggest much less growth. The recipient, estimate for 1930 is con-
spicuously high and probably overstates the actual figure. The
donor figure is inflated relative to AGI for 1930 because it includes
bequests from persons whose deaths occurred (and whose wills were
written) in the different atmosphere of the 1920's.

'fable 3 presents more detail on estate tax charitable deductions.
Here the raw data show little trend because of two offsetting tenden-
cies. By 1959-61, due to growing wealth levels, the United States
reached the point where estate tax returns were filed with respect to
about percent, of all decedents. The number of returns filed in the
1920's and 1930's covered on the average about 0.9 percent of the
decedents. At the same time charitable bequests account for it
significantly greater part of the estate for large estates compared to
small estates. The broadening of the estate tax coverage brought, in
relatively more small estates where charitable bequests were less com-
nion, thus holding down the contribution ratio.

TABLE 3.-Chariable bequests reported on estate tax returns

(Dollar amounts in millionas

Charitable bequests Ratio to gross estate of-

Educational, scien.
Filing Gross tiflc or literaryyear estate institutions Total Other

Total Religious Other charitable charitable

Publicly Privately bequ bequests
owned owned

PtrceWl Pterent
1961' .... ., ------------- Psw 9.1 7.31961-14, &2 951 $33 $81 589 748 6. 5 5.11959.. 1,64 6M 31 117 86 435 5.7 3.71955 7,467 398 (1) 31) 5.3 ()1954 --- 7.411 354 () (() (1) 4.8 (2)1951 ..... k ?w : )74 (() ( 8 (1) ( ) & 0 (2)10. -. 4.918 2W 17 38 22 129 4.2 2.61949-- 4.= M4 6 16 958 35 147 6.0 3. 01948- 4.774 23 19 30 25 151 4.7 3. 21944 ..... 907 2 IN 32 16 135 6.9 4.61939 2.746 178 7 44 16 111 6.5 4.01934-.. 2.244 146 (() (r) (1 (1) 6.5 (M192 ..... 3.44 154 (8) (2) ,) (2) 4.0 (2)1924-- Z 350 66 () (i) s () 2. 8 ()

ITop quarter of retrns.
'Not available.

Source: "SthAtstI of Incom", valous year.
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The top line of table 3 shows a computation for estate tax returnsfiled in 1961 where the gross estate was over $200,000. This accountsfor about 0.9 percent of all decedents and is thus roughly comparableto the data for the 1920's and 19:30's. On this basis tile charitablebequests, as a percentage of estates, show an appreciable growth.Robert Lahnpman'sdata 2sh.ow that. the share of total wealth of thetop 1 percent of estate holders declined slightly from the 1920'sthrough 1956. Tlis share is, however, quite sensitive to commonstock prices. 'lhe fact, that (oininon stock prices have risen more thanother prices since 1956 would roughly serve to restore the relativeshare of wealth held by the top I percent. On balance it is likelythat a larger portion of the property charging hands at death goes intocharitable hands via bequests now thjan was the case in the 1920's.In 1929 the portion might have been 1 .5 percent. Presently, it. mightbe 3 percent. The growth is sharper when comparison is made withthe early 1920's.

2. Contributions by type of recipientThe data on the types of recipients of charitable contributions areextremely scarce. Table 3 shows a breakdown by broad categoriesfor estate tax deductions for various years. Presumably, the category"other" charitable bequests is made up to a significant extent by
bequests to foundations. Kain, on the basis of very skimpy data,guessed that the bequests to foundations in 1952 may have been in theviciity of $40 million.' A special tabulation of estate tax returnsfiled in 1957 and 1959 suggests that the annual be uests to "private"organizations might have been about $150 million. The size ofother" bequests has risen from about 60 percent of charitablebequests in 1939 and 1944 to about, 80 percent in 1961. All one cansay is that this is consistent with a growing tendency to leave propertyto foundations, but the evidence is not conclusive.The only tabulation of individual income tax charitable contribu-tions bV type of recipient was made for 1962 returns. It is sum-marizea in table 4 which shows the increasing importance of thecontribution deduction in the upper brackets, and particularly, theincreasing importance of the contributions to "other organizations."This category covers literary, educational, and scientific foundations,libraries, museums, zoos, and other such institutions, includingcharitable foundations in general.
2 iAmpman has made the prince al analysis of changes in the size distribution of wealth holdings over

time. (Robert Lammarn "The ihare of Top Weal iHolders in National Wealth," 192.-5, NationalBureau of Economic Kesarch. Princeton University PrWO.)'From about 33 percent to 20 per . . .i -p . .4 Kahn, op. cit., p. 2. nt "



TABLz 4.-Individual income tax deduction, for contributions for 1962 by type of recipient and by AG! class

AOl on Amount of deductions (million dollars) Ratio of deductions to AGI. returns with itemized
returns deductions (percent)

with
AG elass itemized

deductions Religious Other Educa- Other Religious Other Educa- Other
billionn Total organlza charitable tional Hospitria organiza- Total organiza- charitable tional Hospitals orgnmiza-
ollars) tons organiza- institu- tions tons organiza- institu- tions

tions tions tons tions

Under $,000 ............... 24.9 1,202 850.0 139.0 80 5.0 200.0 4.8 34 0.6 (1) (1) 0.8
$510O0 to $10,000 .............. 88.4 2.906 2.063.0 402.0 29.0 11.0 432.0 &3 2.3 .5 (1) .5810.000 to $20,000 ............ [ 5.6 1,719 1,124.0 264.0 38.0 1&0 277.0 & 2.0 .5 0.1 ( .5$2D.000 to 50,000 ------------ 24.1 806 409.0 134.0 560 29.0 179.0 &3 1.7 .6 .2 0.1 .7
5,000 to $200,000 ----------- 10.3 09 136.0 84.0 76.0 31.0 182.0 4.9 L3 .8 .7 .3 1.7

$2000000 to $1.000,000 ------ :- L94 200 1&0 22.0 42.0 14.0 103.0 10.3 .9 1.1 2.2 .7 &3
Over $1,0J,000 ............. -. 66 91 2.6 & 1 16.2 & 2 61.8 13. 8 .4 .8 2.5 .8 9.4

Total ..----------------- 204 7,516 4,578.0 1,06.0 274.0 113.0 148.0 .6 2.2 .1 .1 .7

I-muthau 0.06 percent.
Nor.-Totals will not add due to rounding.

Source: Internal Revenue Service, Statistics Division.
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TABLE 5 .- Pstimated total amount of philantropic conlribuions by individuals,dassified by area of service, 19590 and 1954

(tn millions of doliarsj

Area of service 1952 1954
1. Religion ...... .. ..-
2 . E d u c a tio n Z.. 2-.- .... ....... .......................... ..- -, -2, 77 63. Health and hospital .................................................. 114 1434. Social welf re a50-......6. Foundations-- - -.................--------------- 

. 44-91 60-139& F un aton ..................................................... 153 1 60. Totalneus ...................................................
15187............ 3,2*A t -A.239

SOoure: C. Harry Kahn, Personal Deductions in tie Federal income Ta; National Bureau of Economic
Research, 190, p. 218.

Table 5, taken directly from C. Harry Kahn provides an estimateof the breakdown by type of recipient of charitable contributiondeductions of living individual donors in 1952 and 1954. Thesmestimates were pieced together by Kahn from material drawn fromthe charitable organizations. His estimate of contributions to founda-tions is $160 million or 3 percent of total contributions-& This figuris made up of an estimated$47 million channeled through foundationsand $106 million added to foundation capital. oKahn's estimate of contributions received by foundations in 1952,$40 million from bequests, and $153 million from livin donors alsoincludes an estimated $24 million from corporations. This is Zahn 'sbreakdown of $221 million of contributions to foundations in 1952, afigure estimated by Emerson Andrews (Philanthropic Foundations,p. 17). This total is only one-fourth the size of the $833 million ofcontributions received by foundations in 1962 based on the Treasurysurvey in 1964 (cf. discussion infra and table 10). The higher Treasurysurvey figure is due in part to the broader coverage. This remarkableowth over 10 years, however, is an indication of increasing use offoundations.
This estimate of contributions to foundations in 1962 may bebroken down by sources, as follows:

BequestsCorporations .... 
$175

Living individuals ----------------------------------------- - 200
Based on a special tabulation (unpublished) of estae tax returns filed in 1957 and 19M. The figureta.mulated fro thOse returns was Contrib~utions to organizations that did not aalothe rcrW'~a public

for funds. The figure wal scaled up go 192 levels and rounded. it is a figure app b t ora
rems -to -. a .. . .h ... ... P ar i u a l -,je - c n u r u l d t is . . . . . . . . .n t o) m i c i
IThis is the Foundation I.rary Center's estimate of contributions received by "eompanyWpored'foundations ("foundations known to have leen organized by a business orove on or mprtnehiD or tohave such an organization as a direct contributor,) Foundation lirecory 2 pIncudes mnoe individual contributions, IKt the defnitio as ha the result ofexluding soe corporatecontributions to noncomJpanY sponsored foundatins.'obtained by subtracting line I and 2 from the total contributions received in 12, as esmated by theTreasury survey.

These components pooled from various sources are extremely roughsince the foundation reports themselves do not indicate type of donor.The pattern is roughly consistent with the patterns that ProfessorKahn found for 1952, except that this estimate would mark corpora-a Kahm's estimate in turn Is based ractly on Andrew's phlathtople Giving, cL Kah , op. dt., pp. 224-5' Ibid., p.z&
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tions as more important contributors than they appeared to be in
the earlier year.

Table 6 contains a breakdown of total private giving for 1956 by
both sources and uses. This is Ralph Nelson's estimto. Foundation
income, as well as the income of endowments of operating charities,
is here shown as a source of charitable funds.

TABLE 6.-The composition of private giving, 1956, donors and recipients, pre-
liniaary estimate

IDollar values in millions]

Sources (donors) Amount Percent Uses (recipients) Amount Percent

Living donors (persons and Religious organizations I ------ $3,569 47.9
families) ----------------- $7,317 82. 3 Private primary and second-

Bequests .................... 534 6.0 ary schools ----------------- 802 10.8
Corporations ................. 418 4.7 IHigher education .............. 29 12.5
Foundation endowment in- Secular health ---------------- me 10.8

come ----------------------- 407 4.6 Secular welfare -------------- 1,015 13.6
Other endowment income ..... 20 15 Miscellaneous ---------------- 335 4.5

8, M 100.0 7,4 8 100.0

I Includes church-supported health and welfare, and excludes parochial schools.

Source: Annual Report of the National Bureau of Economic lesearcih, June 1962, p. 59.

8. The size and gr(nvth of foundations
There are no reliable estimates of the growth of the total wealth of

charitable organizations including foundations. (Such an estimate
would involve, for example, an estimate of the current value of church
buildings.) As to the specific subject of this study, private founda-
tions, there are only isolated pieces of information about the ac-
cumulated financial holdings; that is, their endowments. One piece
is provided by the periodic surveys of share ownership of listed stocks
undertaken by the New York Stock Exchange. Another is provided
by studies of total assets of foundations.

It is, of course, rather meaningless to point out that foundations
and endowments have been growing. The more important point is
how this growth compares with that of the total economy; that is, has
the position of foundations grown relative to other charitable organi-
zations, or relative to the total private wealth?

The total asset data on foundations are the result of periodic
surveys undertaken by private researchers. The early foundation
surveys were based upon information that the surveyors could glean
from newspaper reports, correspondence, guessing at the importance
of small foundations, and the like. This kind of approach is quite
likely to include the large well-known organizations, but it becomes
very spotty as an estimate of the small ones. Since 1950, these data
have been strengthened by the availability of annual information
returns under the Internal Revenue Code front many foundations.

Table 7 contains some information on the available survey-type
information on total asset holdings of foundations. For comparison
these are shown along with an estimate of endowments of institutions
of higher education and of the total value of assets of individuals,
including nonprofit institutions.

The figures in table 7 indicate considerable growth of foundations
relative to the aggregate individual total wealth. The size of foun-
dations since 1930 would seem to be increasing 17 times while the
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aggregate individual wealth was increasing 4 times. The fastergrowth of foundations appears to persist throughoutthe period. fThereal question is how reliable the early figures are. Th w conspicuousdefects are coverage and valuation r fetaods.
Coverage.rhe Treasury's 1964 survey indicated that in ts.e aggre-

gate t -e small foundations do not make nmch contribution t ghesize of total foundation assets. T e 1930 studh for example, grossly
underestimates the number of foundations , giving a figure of 122.The 1964 Foundation Directory, however, lists 165 foundations whichhad assets over $1 million in 1962 and were organized before 19:30.The procedure followed in 1930, presumably, should have identifiedand included the large well-known foundations. If the excluded oneswere equivalent to the aggregate of the medium and small groups inthe 1964 figures, it would be reasonable to raise the $950 millionestimate to $1,100 million; that is, by 15 percent, to cover the addi-
tional foundations.

Valuation.-mThe 1930 study requested only ledger values of assets.The 1931 study requested market values as well, but only eightfoundations gave both ledger and market values. For these eight,the aggregate market value was about 12 percent below ledger value.Market values of stocks in 1931, however, were only two-thirds ofvalues in 1930. Assuming that most of the assets were in stocks, itis a guess that the market value of all foundations (i.e., includingthe above adjustment for the small foundations) was about $1,300
million.

These adjustments have been very rough. It would be better toconclude that the value of foundation assets in 1930 was $1-$2 billion.Even if we take the top of this range, foundation assets in the aggregatehave multiplied eight times in value since 1930 while total wealth hasincreased four times. From the lower end of this range the increase
was 16 times for foundations.

Table 7 would indicate that since 1930 foundations have increasedtheir share of the total wealth of individuals from 0.25 percent to about0.8 percent. If we use the previously derived estimate of $1.3 billionas the market value of foundation wealth in 1930, the share of founda-tions was then 0.33 percent. Higher education endowments increasedroughly in proportion to total individual wealth.
Table 8 shows some information on the holdings of stock registeredon the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). In the aggregate the por-tion of total stocks registered on the NYSE owned by foundations is 2.6percent.7 The figure would seem to be high in relation to the indica-tion of table 7 that foundations own slightly under 1 percent of thetotal wealth of individuals. The principal explanation is that founda-tions hold over twice as high a proportion of their wealth (abouttwo-thirds) in the form of common stock than is the case for all indi-viduals (about one-third). Further, foundations have a higher pro-portion of their stockholdings in the form of stocks listed on the N YSE(after the inclusion of Ford stock) than is true of individuals generally.

I The Ford Motor Co. stock held by the Ford Foundation is a special class of nonvoting common whichIs not listed on the NYSE. When the Ford Foundation sells any stock, t-e shares to le sold are exchangedfor the listed common stock and delivered. Since the concern of the inmediate inquiry is the wealth offoundations, rather than voting power. It Is teful to add the Ford Foundation holdings of Ford stock tothe listed holdings. Both figures are shown in table S. The Ford figures were obtained from the FordFoundation.
.An SEC study indicated that in a sample of foundations, covering 56 lwvcent of foundation holdings.,foundation stock investments was In shares listed on the NYAE.Repors of Special Study ofMarkets," pt.1II, p. bm8
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Two striking indications from the stockholding data should be noted:

(1) There has been no significant growth in the stockownership of

foundations relative to the total market since 1949; and (2) there has

been a small decline in the share of college and university endowments.

The total share of all tax-exempt organizations (other than pension

funds) was almost unchanged but down slightly.

TABLE 7.-Data on total assets of foundations and higher education endowments

tDollar amounts In billions)

Endow- Total assets

Number Assets of ments of of individ-

yea foundations coliges and uals
universities I

fi .,1lI (4)

1-2 - - -D $1.3
M04 ---------------------------................. ---------- 2. 021

1944.------------------- ----------------------- 1.1, 921
10 .................................... . 4,164 4.52 -------------l ,. ............................ 202 11.52 & 0 L670
1Iw ..................... .......................- 6, 007 It. 51 & 4 1, 930

1962 -------------------- -------------- I... ...... 15,000 16.26 1,930
19al -------------------------------

IThis refr only to the endowment In investment assets. Physical plant of coUeM and universities

also serves as endowments, yielding services rather than cah. 1f thes were ibcuded, gher

endowments would eoceed those of foundatios._
S1904 Treasur i r epartment Survey of Private Foundation,

SOURCES
Cola. (1) and (2):

I30: ,American Foundations and Their Fields," Twentieth century Fund. The tabulation con-

tained In this report lists foundations with assets of $83,000,000. but 17 of the 122 foundations did not

submit asset figures. The report contains the estimate that for all 122 foundations an asset f e of

$950, 000,0is probably not wide of the mark."
1944. ,American Foundations for Bocil Welfare," Harrison and Andrews, Russell Sage Foundation,

1946, . W.

W" Philanthropic Giving," Andrew. Russell Sage Foundation, 1963, P. 93.
1954: ,American Foudtions5 and Their Fields " 7th ed.
1959: "Foundation Directory I," Russell Sage Foundation, 1960.
1962: "Foundation Directory 2," Russell Sage Foundation, 194.

CLI": Office of Education.
196: "living U.S.A.," 1963 ed., p. 14, American Association of Fund Raising Counsel

Col 4: "Studies in National Balance Sheet of United States," Goldsmith, vol. 11, pP 124-125. The

1i930 gures were interpolated. between ods with's estimates for 1929 and 1932 on the a of aggregate

value of corporate shares.
19-0.62 "Flow of Funds A.cunt.," FRB. Total assets were estimated using observed trend

of ratio of total to intangible in Goldslith's data.
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TABLE 8.-Estimatcd holdings of N w York Stock Lchange listed tocks by certain
ec.itmpt institutions

11)o11* amounts in billions]

DOLLAR IOLI)INGS

1949 19W 19M0 1961 1962 1963

Foundations:
Listed stocks ------------------------------------ $1.1 $4.1 $ 53 $7.2 $6.7 $80
Ford stock held by Ford Foundation ............. .9 2.1 2.3 & I3.1 1 2.7

Total ------------------------------------------ 2.0 6. 2 7.6 10.3 .8 10.7
College and university endowments ................ 1.1 2.4 2.9 3.7 3.3 4. 0
Other nonprofit organizations ......................... 1.0 3.1 4.4 .6 5.0 5.9
Noninsured pension funds ............................ .5 5.8 (1) 1.9 1. 2 23.4
Market value of all listed stocks 3 ..................... 77.2 221.3 309.3 390.1 347.9 414.0

PERCENTAGES I

Foundations (including Ford stock)----------------.. 2.6 2.8 I2.5 2.6 2.5 2.6
College and university endowments .................. 1.4 1.1 .9 .9 .9 1.0
Other nonprofit organizations.....................--- 1.3 L4 1.4 1. 4 L 5 1.4

Total nonprofit organizations ................. 5.3 5.3 4.8 5.0 4.9 5.0
Noninsurod pension funds ............................ 7 2.61 (1) 4.8 & 2 &.7

I Comparable figure not available.
'Includes Ford stock held by Ford Foundation.
Source: "NYSE Fact Book," 19063 and 1904. Ford figures obtained from Ford Foundation. The 1949

figure was obtained using the book equity of the Ford Motor Co.

The two sets of data in tables 7 and 8 seem to suggest two different
conclusions about the relative growth of foundations. The total esti-
mates in table 7 suggest a growth in the relative share continuing
through the 1950's. Fhe stockholding data in table 8, however, sug-
gest a cessation in the growth in the relative share of foundations
after 1950.

The quality of the data available does not admit of any precise
reconciliation of these two sets of statistics. The early survey was
admittedly incomplete as to coverage of foundations, and this coverage
gradually improved. Also, the later surveys reflected a mixture of
market values and ledger values. The stocklholding data are based
on a limited sample.

A large part of the discrepancy is accounted for by the fact that
foundations have a very large portion of their investment in common
stock compared to individuals and even compared to hi'rher education
endowments. Common stock has advanced far more in price in the
last 15 years than other assets. This has been caused by both the
growth in dividends and an increase in the price-earnings ratio. The
implications of the stockholding data are that stock investments of
foundations were not growing faster than the stock investments of
other stock investors. All stock investors were gaining compared to
people who owned just bonds, bank accounts, and insurance. Since
foundations are heavily invested in stocks, this residted in better than
average growth for foundations, compared to total individual wealth.

If foundations were growing faster than other investors due to either
an increasing flow of contributions or due to a parsimonious policy of
distribution to charity, this should show up m the N YSE data as
growth relative to other stock investors. It is significant that there
is so little growth of this sort in the NYSE data.

42-603--65---6
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Another evidence of foundation growth is afforded by recording the
organization dates of presently large foundations. This serves to
identify the 1940's and 1950's as the period of rapid foundation growth,
although it, is striking that, the foundations established since 1950 are
relatively small compared to those establislici before 1950. These
data are contained in table 9.

On the basis of the meager evidence available, , the following con-
clusions are suggested about, private foundation growth:

(a) There was some growth of foundations relative to the rest,
of the economy in the 1930's and 1940's. This can be associated
with the adoption of increased progressivity in estate and income
taxes in the early 1930's plus the charitable contribution deduc-
tion under each tax.

(b) Since 1950, the total wealth of foundations has grown
faster than the rest of the economy, but in this period the faster
growth was probably due to the fact that their principal assets
and corporate stocks were increasing in price faster than other
assets. In terms of values of shares owned, the proportion owned
by foundations appears to have been quite stable.

TABLE 9.-Ieriod of esbtblishncnt of 5,050 foundations, by decades after 1900:
by latest asset classes I

Latest a.set classes

Period Nunber Percent $10 million $1 million under Less than
or more $10 million $1 milton

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Total ----------. 050 100 175 100 800 100 4,075 100

Before 1900 ---------- 18 (2) 1 1 9 1 8 (2)190 to 1909 .......... 18 (1) 8 5 5 1 5 (2)1910 to 1919 ---------- -76 2 14 8 36 4 26 119,20 to 1929 ---------- 173 3 27 15 65 8 81 21930 to 1939 ----------- 8 6 45 26 100 12 143 31940 to 1949 ---------- 1,638 32 54 31 29 38 1,2 321950 to 19598 --------- 2.839 56 26 15 286 36 2,527 62

1 The 5.050 foundations tabulated here are those that hal at leat $100,000 of assets in 1962 and were thus
included in the "F'.undation I)irA.tury" and which also provided information to the Foundation Library
('enter as to date of organzation.

2 IA s than 0.5 Iwrcent.
3 litecrd incomplete; the fragmentary 1960-rord (45 foundations) not included in table.
Source: "Foundation l)irectory," ed. 2, p. 13.

4. 1964 survey ojfoitndations
In 1964 the Treawsury Department conducted a survey of certain

financial aspects of private foundations.9  The survey involved
initially selecting a sample of approximately 1,300 organizations
whose Form 990-A was available (principally at the Foundation
Library Center office in Washington, D.C.).

Certain parts of the information return, Form 990-A, are required by
law to be made available to the public. The Foundation Library
Center, a private, nonprofit organization, maintains a file of copies of
this public part of the tax return for those exempt organizations which
meet their definition of a foundation. The "Foundation Directory,"

' In !he conduct of tiLs survey i.,'istance was obtainwd from the Internal Revenue Service and the Foun-
dation Library Center offices in Washington, I).C., and New York City.
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edition 2, page 9, published in 1964, explains the definition of afoundation used by the Center as follows:

For purposes of this (lirvctory a founIttiou 11M:y be define.' lied asi nongo\'ern-nm ntal, nonprofit org:anizatiou having :a principal fund of its own, m'aaged by itsown trustee-s or directors, and slab slihcd to maintain or aid social, e clticat nail,charital~le, religious, or other activities serving the cuomion welfare. Bothcharitable trusts and corporations are included. As priv iousiv, the new directoryexcludes foundationss" which make it gewral J)J)1ppal to tIhe public for funds;which act as trade associations for iudustrial or other special groups: which arerestricted by charter solely to aiding oit. or several named institutions; or whichfunction as en11dowmllents set up for special purposes within colleges, chureles, orother organizations and are goveriled by the trustees of thw parent institution.Obviously, many "foundations" fall in a gray area, with most of the ch:racteristicsof regular fouidationts b it sonme disqualilicat io:,s; mlit ion 2 interprets the exclusionsmor rigi(ly than i(1d1 its )redecessor.
The "Foundation Directory" published bv lie Foundation librarvCenter omits "very small" fi;undations. 'lhe files of tlie FmindationiLibrary Center (Io, however, contain copies of the Form 990-A formany of these very small foundations.
Since the word "foundation" is not technically defined for taxpurposes, there is no ready way to separate those organizations calledfoundations from other tax-exempt organizations .o far as tax infornma-tion returns are concerned. As a means of obtaining a body ofstatistical information, it seemed necessary to utilize the classificationwhich had been established by the Foundation Librarv Center. 1)atahave been added for certain very large organizations which one mightwant to define as a foundation where these could be identified.' 0  Noeffort was made to expand the center's definition in the other sizecategories. The Foundation Librarv Center indicates that theirrecords show that, there were approximately 15,000 foundations,according to their definition, in existence around the end of 1962.Of these, an estimated 9,000 were below $100,000 in total assets.A stratified sampling design was adopted that would produce asample of about 1,300 foundations. It developed that the 1962 Form990-A was available in the Foundation Library Center for onlyabout one-half of the total number of foundations. This was princi-pally due to delays involved in obtaining and reproducing the returns.The sampling rates for the foundations below $1 million in size wereaccordingly doubled, and in the group of foundations with assets sizeof over $10 billion other sources were utilized to obtain the Forms990-A for the year 1962 in order to carry out the plan to have 100percent coverage in this area. Information was taken from the Form

990-A, and a supplementary questionnaire was sent to each of thefoundations whose return was selected." In the aggregate a responserate of close to 98 percent was realized.'r
is since the particular concern of the po'emnt study wais priv-1te founidations. several community foundfulions which could Ile readtily identifiedwcre ontitted froiu I tie tabulation.11 Copies of the Fori 9t(-A (including instructions) and the supplemental questionnaire are attachtl* asexhibits I and 2. respectively.ilWhen tle initial machine tabulation of results was run. the response rate to the questionnaire wasabout 96 percent. Those orl inizations front which a questionnaire was not received were tabulated in aspecial eategiT (ailed utlcl~i~siied. Tile nsuilt. of the initial run were adjusted in the very large categoryoas to shift several foundations from unclasified to the appropriate donor influence category on the basisof the questionnaire wheii It was received. Further. for Weveral tahulalioL of market value asstx data. the2 percent of questionnaires received aft,,r the initial tabulations were taken ilo account. In the rennainigcases where negligible elfects would he involved. these last 2 percent of questioundres received were notreallocated (roi the unchmsifli categ~wy tabulated. The total market value of a~wets of the unelasilificategory was calculated, where iwctssar' by raising the ledger values on stockholdings on the basis ofmarket to ledger ratios f1r stockholings on those foundations reporting market values.
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The discussion in the following sections is based upon a tabulation
of the return forms and questionnaire results. The statistics collected
in the sample have been blown up to provide an estimate of the data
for all 15,000 foundations. In tile tables the small foundations are
those whose assets at the beginning of 1962 were under $100,000.
The medium foundations had assets of $100,000 to $1 million. The
large foundations had assets of $1 million to $10 million. The very
large foundations had assets over $10 million.
5. The income of foundat ions

In 1962 foundations in the aggregate had $1,065 million of total
income after investment expenses, but including capital gains. Some
material on the aggregate income of foundations is given in table 10.



TABLE 10.-Aggregate income of founmations
[Dollar amounts in millions)

Asset sie Percent of douor-relat d influence over Invest-
ment policy

Total Lame. XMediumjI Over33 ovvr20Very large $looo I ,° $100,000 Small 50 per- ,-cent percent Not over Uncasa-over to to under cent or but not but not 210 fed01i,000oo $10.000,000 $1,000,000j $100,000 more over 50 over 33 percent_________________________________________percent 

percent
Number of foundations------------------------------------------ 14,865 175 80 4,910 8, 9w) 11.000 hit) 100 2.4w0 525
L'GrowsprofitfrombusiessnctivitiesI 

$8 $3 $3 $ '1 $1.7 $' $1 $1! $1, (3)3 . D iv iden ds ................................................. . 159 104 35 -2 1 47 124. P in i ................................ 374 268 67 30 3.1 12 I h 197 o .s4. Rents ------------------------------------------------------- 
43 21 Id 7 1 14

5. Other ordinary income ------------------------------------------ 57 39 a 12 1.2  31; A6. ess expenses ofearning Income ----------------------------- 62 3 13 11 2 2 K 3 h1) i
7. N ot ord in ary In com e ----------------------------------------------. 580 400 1 3 6 .2 42 31 307
8. Gains from sale of assets, excluding inventory -------------------- 484 33 15 1. 14 3 419 2
9. Total net ordinary income plus gains-----1,065 

134 14 7.2 239 M 34 71O 10
10. Contributions received (net).------------------- 833 290 251 5 7 4 sw 30 IN 238 1311. Total receipts (ordinary inome, capital gains and ontribu.

tions receved) ------------------------------------- 189 1,124 39 311 6486 -0 5 Ni 8 961 2
12: N et.O N "8 f O 'C M us 13 ( -1 ---8 -8".1-" . . ..-+=: ,RANTS FROM t ICOM E 

3 34

12. Net ........... ----- 69 47 13 68 & 03 N
13 Cost of 64 36 16 11 .8 20 4 2 814. Gross ----------------------------------------- 

_____ 52
GRANT" FROM PRINCIPAL-15. Net 239--32 68 111 A8.1 174 116 4ICotodi------------- --------- 16 1 5 7 2.5 4 2 3 6 5 01

17. Gross ---------------------------------------------- 255 33 73 11 30.6 178 1213
18. Total grants ------------------------------------------- 1,012 547281 19 3.5 316 0 441I Gross sales or receipts from related and unrelated business activites les cost of goods Details may not add to totals due to rounding.sold or of operao.

3so than ri000. Source: 1964 Treasury )epartment Survey of Private Foundations.
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Smille sminiarv ligirs on (pittit,I' :1ad outgo of all foundations are
uive I lxiltw. lh,' tital is sli iowl with and without the Fo trd

F Ilellll aiieuitI ii ii1Ilitl.

't1 . T et il.

t1. lordl t1w Foerd
F"u 1i4 iAeIll FouIil ation

Net wlitr tu'ieeeac.- $ ~~144
('elt al i 1 1. ... ... 4 I 1157

(ri mirit ,it itl e :'it ,ii-,- U teli|tfiei t, I $7,57 MM
Stitrii t IulLm' s i-vt .ee ... " -

( ir utzi 4, t o 'i lii ll'r ,I ie ie,%
Net1% tipil h'lgrr \A r- ,lil.}.. 10. MAt W i 4.14)

Iih. '4t( return ioriliiry Ih witi ) till c oelgcr ti iu (ailverage I ginlilllig And
'1 1ti e l ;ir) i i ia o i ) .. -- .. -. . 5 6 5 4

N4-1 r i hi iimarket l ies $15. 4711 $1'.. 4311
l:tli t .4 ret io 1 cc ii rkeI Valte es i, lc'lueiileL' ri ii I 1-i t iwru t I 3 7 3. 6

l, eel Ilrint to ii irkt.I ii.l % ert li weiI el [ )ear) tillIll I -r- ll). 5 6.3

i J)11114- d si vt' 4-%110 -1ili re'nuetil cliAriA :lcO' ur[M.a N'S l 3141 C ee it isking grants .

I'Ihe total inconie of till fol tIdltions in 1962 wa.s greatly affected l)y
the large cal)ital gaii s realized by the Ford Foundatoion.

If the Ford Founi(hlltioin had realized capital gains only in the same
relationIsiii!) to total assets as all the other foundations, the aggregate
income of foundat ions would have been reduced by almost $300 million
to about $780 million.

In the aggregate Foundations made grants of $693 million which
were reported as coning out of income. These grants involved a
(istril)ution cost of $64 million, and consequently, $757 million was
spent in making distributions to charitablebeneliciaries from current
and accumulated income, about $320 million less than the current
income including capital gains. (About $230 million of this excess of
current, income including capital gains over distributions came from
the Ford Foundation, wiiere there were relatively larger capital gains
as defined above of about $300 million.)

During 1962, foundations received additional gifts of $833 million.
In addition, the returns indicate that $239 million of grants were
made to charitable beneficiaries from principal. These grants
involved a distribution cost of $16 million, and thus, $255 million
was spent making distributions from principal. In the aggregate,
all grants including distribution costs exceeded current ordinary
income by about. $430 million.

The following is offered as a way of getting these aggregate statistics
into some general perspective; other perspectives are possible. In
1962, if capital appreciation is temporarily left aside, foundations
earned ordinary income of $580 million. At the same time the
total outlay on grants, including distribution costs, was about $1,100
million, or about $520 million more than the total ordinary income.
At the same time, foundations received contributions from outsiders
of $833 million. Out of current ordinary income and contributions
(i.e., excluding capital appreciation and realization of capital gains)
about $300 million was set aside for growth of the foundations. This
amounted to just about 2 percent of the net worth at the beginning
of 1962.
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In addition to this current income, foundations were abh, to eio.Sonie appreciation of their wealth holdings. '1"i take a hligrun viewof this, the matter of how niuch od this apreation El'curred (r was

realized in 1962 may be put aside in rder to ) w eiicentirate or the
expected value of the appreciation! itself. Abmut two-third. (if thecurrent market value Of the assets tf foundatimi5 was repre entvd byinvestment in corporate.stock. Over tlie long run, it is not mirealiticto expect corporate stock to aplrecilte in value alt a rate of about ,percent a year.'- With about two-thirds oif the I..,ets invested incommon stcAk, tie annual appreciation ol total assets in tile lolgrun ought to be about two-thirds if .5 percent (or abmut 3 percent ayear. This when combined with the previously calculated 2 percent;)f net worth addition froin current oIperations and cmltributioiis wouldindicate a rate (If growth for tlie existing foundations (If about 5percent a year. 'lhis is itself in line with tle commc;I exlectatiliIof the growth in the gro- national product, and if all foundationstaken together grew at this rate, they would simply maintain theirpresent relative Importance com )ared to (t her wealt hholders. !1hevwould neither get comparatively larger nor smaller. Foundationlswith their heavy investment in common stock would still gain ifstock prices advance relative to (ther prices, or would lose ground ifstock prices fall.

As was seen in the prior analysis of the New York Stock Exchangedata, foundations do not appear to have changed their relative shareof stockholdings since 1950. It was also argued that much of tiegrowth of foundations' share of total wealth relative to the rest (ifthe society could be explained by the abnormal capital appreciationin their major inv est ment, stocks, sii(e World War 1I. The foregoinganalysis of the 1962 income account dies not lurport by itself toshow that foundations will not expand relative to the rest, of tieeconomy. It, indicates that in a general way the 1962 income account,seems to be consistent. with the New York Stock Exchange datasuggesting no significant growth of foundations in the aggregate rela-tive to the rest of the economy. With the kind of investment port-folio foundations have, nornial capital appreciation will be about 3percent, a year. foundations in the aggregate, by retaining in 1962out of new contributions and income (other than capital gains) about2 percent of their net worth, grew at a rate equivalent; to the rest, ofthe society.'4
It should be quickly added that much of the annual contributionis for newly established foundations. If foundations, taken in theaggregate, are not to grow at a faster rate than the rest. of the societywhile new foundations are being formed, then existing foundationswill have to grow at well under 5 percent a year.
Also, it should be added that it is not here proposed that founda-tions in the aggregate should grow at exactly the same rate as theprivate sector. This analysis only goes to throwing som e light onlthe rate of growth that does exist.

I This is consistent with the aggregate value of corporations increasing in proportion to the aggregateprofit of corporation,, which ought to increase In proportion to the gross national product, which is com.only expected to Increase at about 5 percent a year.ICflear V, many foundations accumulated more of this out of ordinary income and contributions. If weexamine all foundations except Ford, the accumulation out of ordinary income plus contributions was4 percent of market value.
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As will be seen from table 10, about two-thirds of the ordinary
income of foundations came from dividends. The bulk of the re-
mainder came from interest. Only 10 percent came from rents, and
only 1 percent from the direct conduct of business activities. The
relative shares of different sources were about the same for various
size foundations with the exception of the small foundations where the
dividend portion of the ordinary income was only about one-half,
and the profit from direct business activity was about one-quarter.
It should be observed in table 10 that the data with respect to small
foundations are given in tenths of millions of dollars compared to the
other statistics which are given in round millions of dollars. An
additional decimal point is carried for the small foundation data only
to give a better perspective of the relative size of various entries.
6. The uwalth of foundations

Table 11 summarizes some balance sheet and related wealth infor-
mation for foundations on the basis of the 1964 Treasury survey.
In terms of the values which foundations carry on their books, gen-
erally the value when contributed or cost if acquired later, but some-
times market, the total assets of foundations were $11.6 billion,
and the net worth was $10.9 billion at the end of the 1962 reporting
year. In terms of the foundations' estimates of market values of
their assets, the total assets wore $16.3 billion and net worth was
$15.5 billion. About two-thirds of this wealth was owned by the
largest 175 foundations each of which exceeded in size $10 million
measured by total assets at book (or ledger) value. The small
foundations, those with assets under $100,000, comprising about 60
percent of all foundations, held slightly less than 2 percent of the
assets of all foundations.



TAnBE l.-Assets of foundation., beginning of tax year 1962
[Dollar amounts in millions

Number of foundations -------------------------------

ASSETS
Cash receivableAccounts receivable ------------------------------..

N otes receivable .............. .---- ..............
Mortgage loans ................ .""...........Corporation stock ---------------------
Other assets 2
Total assets

LIABILTIU

Accounts payable .-------------------Grants payable ................... ..............

Bonds etc., payable ------------------------------
Other labilitles ...................................
Net worth (L)

Corporation stock (M) ............................
Total assets (M)
Net worth (M)

209 1, 252 911 7.6418 201£ TA~q than ~ A ,,iItlI,.,,~ThIs is almost all bonds. Source: 1984 Treasury Department Survey of Private Foundations.

Asset she Percent of donor-related influence over investment policy

Total Very large, Large, Medium, S all, Over Overover $1,000,000 to $100,000 to under 50 percent 33 percent, 20 percent, Not over Unclassill"I$10,000,000 $10,000,000 $1,000,000 $100,000 or more 1ot over Ifot over 20 percentU,_0 percent 33 percent

14,865 175 s00 4,910 8 00 MOM 6to 100 2EAR &1

LEDGER VALUES, END) OF THlE YEAR

$443
50

189
149

6,529
5,119

11, 648

17
524
137
114

10,858

$110
12

118
63

4.409
3,1747583

8
488

53
6,961

$124
9

30
61

1.237
1.095
2,332

31
3242

2.221

$166
25
3519

783
744

1.27

3
5

27
15

1,477

$43 8241 $31 $214 32 1 (1)
6 117 32 18
6 60 13 (I)100 2, 620 4M 249INS . " W1 2"

206 4, 34h s3 615

(I) 1 1 1
(I) 75 10 205 101 4 11

4 44 3 2107 4.120 821 481

$109
14
21

3.072

,"37

7
419
212
64

N 297

'ii

1q

$14
4

(lI

I 'V

103 0

139 8
Cx

MARKET VALUES. END OF TnE YEAR

16,262
15,470

I I I ,

8,050
11,33110, 709

1.783
2.940
2,829

955
1.773
1,723

108
218209

3.88015, OW
3,438 1,2701, 2.52 945 8, hooil 7.668

lag
8

1.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

2This is almost all bonds. Source: 1964 Treasury Department Survey of P~rivate Foundation.
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In lightly over two-theirs of tall foundations b number, thedoior
(Jr jX'rsmiJI related ill -wine way to the dlonor mad1(e tip .50 pereilt of
those trustees who takepsote voice in invest-ent picy, including the
(eiCsimiJ (Jr how much (Jr the currently available funds will be re-
invested and how much will be applied to charitable purposes. (A
trustee whose sole part ic'ipat ionI involves selecting which charitable
activity geti the moneylC was no(t taikeii into aceiunt.) F~oundations
were classified by the poJrtionl of trustees. who participated inl invest-
iment police, ai defined abo(ve, who were related in any way to the
donor, incfuding his lawyers, his accountant, distant relatives, and
employees. The number in ea'h classification would be affected
very little if a narrower definition of donor-related trustee were
utilized, since in moJt cases the influence was exerci.ed through
immediate family members onl the board. In (hillr terms tie
foundations with less than 20 percent influence were slightly more
important than tile foundations witi .50 percent or more donor
inifluence because of the presence (if smile very large foundations, such
as Ford in the former category.

Foundations have extremely little indebtedness. Excluding grants
payable, the total liabilities (If foundations alloult to barely iniore than
2 percent of ledger assets.
7. certainn ratios wtith ret.q~ct to foundations

Table 12 classifies the foundations b" certain ratios involving
grants, income, and assets. The table gives estimated figures for afi
foundations, that is, tile sample portion of the survey was blown up.
The first four banks of the table show the ratio (Jf grants to various
sources of income. The next four banks deal with various ratios of
income to net worth. The last two show ratios of grants made to
net worth. In the aggregate the average ratio of ordinary income
(net) to book value was 5.6 percent and to market value 3.7 percent.
,me average rates of total income (ordinary income lus capital
gains) to book andl market values-, resIectively, were .0.6 percent
and 6.9 percent. Grants were on the average 172 percent of ordinary
income and 94 percent of total income. They were equal to 120
percent of contributions received and 53 percent of total sources
(total income plus ewitributions received). Oi the average, grants
were 10 percent of book net worth and 6.4 percent of market net
worth.



TABLE I 2 .- Distribution of nlumrber of foundat ions by various ratios

pO. .m,..A Pecn O oorrltd nlen-o inet ntoiy

tions Over 33 Over 20 Very large, lii50 percent percent, Ixercent. Not over Unclasmi- over i1.WNor more not over not over 21 percent fled $IO.irnoiN $10.4
51) percent 33 percent I

14. 50 10, 90 810 100 2.420 530 1,4
Total I

Below 25 percent -------------------------------
25 to 50 percent ---------....... ............. .....
50 to 100 percent ----------------------------------
100 to 150 p ercen t ................................
Over 150 percent ------------------------------

No computation (total income zero or negative) .....

Below 25 percent ---------------------------------
2 5 to 50 p ercen t .................................
.W to 100 p ercen t ................................-"100 to 150 percent ---------------------------------
Over 150 percent .....
No computation ordinaryy income zero, or nega-

tiv e) --------------------------------------------

Ratio of grants (groms) to total income ordinary income plus capital Rabi

880 410 501 10 3MI 30 '430 240 30 o; i v, !i 1412.070 1.290 1801 20u 5", 8) 741.680 1,140 1..0 201 2' 50o .5115.810 4,680 5e 670" 22 1iI3.980 3,241 10 a'.. I 170

Ratio of grants (gro&s) to ordinary inconie

700 310 40 10 320 20 3'260 130 30 0! 100 10 31, 900 1. 2-20 ISO In 520) 40 ;i
1.720 1.110 120 i ' 410 GO G36.690 5.440 210 M0 740 250 3
3 .500 2,780 230! 10 330 13,0 0

I

o.i

P.'-,,

Ratio of grants (gross) to total sot'coq (tot*l income , plhs contribatiois receives!)
Below 25 percent --------------------------------- 2,920 2.020 1CO 2) 6.40 1 W) Its ,00 950 . 10*0025 to 50 percent ---------------------------------- 2.260 1.7.50 110 0 344) 64 1 19 1 if) VT40' 1.11,150to 100 percent -------------------------------- 4.100 3.010 200 #0 700 140 k.% 1 340 1.446 2.240100 to 150 percent -------------------------------- 2.010 1.430 150 20 340 70 33 140 ullO i 1,2244Over 150 percent ---------------------------------- 2.350 1.820 130 10 f 2,1 120 I I9 go 770 I . 4WINo computation (total sources zero or negative).- 1.220 960 6) 0 130 60 12 17 1, 0:2)

See footnotes at end of table, p. 87.

[;Percent of (kInor-related influence over Investment policy

l

Aqet size

re. i .tediinm. i Small° "

1.4IMI to $1MNIinl to iuniter
1,KW) I $l.NK I.(IM ) $IINI.0 MIi i -

5I 4.910 A. 9W o

at 2290 141) M
2' 201 140 V.

I _0 I " I G10 -
2mW1 3.170 3..3t)
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240 r0 76iO
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TABLE 12.-Distribution of number of foundations by various ratio#-Continuod

T otal I -----------------------------------------------

Below 25 percent ---------------------------------
25 percent to 50 percent ..........................
50 percent to 100 percent --------------------------
100 percent to 150 percent ........................
O ver 150 percent --------------------------------..
No computation (no contributions received) ------

Total Income negative ----------------------------
0 to I percent -------------------------------------
1 to 3 percent -------------------------------------
3 to 6 percent -------------------------------------
6 to 10 percent ------------------------------------
Over 10 percent -----------------------------------
No computation (no book net worth) ...........

Total Income negative .........................
0 to I percent ----------------------------------
1 to 3 percent -----------------------------------
3 to 6 percent ----------------------------------...
6 to 10 percent ----------------------------------
Over 10 percent -----------------------------------
No computation (no market net worth) ..........

All founda-
tions

I -I

14,8&0

Percent of donor-related influence over investment policy

Over 33 Over 2
50 percent percent, percent, Not over Unclawi-
or more not over not over 20 percent fled

50 percent 33 percent

10,V 810 100 21 421 o0

Aseet aim
-I

Very larcte, lArge, I Medium, Small,
over 111,(01,10) to $111000 to under

$10,0000 $10,uo,OO 4 1,UtX),(8I 100,0U0

164 h t 4,9i0 8,9

Ratio of grants to contrbuthnnsrecelved

2.010 1. 530 60 10 3W 50 ts 60 IN I ,2J1.,70 1.370 130 1 24(1 441 7 Wi rite) I: 01)2,620 2,220 80 20 230) 70 7 70 150 1.71)1.550 1, 240 100 4 150 50 9 W)3 .44 .02112,060 1, 43) 101 A) 310) 8) 5M 230 7311 I. O.X)4, 850 3,180 330 40 1, , Z. N 26 0 1, MR) 2, VW

Ratio of total income to book net worth

990 800 70 10 so 0 20
3,600 2,940 160 10 310 140 7 30 40) 3. T02,830 2,096 150 10 470 110 11 100 1. OR) 1. t04,730 3,350 260 50 9W 10 t 63 360 2.049, 2._1.260 890 90 20 2W", 10 &5 INO "5) IW1,150 730 60 10 270 904i 2 101 4Wo 560310 190 20 0 80 20 1 10 60 240

Ratio of total income to market net worth

990 800 70 10 50 50 1 2o 370 603,640 2, 920 190 10 370 140 7 40 390 3,003,270 2,440 160 20 530 10 21 140 1.2) 1,1.04,620 3.240 270 so 950 120 9 42-0 1,W) 2, 120930 690 0 3 W84) 3 27 39 4X2(1,150 720 50 4 30 ) s 11 0 VA) 620260 170 20 0 .9) 20 140 2==,,,, . _ . _ _.. . _ .- . ,, F

I
00

0

tult

t l

I



Total I4-----------0--------------------------- 
1,8504,990

Ratio of ordinary income to book net worthOrdinary income negative ------------------------ -440 20 010t Ipecn........... ......................... so 10i 6.00102 SIto 1 percent------------------------------3160 
170 10 370J 1 3204 .lo

to per-ent. ..-------------------------------------- 3,600 2.20 10 0 50 160 15 140 1,330 2.124)
---------- 5.280 3,720 31s1 1.070 140 b7 4"0 2.330 40

eto 10 percent 840... ": ": '" " - '": . 310al 5 ,~ 1 4 1. 330 z.~ 210
Over 10percexitc------- -------------------------- 80 5 1701 30 I 11040
No computation (no book net worth)a ....------ 570 400 20 0 120 21 12 10 J319

310 1100 20 0 80 201 1 1 
240

Ratio of ordinary income to market net worthOrdinary Income negative ..------------------------
0 00 to I percent ------------ ---------------------- 380 30 20 s0 0 30 1 0 30 220 I3SI to 3 percent ----------------------------------- 3, bS0 3,150 200 20 390 130 10 30 420,to 6 percent 4.140 3,120 190 50 640 160 44 220 1,540 2,340-tlecn--------------------------------~ 

2,9 3, M 620 14( 440 400 2,260 2,340J

6 to 10 percent .- '- .f .: "f 2 ' ' -: - , 9 , 280 2 1,020 140 o4 o2 2 o| 2 ~Over 10 percent ---------------------------------- 570 390 50 4 100 1 10 40 20 2 i}620 420 10 10 160 20 3 30 220 36
No omputation (no market net worth)------------- 260 170 20 0 50 20 1 20 40 21X)

0 to I percent
I to 3 percent
3 to 6 percent
6 to 10 percent. "-
Over 1b percentnet wNO computa-tion (no book net worth)" "------------

nutto of grants to book net worth

1,370 730 120 20 4.50 50 9 20 240 1.0M01,470 1,000 110 20 280 60 14 90J 630 7402,810 1. 890 190 10 670 60 66 2) 1.420 1.0401,820 1,410 so 10 250 701 44 170 w4 7407,070 5,780 300 40 680 270 30 220 1,660 8,160310 190 20 0 80 20I 12
60 240

Ratio of grants to market net worth

to I percent .........-- -- ................... . 1,440 730 120 20 810 50 9 2 0 1. 1201 to 3 percent ------------------------------------- 1,820 1, 200 160 20 3am 50, 0 34 NO N 2O
3 to 1 percent ------------------------------------ 2,760 1.850 190 10 630 60 76 VA 1,6 W 1.040Over 0 percent -------------------------------- 1,710 1,380 40 2 22n 60 2K 140 b 740

Ovr1 ecn ----- 6.880 5, 660 270 40670 2h0 1 190 1, 620 8 6No computation (no market net worth)..---- -00 20 170 20 0 802 0 4020I Differs slightly from number In Tables 10 and 11 because this table excludes about 10 Source: 1964 Treasury Department Survey of Private Foundations.large foundations for which datu were not available when this table was prepared.

I

0

0
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S. 'requeney sif cirtlin trattsacion.,
bTble 13 :,1n,arize the ai,,wers to) at number o)f questim, asked

(m t ihe FoJrm 990 A cmcerning the ticcurren'e of vari(iu,; transatlioIs
betweenn the foundation and a ubstantial donor, and varioms persons

related to the (lmouir.
Under pIre.,eilt law, the tra.,actiom-n involved in qluei.tiin 2 might be

(.0I1sidered pr(,hibite(I train..ct i0ms, ia cause for denial oif the charit:able
exeptii, m.itly if the price involved in the transactions w1L. not an
arn's-lenth1 price. The question i, designed to call the attention of
a revenue agent toat Iparticular trailactim tlnt light. need to be in-
vestigated further. A fiuniatii answering" "yes" to any part of
thi, quel,ti)II (ljes not ind(lict it.;eif as living (ihrfeited its exemption,
but it is.- posil)lc thut s,,me of these transactions go unreported in
order to avoi(l having questi,n,1 raised by revenue agents. Because of
this possibility the answers to (lqestio, 2 oit table 13 may understate
the frequency if these trainsactions.

The answerN to question 3 m table 13 are in response to a question
on the sull)lellle.t'IttlI (lestiInnaire, relating to the occurrence of trans-
actionis betweenl the fOundatim and( its oflicials (and parties related
tio stich officials). Present law does not contain a specific prohibition
()Ii tbe.-,e types (of transactions. Occurrence (If one of the listed trans-
actioins between a foundation and an official, or a party related to an
official of the foundation would be indicated by a "yes" answer tothat part. of ( uestion 3.

Questim 4 dealing with holdings of 10 percent or more of any class
of stock was also taken from the supplemental questionnaire.

TABLE 13. ---IRsponses to flutesions concerning certain transactions, etc.
I

1. Iid vou hiol aniy real property for rental purposes with respect to which
there is a1i indebtcdnt(.4 incurred in acquiring the prqPerty or in making improve-
neits thereto or which was acquired subject to a mortgage or similar lien?

(In ix-rcenti

Yes No No answer

Total ----------------.------.--------------------------- 1.2 97.1 0.7
Very larze-....-.---------------------------------- 3.7 92.1 4.3
L arie. ----.. .--.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .3.5 95.5 1.0
Medium .------.----.-----.------------------------------ 2.6 96.4 1.0
Small----------------------------------- ------------. 2 99.4 .4
)oor igifluem te .54) ierent or over . ,.... ................ 1.1 94.6 4.3

IDonor in.lue'ntv unIo r So I,-ret-t, (;ver 20 percnt ------------.. 4 98.3 1.2
I)oior influence tio ole)vr 2i) izreent --------------------------- 2. 1 96.0 1.9
Unc:tsifled .----------------------------------------------- 2.3 97.7 0
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2. Afti*r July 1, 1950, did--
The creator of your orgaziizatioli, orA contributor to %-our organization, orA hnn her or sister (whole or half hkood), s., aInc,-ltor, or lii.al d,4c -alit of such creator or contributor, orA corporation ow-i.cd (50 perce.tj or more of voting stock or 50 pvr-e.at ormore of value of all stock) dirvctlv or iiI(iinctlv by such curator or coztrihutor(a) Borrow aily part of your iucomi- or corpus?"

lh, l':rt.iIlJ

Yes No NO aJNo ef
Total ... .

4.............. - ------- 4.4 4.3Melui,, -------------- -------------- ------- ----. 0 .5I0orm ififfllrlItc U)J wii~, t or over . i . ............. . o .4 .4
[-,,r 4141.2' .4I 1)o llg, i u n det r o1 wi tviu or , or p rti .. . 1.3 .6Donmor ifluoitv. l,,l ovc~r .O lkwrt-411.."• 9. 7 1. 297.0 1.. . . ... . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. ..r. .. . 10 0 .0 0

97.0 2.1

(b) receive any co||pelisatioa for personal er'ices from you?
Itn percent

Yes No -No answer

Total 

I

V ery &ar e ---------------------------------------------------- 1.4 97.7 1.0
.5 10.3 

4.3

...jn..."........................ 

40902.-- - -- - - -- - -- - --- -- -- - -- -- -- - -4.0 9.0 2.0
Small ................................... 14 K 4

. .. ................. 
..Donor Influence 0 percent or over ----------- ;----- .4 19.0 .2

Donor Influence under 50 percent, over 20 percent----8. 1.4 9.0 .7Donor influenC not over 20 percent----------.8 
97.9

°n al n- ne n t° e 20 P o t.. .. .. . .............
Unclasaed ........................................- . " .7 7.-2 .1.2 99.8 0

() lave any part of your services ox assets tiMadc availa)lc to Ili,,,?
(In percent)

Yes No No answer
Total ...............
_Ver y large---------------- ----------------- ------------- ...- 0.2 9 .8 .0"M '1.2 93.9 4.9

1.0 97.0 2.0Small- -------- -------- .4 98.4 1.2Donor influence 50 percent or over ----------- -0 99.3 .7Donor influence under o percent. over 20 percent...--"-.-.. .2 98.3 .7Donor Influence not over 20 percent--------. .4 9. 3 1 2
Unclassfed.--)--.---.

U casfe .................................................. ( 0 107.O 2.
0 100.0 0

Less than 0.05 percent.

(d) Purchase ally securities or other property from you?

[in percent]

Yes No No answer

T o t a l .....
Very large ........ 1.4 97.7 0.8

-- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - 2.4 92. 74.

----------------.. . . . . -- - - -- .-- - ----- -- ------- - ---. . 3 5 2 .0
iii--4.5 

93.5 2.0
Small -------------------

2.64 1.2Donor Influence 50 percent or over ---------------------------- .4 99.2 .41.9 97.5 
.6

Donor Influence under 50 percent. ever 20 percent -.- 9.-3 1.2Donor influence not over 20 percent----- ..... 0 97. 9 2.1Unclassified ........... .................. 982 0
.... .... ... .... ... .... ... .... .. 97. z

89

!
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2. (e) *4-I any securities or other property to you?
fIn wrcenti

Total .... --. ---....-.........................................
Very large ------------------------------------------------
.Ie uin-'" ".".----- .-.--- ."--- .-.- "-"-- '".-"-- .'-- ..--".-
S m a ll .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Donor influence 50 percent or over ----------------------------
Donor influence under 50 percent. over 0 percent ...........
Donor influence not over 20 I~rcent ..........................
Unclassifled ..................................................

Yes

4.2
4.9
7.5
.S.9
±L9
5.0
5.3
.8
.2

No No answer

9.9 0.9
90.2 4.99_i5 2.0
ir-r7 1.4
46.7 .4

94.3 .7
93.5 1.2
97.0 2.1
99.8 0

(f) Receive any of your income or corpus in other transactions?
(In percent]

Yes No answer

T ota l ........... ......................... -----------------.... 0.4 W . 7 0.9
V ery la rge ................................. ------------------ 1.8 93.3 4.9
L arge 1-------------------------------------------------------- 1.5 96.0 2.5
Me medium ---------------------------------------------------- - 1. 0 97.6 1.4
S m a ll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . 0 9 9 . 6 . 4
Donor influence 50 percent or over -- -------------------------- .4 98.9 .7
Donor influence under 50 percent, over 20 percent ............ .4 K;. 3 1.2
Donor influence not over 20 percent --------------------------. * 97.3 2.1
Unclassified --------------------------------------------------- 0 100.0 0

3. During the period covered by your 1962 Form 990-A, did-
Any of the officials of your organization, or
The brothers, sisters, spouses, ancestors, or lineal descendants of the

officials, or
Corporations owned (50 percent or more of voting stock or 50 percent or

more of value of all stock) directly or indirectly, by the officials, or
Partnerships of other unincorporated business ventures in which the

officials owned 50 percent or more of the capital interests or profits interests-
(a) Borrow any part of your cash, securities, or other property?

(In percent)

Yes No No answer

Total -------------------------------------------------------- 0.3 94.7 15.0
Very large --------------------------------------------------- 3.0 5 2.4I"r e .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0 97.0 3.0
MN -------------------- ;----------------------------Me n di.......-------------------------------------------- .4 95.1 4.5
Small --------------------------------------------------------.. 2 94.2 5.6
)onor influence 50 percent or over ----------------------------.. 4 98. 2 1.4

Donor influence under 50 percent, over 20 percent .............. 2 99.8 0
Donor Influence not over 20 percent -------------------------- -. 1 96.9 8.1
Unclassified ------------------------------------------------- 0 0 100.0

includes cases where no questionnaire was received.

(b) Lend any cash, securities, or other property to you?
[In percent

Yes No No answer

Total -------------------------------------------------------- 1.6 93.5 '5.0
Very large ---------------------------------------------------. 2 97.4 2.4
Large . . . . . . ..------------------------------------------------ 1.5 95.5 3.0
Medium .--------------------------------------------------- 2.0 93.3 4.7
Small .......--------.------------------------------------- 1.3 93.4 5.3
Donor influence 50 percent or over ------.-------------------- 2.0 96.7 1.3
Donor influence under 50 percent, over 20 percent ------------ 1. 1 89.9 0
Donor influence not over 20 percent -------------------------- (2) 96.9 3.1
Uncla&sified ------------------------------------------------- 0 0 100.0

I Includes cases where no questionnaire was received.
I Less than 0.05 percent.
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3. (c) Have any part of your services or assets (other than compensation forpersonal services reported on schedule A of your 1962 Form 990-A) made available
to theim?

[In PerceutJ

Yes No No answer

Veryal. ....... . . ................. 0.2 94 7 ' & .Vey ................................ .. . 97.5 2.4M ediu n ........ . .. . ......... ............... : ' . ..... . .4 94.5 4.7
Small i5. ....... 6Donor influence So percent or over .2 98.5 1.3Donor influence under 50 percent. over 20 percent ... . .4 99.6 0Donor influence not over 20 pernt .............. ...... .. 0 96. I 3.9Unclassified ................................. ...... . 0 0 100.0

I Includes cases where no questionnaire was received.

(d) Purchase any securities or other property from you?

[In percent]

ar ge.................. . . ........
hi eium ------------................... ....... . . .. ........................ .....................
Donor Influence 50 percent or over......................Donor influence under 50 percent. over 20 percent ........Donor Influence not over W percent .........................
Unclassied . ................................

ys No INoanwer
I ~I I

0.6
0
1.5
.6
.4
.7

0
.4

0

94.3
97.6
95.5
94.594.3

97.8
100.0

9&.9
0

2&0
2.4
&0
4.9
&3
1.5

100.0

I Includes came where no questionnaire was received.

(e) Sell any securities or other property to you?

[In percent]

Yes No No answer

_T e rO W .. ..... ".'. ................" ' .' " . . -. -. .. .... L 'I 3 .9 , 5 0
97. 08.0 1

....'""........................................... 0 97. & 0
smul.................... ................. ....... 9L-- 93.5 4.9Donorlnluenee 0 percent or over ....................... L2 97.3 1.5Dono influence under 50 percent, over 20 percent ........ .2 99.8 0Do.or influence not over 20 percent .. ................ 1 1.2 9.8 2.6Unclaifie ......................................... 0 0 100 .0
I Includes cases where no questionnaire was received.

(f) Receive any of your cash, securities, or other property in other transac-
tions?

[In percent]

M edium -------------------------:- -Small .......................... -.....
um-:.:- ....................... ....... ::::

Donor influence 50 percent or over.................
Donor influence under 50 percent, over 20 percent ..........Donor influence not over 20 percent ...... .........Unclassified .....................

IIncludes cases where no questionnaire was received.

yes

0.5
1.2
.5
.2
.7
.7

No No answer

94.5 1&0
6.4 2.4

96.5 3.0
94.0 4.9
94.0 5.3
97.9 1.4
99.9 00 9.9 3.1

0 0 100.0

42-663--65--7

Ym No No answer
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4. During the period covered by your 1962 Form 990-A, did your organization
hold 10 percent or more of any clan of stock in any corporation?

(in Peroml

Yes No No answer

Total ......................................................... 
.4&

Vuylw...................................... &$ 92. 74
mal..........................................

Docor Influm 60 pent or ove ......... .. 91.2 .I

Donor influenm under 50 pafno t, over 20 permt ............ & 9 9

Donr Infliom not over 0 pernt .......... 3.0 96. 2 .7

Un cd ........................ ........... 0 0 100.0

source: 1064 Trauwy Departmmt Survey of Private Foundatom.

9. Foqndation payout ratios to assets
Tables 14 and 15 expand upon the information contained in table

12 as to the relationships between grants and net worth of foundations
and between ordinary income and net worth. Table 14. shows the
percentage of foundations whose total grants are equal to or less
than various percentages of net worth. In the top line, for example,
the table shows that 10 percent of all foundations in 1962 paid out

as grants, including the cost of distributing grants, 1 percent or less
of their market net worth. An additional 12 percent of foundations
paid out more than 1 percent but less than 3 percent of market net
worth. Combining these groups, as is done in the table, 22 percent of
all foundations paid out 3 percent or less of their market net worth.
Forty percent of all foundations paid out as grants 6 percent or less
of their market net worth. It would appear reasonable to interpolate
between these figures, and thus it could be estimated that 25 percent
of all foundations paid out as graLts less than 3Y percent of market
net worth. These ratios of grants to net worth are tabulated for
various degrees of donor influence and for various sizes of foundations.

Table 15 provides similar information about the relationship between
ordinary income and net worth. Of all foundations, 3 percent had no
ordinary income. An additional 26 percent had ordinary income
between zero and 1 percent of market net worth, making 29 percent
that had an ordinary income rate of return of 1 percent or less. A!
total of 57 percent had a rate of 3 percent or less, and only 10 percent
had a return of over 6 percent. Generally, foundations with high
donor influence had lower rates of return than other foundations.
Similarly, large foundations had better rates of return than small
ones. (Many small foundations, which operate as conduits, normally
hold their assets in cash.)

0
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TABLXl 14.-Pema offourmm'u in variot caporie8 wUae IoWa granM werele tan cerkin percentage of net w th

Foundation whose grant were IMs than-

I erPetIper- per- 6 oper-th0piw.ont- c cen t f cet- Cent- cent- jcet- cent-

of Market net wombh of book net Worth

Foun dation 16 .10 22 40.. .
O0 evet 50 percent .................. 7 8 8 44

rcent to 60 pernt .......... 15 35 Be 6
'Dpret to 3 percent .......... 21 43 57 a
0 to 20 percent ...................Very ime ........................... 21 37 7& 20 76 g............... 4 24 6o 7Totaw n.........................4 

7
------- 6 22 so aAllIOWdA~II elepiimal:12 21 38

Foundation with dooreiated 5 22 51
influence-

Oto percent ............ 4 21 74

2Db rent 48 6pret o0 So30toi asubue 10pece

Percent contaibu pert or1 More, 78 percent contributed 13tsource: 196 Departmet Survey vatFoundations
TABLe .-- PerC n1 Of f ation in va category

e r le ..t i.a 6 1 A ', \ ,, - , . .

] 0} 1s 50

- ~ n na .................. WU go s
Or 2Dp~t7.

V 1 u d ton- " 0 /, goXA dationa.. ------ ----- - g
smiallfu 

44. - . 4 1 91 9
-- 40 go 90

I938ource: 1964 Department Survey of Private Foundations.

A certain n of foundations areconduit foundationswhich are orga. )ly tofece S " dcnut onainwI contributions and more or lessimmediately distribute . table recipients. These founda-tions are Miely to have very little in the way of net worth, and almostnecessarily their ratio of total grants to net worth would be veryhigh. One device for separating out many of the onduit foundationis e m aefr m cni erto l fol th co d i fo... udatioto eliminate from consideration all fodatons with total assets ofless than $100,000. Tersliless n $0, . The resulting calculations are shown on thebottom four lines of table 14. Looking at the line for the total of allfoundations with assets of over. $100,000, it will be seen that thepercentage of foundations that distributed in grants less than 1 percent
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of market net worth is only 5 percent. The percentage of foundations

distributing less than 3 percent of market net worth is 22 percent

whether or not the small foundations are included. The percentage

of foundations distributing less than 6 percent of net worth rises from

40 to 51 percent when the small foundations are excluded. The

percentage distributing less than 10 percent of net worth rises from

52 to 68 percent when the small foundations are excluded.

Another attempt was made to eliminate the influence of conduit

foundations on asset payout ratios. This was done by preparing an

analysis of the data imited only to those foundations that reported

no contributions received in 1962. As in the prior tabulations the

sample results for large, medium, and small foundations with no

contributions have been blown up. it is estimated that about one-

third of foundations had no contributions received in 1962. Since

the Ford Foundation would be included in this category, and would

tend to dominate the figures, table 16, which presents some summary

figures on foundations receiving no contributions in 1962, contains

the data excluding the Ford oundation. This subsample, even

though it is based only on about 400 foundation returns, is quite

useful in illustrating the behavior pattern of foundations with respect

to the handling of income.

TABLE 16.-Agre9ga data on foundations reportinO no contributions received in 1960

[Dollar amounts in millions]

Foundations with I Percent of donor.related

no oontributio)s influence over investment
received in 196 Policy

All over 33 Uncer 3D
except Ford Over e perc ent,

percent not over aileept
0 percent Ford

4,595 1 3,155 333 1,107

Number of foundations --------------- 
==== ===== __ = = - = ==

Net ordinur income (ate expenses) ....---------- $149.8 $1364 4 $10.7 $
45.' 327.2 2o.4 - ).

capital gini ----------------------- 
_&722_4 

49 2.

196..5 413.0 76.8 M6 103.o

Total income -------------------------------- 
-

79

Orants from current and aouimulted income I ------ 15& 7 2L3 4 66 8 12.6

Orants from capital I .. .. .. .. .. ..--------------------- -- 2 5 -------- iM 1.2 10.3
185. 2 234 81.8 Ma 8.

Total grants ----------------------------------. 
1,051.0 234.0 1,437.0

Net worth (mrdger)-------------------------------- 
4 ,010.0 3,114. ii2.0 342.0 2,056.0

Net worth (market) ...............

i Includes cost of making grants.

Source: 1954 Treasury Department Survey of private Foundations.

t i " at in the aggregate, foundations that received no

contributions still made grants in excess of current income. An

appreciable amount of grants were presumably in excess of accumulated

income and were therefore marked as coinig from capital. In the

aggre ate, grants were not as large as the sum of ordinary income and

capital gains. In the aggregate figures the volume of grants relative

to income was higher or ose foundations where donor influence

exceeded 50 percent than it was for others.
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Table 17 shows some percentage calculations based on the calcula-tion of ratios between grants to net worth and ordinary income to
net worth for those foundations receiving no current contributions in
1962. As would be expected, a higher percentage of these foundations
would be affected by a requirement that grants be a certain percentage
of net worth than was true when this requirement was tested against
all foundations. In this case about 40 percent of these foundations
would be affected by a 31/2 percent payout requirement while the
percentage was about 25 percent fGr all foundations. It might be
noted also that the earnings experience is somewhat better when one
looks at foundations without contributions because, by and large, less
of the assets tend to be invested in highly liquid forms as might beappropriate where the foundation is serving only as a conduit. Most
likely about 40 percent of these foundations have a current
earnings rate in terms of ordinary income in excess of 3V percent
of market net worth. It would be expected that those foundations
whose rate of return on net worth was relatively high should pretty
much correspond to those foundations whose ratio of grants to networth was also high. Nevertheless there would be some of the
foundations whose rate of return was in excess of 32 percent who
would not have made a correspondingly high ratio of grants to net
worth. The combined test of a volume of grants equal to the higher
of 31 percent of market net worth or ordinary income might affect
about 50 percent of these foundations.
TABLE 17.-Percent of foundations receiving no current contributions whose total

grants and ordinary income were lees than certain percentages of net worth

Foundations whose grants were Foundations whose ordinary income was
less than- less than-

Iper- 3 per- Oper- l0per- 0 iper- 3per- OpPr- 10per-
cent- cent- cent- cent- cent- cent- cent- cent-

of market net worth of market net worth

All foundations receiving nocurrent contributions . 19 35 9 69 2 24 49 87 92Foundations with no con-
tributions received whose
donor related influence
was-over 50 percent ---------- 17 29 49 61 2 29 53 88 9233 percent to 50 percent. 27 39 67 82 6 2D 40 88 940 to 33 percent ---------- 24 49 84 98 i 11 41 84 92Foundations with assets
over $100,000 with no con-
tributions received whose
donor related influence
was-over 50 percent ---------- 8 24 62 77 3 10 36 91 9433 percent to 50 percent. 5 38 74 79 0 5 42 99 1G0 to 33 peacent ---------- 10 33 78 87 2 5 25 87 94

source: 1964 Treasury Department Survey of Private Foundations.

Even in this group of foundations with no contributions received
in 1962, it is likely that some conduit foundations are included,
that is, foundations which were distributing contributions received
in 1961. Including these in the tabulations continues to distort the
relationship between capital and payout. (Nearly half of the small
foundations with donor influence over 50 percent distributed over 10

42-663--65---8--
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percent of net worth in grants and thus apparently got contributions

in previous years. None of the small foundations Witn donor influence

less than 33 percent without contributions showed this pattern of

contributions over 10 percent of net worth.) A more reveli set of

figures on the relationship of grants to market net worth for founda-

tions not receiving contributions is shown in the bottom bank of

table 17 which eliminates foundations receivin contributions in 1962

and foundations with assets under $100,000. n these figures founda-

tions with high donor-related influence show a slightly better payout

performance, desp ite showing a somewhat poorer record on earning

income. The differences m payout, however, are quite small, and at

this point the sample of foundations receiving no contributions in

1962 and having assets over $100,000 is fairly small. The sample

include foCndatos in the over50-perceft category, 31 in theicues 142 foundations m eu v'

33- to 50-percent category, and 117 in the under-33-percent category.

It is not clear why, in these various sets of ratios, the foundations

With a high proportion of donor-related trustees appear to show a

somewhat better payout performance. It may be that this group

contains many situations where future contributions from the donor

or his family are still expected which induces the trustees to be more

liberal with available assets.

10. Foundation involvement in business

Table 18 list those foundations with assets of $10 million or more

which own 20 percent or more of the stock of business corporations.

The table sets forth the foundations' holding of the stock of the

businesses as of the end of 1962, cash dividends paid on such stock in

1962, yield, and the total assets of the foundations as of the end of

1962. This table was prepared from data obtained from the Form

990-A and supplemental questionnaire.

A Nkfi-



T~aLu 18.--Ownership of more than S0 percent of the stock of business corporations by foundation. with assets $10 million or more1s
[In millions of dollars]

Name of foundation

L Donor and doo-eae parties represent or moreof foundation's trustees, etc., who controlInvest-
mint policy:

Alos foundation............................
Winfield Baird foundation...................
Charles Ullk and Joeephine Bay Foundation..

Cannon foundation.........................

Amon 0. Carter Foundation ..........

Danforth Foundation.......................
Do Rance, Ine ............................
El Pomar Foundation.......................

General Electric Foundation.................
Herrick Foundation ........................
Houston Endowment, Inc ..................

Kresges foundation................

LeTourneau foundation ....................
il~ly Endowment, Inc .............

Stckholdlng, end of 1962

24 perent of Nalco Chemical Co. common stock k .. ....
24 percentt of Skyline Oil Co. common stock................

T oet voting power (through common and voting pre-
fere tock) of Connecticut Railway and Lighting Co.

39 percent of Imperial Cotton Mills Co. common stock...
42 percent of Soia Circle Cotton Mills Co. common stock ....
46 percent of Amazon Cotton Mills Co. common stock ...
Preferred and nonvoting common stock of Concord Telephone

Co.; foundation's holding reprsets 33 percent of value of all
shares of Concord Telphone Co. stock.

100 percent of Carter Foundation Production Co. common

80 percent of Citizens Hotel Corp. common stock ...........
23 percent of Ralston Purina Co. common stock ............
47 pecnt of Miller Brewing Co. common stock ............
I00~ percent of common stock and 86 percent of preferred stock

of El Pomar Investment Co.
100 percent of Bradmoor Drug Co. common stock ..........
30 percent of Stevens Paper Mills, Inc., common stock ....
23 percent of Tecumieh Prduct Co. common stock .....
100 pecet of Commercial & Industrial Life Insurance Co.

common stoek.
100 percent of Commerce Co. common stock................
941 perent of Commerce Co. preferred stock...............
percent of Airline State Bank, Houston, common stock..

42 percent of Reagan State Bank, Houston, common stock...
28 percent of Natkn Bank of doronrre, Houston common

100 percent of Kre-Newark, Inc. common stock .........
34 percent ofR_. L o8. Kresge Co. common stock.........
86 percent of R. 0. LeTourneau, Inc. common stock.....
48 percent of Eli Lilly and Co. common stock ..............
Nonvoting common stock of EULi lly end Co.; foundation's

holding of nonvoting common stock represents 7 percent of
value of all shares of Eli Lilly and Co. stock.

Approximate Total assets
value of 1962 cn.'h Yield of founds-

stock, cnd dividends tion. end of
of 1962 16

'6.0

*.6
8.6

'LO

'1.5

2.6
2 97. 4
'15.0
'80.8

3.1
2 1.3

'1.5

' 15.2
'2.8

2.5

'27.8

'3.0
'40.1
'4.7

2108.1
'42.0

$O.58
0

.36

.01

.01

.03

.06

0

2.43
.44
.86

0
.04

1.0

. 12

0
0
.42

.00
2.84
0
3.39
1.32

Pvceuft
2.2
0
5

1.7
1.7
3.0
6.0

0

0
2.5
2.9
1.3

0
3.1
4.0
2.0

.8
3.9
0
0
1.5

0
7.1
0
3.1
3.1

'$413.3 .

' 170.1

125.2

'15.0
'60.5 0

225.2

'11.6

2 151.5
0~oo

01

See footnotes at'end of table, p. 09.
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TADLZ 18.-Ownership of more than 90 percent of the stock of business corporations by foundations with assets $10 million or more -Continued

Approximate Ttlast
Name of foundation Stockholding, end of 192 value of 1962 cash Yield of founda- 0.3

stock, end dividends tion. end of
of 1962 1962

I. Donor and donor-related parties, represent q or
more of foundation's trustees, etc., who controlinvestment polcy.-Contnued Pecen

Moody foundation 50 percent of (al-Tex Hotel Corp. common stock .------------- S1.4 0 o $.9. 3

50 percent of Silver Lake Ranches Co. common stock .......... 1.7 0 0

100 percent of Texas National Hotel Co. common stock '-1-.-8- 01.3 0 . -

35 percent of American National insurance Co. common stock. 2167.3 $.42 1.4 ------------

44 percent of Hotel Wade Hampton, Inc., common stock 33 .00 0 -------------

40 percent of Moody National Bank common stock ------------- - .8 .01 1.3

38 percent of National Hotel Co. common stock ................ 00 0 -112.

Charles Stewart Mott Foundation ------------ 100 percent of D. M. Christian Co. common stock ------------- 3.4 .00 0 .... . 3

100 percent of J. W. Knapp Co. common stock ----------------- 34.7 .00 0-------------

100 percent of Smith Bridgman & Co. conunon stock ---------- 33.2 .00 0

100 percent of L. W. Robinson Co. common stock -------------- '1.0 .00 0-------------
61 percent of Wayne Oakland Bank common stock -------------- 27.6 .00 0 ----------

48 percent of U.S. Sugar Corp. common stock ----------------- 223.7 .75 3.2---------------

Sid W. Richardson Foundation ..-------------. 100 percent of Richardson Oils, Inc. common stock------------- 8911.7 0 0 SO9O.0 .

76 percent of Sid W. Richardson Carbon & Gasoline Co. com- 7.4 0 0 ---------------

mon stock. 31.3 0 0 . to

69 percent of Texas State Network, Inc., common stock "1.3 00
49 percent of Citizens Hotel Co. common st ---------------- 39.7 . 5.5-- 10-- 0

Rogosin Foundation ---------------------- 23 percent of Beaunit Corp. common stock 
1. A

Scriven Foundation ----------------------- 100 percent of Lath..tocking Corp. capital stock ------------- - 3.0 0 0 314. 4

Wiiiam, Volker Fund ------------------ ----- 23 percent of Joanna Western Mills Co. common stock --. 1.5 .08 5.3 314.3.

William K. Warren Foundation-------------- 34 percent of Natural Gasoline Co. comon stock --------------- 2.3 .0 .4 235.5

Woods.Chitable.Fund--------------------- 24 percent of Sahra Coa o. comonsok-.----............... 2.1 .48 22.9 3134

Preferred stock of Sahara Coal Co.; foundation's holding of '2.3 .12 &.--------- .

preferred stock represents 14 percent of value of all shares of

Sahara Coal Co. stock. 
LI,

II. Donor and donor-related parties represent more
than )J. but less than H of foundation's trustees,
etc., who control investment policy:

Louts Calder Foundation -----------------.-- 30 percent of Perkins-Goodwin common stock----------------- 329.1 .02 .2 141

John A. Hartford Foundation ................- 33 percent of Great A & P Tea Co. common stock.. ----....... 314.3 10.34 .3 3430. 2

William Randolph Hearst Foundation --------- Nonvoting common stock of Hearst Corp.; foundation's hold- 843.6 .15 .3 343.8

insr represents 54 percent of value of all shares of Hearst Corp.
stock.

Charles F. Kettering Foundation -------------- 30 percent of C. F. Kettering, Inc., common stock --------------- 2.8 2.79 4.4 S74.0

Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation ..---------- 1 00 percent of Noble Drilling Corp. common stock ------------ 27. 0 0 . .... h

100 percent of Samedan Oil Co. common stock ---------------- 3. 0 0 ..............

100 percent of B. F. Walker, Inc., ccmimon stock ---------------- 1.0 0 0 ..............

50 percent of Lenox Square, Inc., common stock------------ 1 0 0 -

75 percent of preferredl stock of Lenox Square, Inc.; founda- 5.8 0 0 ..............

tion's holding of preferred stock presents 25 percent of
value of all classes of Lenox Square. Inc., stock.

I



III. Donor and donor-related parties represent morethan 3d but not more than 3d of foundation's
trues etc. who control investment policy:

DuakeyBrnifeFondation .................

Fred L. Emerson Foundation................

Lettie Pate Evans Foundation...............
Louis W. & Maud Hill Family Foundation ..
Samuel H. Kress Foundation..........
Olin Foundation ................

IV. Donor and donor-related parties represent 34 or lass
of foundation's trustees, etc. who control invest.
ment poMc:

Callaway Foundation.......................
Samuel S. Fels Fund .......................
Ford Foundation. ..................

oshieE. Gordon Foundation........
GufOlFoundation........................

Charles Hayden Foundation.................
Independence Foundation ..................

W. K. Kellogg Foundation (and W. K. Kellogg
Foundation Trust).

Pew Memorial Trust........................

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Foundation ..........

rAor1nder art Stewart Trust.........

Robert A. Welch Foundation................

100 percent of Girard Insuranc Group common stock ....57 percent of Duke Power Co. common stock...............
82 percent of Duke Power Co. preferred stock ..............

rc220perent of Piedmont & Northern By. Co. common stock..
10percent of Duncar Corp. common stock ................
100 percent of Enna Jettick Corp. capital stock.............
42 percent of Whiteshead Holding Co. common stock ........
100 percent of Hill Foundation C. common stock ..........
42 percent of S. H. Kress & Co. common stock .............
100 percent of Federal Cartridge Corp. common stock ....

05 percent of B. Altman & Co. capital stock.................
10 ecnt of Callaway Mills Co. common stock ...........
86percent of Fels & Co. common stock....................
Class A (nonvoting) stock of Ford Motor Co.; foundation's

holding of lass A stock represents 46 percent of the value of
all shares of Ford Motor Co. stock.

100 percent of Gordon Baking Co. common stock.....
100 percent of Pontiac Refining (Co. common stock ..........
100 percent of Hayfund, Inc., capital stock.................
Preferred nonvoting stock in Band-It, Inc.; foundation's hold-

ing of preferred stock represents 76 percent of value of all
shares of Band-It, Inc., stock.

48 percent of Kellogg Co. preferred stock ...................

51 percent of Kellogg Co. common stock ..................
100 percent of Minerals Development Co. common stock ...
21 percent of Sun Oil Co. common stock ....................
46 percent of Cavanagh Co. common stock................
100 percent of Research Cottrell, Inc. common stock.........
47 percnt of Midland Building Industries, Inc., common

50 percent of Midland Building Industries, Inc., preferred
stock.

70 percent of Mound Co. common stock....................
64 percent of the preferred stock of Mound Co.; foundation's

holding of preferred stock represents 2u percent of value of all
shares of MoundCo. stock.

' This table excludes stock of co.potions which It appears, hold assets, such asrealestate, the income from which wouldI not be treated as unrelated business income if the
asset wer owned directly by the foundation. It also excludes stock of corporations
where the value of the stock in exess of 20 percent of the corporation's outs~ding stock
is less than $100,000.

'12.0
S346.6

'2.3
'.9
'. 4

'7.5
31.5

'18.0
314.3

'35.1
137. 7
'2.9

' 2,095.2

'9.0
'32.2

'.6
'.8

'4.6

' 334.6
'1.56

'138.2
'.4

'2.9
'1.2

'.3

'1.2
'.8

0
11.1

.13

.02

.25
1.o2

.46

.0

.02
91.15

.03
* 75
.oo
.05

.19

7.2
.99

3. 10
0
0
0

.01

.05

.04

0
3.0
5;.0
5.7
2.2
0
7.7
0
1.4
7. 1

1.3
0

.7
44

.3
2.3
0
6.3

4. 1

2.2
416.0

2.2
0
0
0

3.3

4.2
5.0

' Market value.' Value on fuundation's books (value of assets at date of acquisition by f(
S our ce: 1964 Treasury Department Survey of Private Foundations. Sli

ton may be found in the Patman Report, Ist Installment, supra, See pp.

p37. 1
' 475. 4 ,.]

'20.6 -

'12.2 (
s 5 9 .4  ::

'54.7

'39. 6 :=
'42.1 .
'19.2 ~

'3,320.4 '

'9.0
'32.6 ::
'76.2 t
'20.3 ,'

23803 *.)

'16.1
'11.4
' 7.9 ,

-.- 0--- .o-...

'55,8 *'J

foundation). 0

miter Inform-
35-50.
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11. Foundations and type of charity.
Table 19 provides some estimates of the grants of foundations by

philanthropic field involved. The estimates are by the Foundation
Library Center. These are strikingly different in distribution from
individual contributions in the aggregate, involving a much lower
contribution to religion and higher contributions to education and
international activities. This cannot be taken directly as a measure
of the redirection effect of foundations. Foundations handle the
contributions of the wealthy, by and large, and the pattern of reduced
contribution to religion and increased contribution to education
among the wealthy is seen in table 4.

TABLE 19.-Grants of 6,007 foundations, by major ftdd8 in 196*'

(Dollar figures in millions)

178 large 847 inter- 4,194 small 8,007 total
Fields founds- mediate found- founda-

tions I founds- tions ' tlions
tions5

Education ............................................. $0 $78 $38 $315
Percent ............................................ 46 46 21 40

internationaltivties ................................. $74 $28 64 $106
Perct. ................................... 17 17 2 14

Welfare------------------------------------....... S $10 $9 6
Percent ........................................... $6 6 4 12

Health ...--.-..------------------------------------- $16
Percent ........................................... 10 10 17 12

ealan- ................................................. $4 $23 $3 $9
Percent ........................................... 10 14 1 11

2 2 19 6
Humanities ...................................... $10--.. 2 1 $

Percent-- ............................................ $o $

Total ............................................ 5 7
Percent of ants. ................................ 21 23 O0

I Pomwemas mets of $10000,000 or more.
I Pouening insts between $1,000,000 and $10,000,000.
I Pomemng smets under $1,000,000.
'The 6007 foundations included in the 1902 directory. Generally, thes had aets over $100,000.

Source: "The Foundatiom Directory," ed. 2, p. 44.

NoT.-Detal may not add to totals because of roundln&.
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APPENDIXx A-ExnmT 1
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM I-A (19?)

RETURN OF ORGANIZATION EXEMPT FROM INCOME TAX

Section 501(cX3) of the Internal Revenue Code
WoERAL INSTRUCTIONS

A. Who must file Form 990-A.-An annual state.
meant. Part I of this form, of gross income. recei pts, dis-
bursements, etc.. is required by low of every organiz-
tion which is exempt from tax as described in section
5C'I(c)(3) of the Code, excepting only (I) a religious
organizotion; (2) on educational organization if it nor-
moliy maintains a regular faculty and curriculum and
normally has a regularly orgoraized body of pupils or
students in attendance at the place where its educa.
toriol activities are regularly corned on: (3) a char.
itab'e organization, or an organization for the preven.
ban of cruelty to children or animals, if supported in
whole or in part by funds contributed by the United
States or any State or political subdivision thereof, or
primarily supported by contributions of the general
public; (4) or on organization operated, supervised. or
controlled by or in connection with a religious organi-
zotion described in section 501(c) (3). In oddihon to
Part I. such organizations are also required by law to
file certain information on Part II of this form which is
mode available to the public. In connection with Part
11 of this form all required ir.orr.ation must be sub.
united except that the organization may omit any
information relating to a trade secret, potent, process.
style of work, or apparatus which would adversely
affect the -'-rganizoticn, or any information which wculd
adversely ofect the national defense. In such cases.
the croanization must submit this type of in!ormatcn
cniy with Fort 1, tog tter with a statement ;r.t.ing
which items are being withhc.d from Part II and the
reasons for dc;r.q so The law provides p.na'ties for
IaitLre to furnish the irfrmoticn requited by t-,s !orm.

B. Signature and verification.-The return must
B:e signed either by the president, vice president, treas-
urer, assistant treasurer or chief accounting officer, or
other corporate officer (such as tax officer) who is
authorized to sign. A receiver, trustee, or assigr.ee

rrust sign any return which he Is required to file on
behalf ci a corpcration. The return must also be
signed by any person, hrm, or corporation who pre.
pored the return. If the return is prepared by a firm
or corporation, it should be signed in the name of the
firm or corporation. The verification is not required if
the return is prepared by a regular, fulltime employee
of the organizmton.

C. Form 990-T.-Section 511 of the Code imposes
a tax in case of certain organizations described in sec.
tiors 401(o) and 50l(c)(2). (3). (5). (6). aid (17). on
inccne derived (n) frcm operate of a business enter-
prise wh:ch is unrelated to the purpose for which such
orgar.izohon received an exerpton or (Ni from certain
rentals from property leased to others on a long.term
basis. (Use Form 990-T.)

D. Form 10 .- Every organization engaged in a
trade or business (which includes for this purpose all
exempt functions) making payments in the course of
such trade or business of interest, rents. commissions,
salaries or wages (not reported on Form W-2), or other
fixed or determinable income (icluding allowances for
expenses,) of amounts of $600 or more during the cal.
endar year to an individual, a partnership, or a fiduct-
ary shall make returns on Forms 1096 and 1099. (See
section L.E64 I-l of the regulations.) Ufective January
1, 1963 Forms 1099 and 1096 are required to be sub-
rn..tt.d for payments of interest ao3reqatini $10 or more.
A copy of any nominationn return (Form 1099) is required
to be furr.ished to the payee.

E. Attachments.-The schedules contained on the
official form should be use-d unless the entry spaces
provided are not sufficient for your ne-ds. Attach'nents
must contain the nare and address of the orgartzation
as we:1 as the required information and must !olow the
fcrmot of the schedules.and must be presented in the
same sequence as the lies of, the form.

SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS
(Immrd a to is a WW" a Isn)

8. Attach a schedule to pages 1, 3, and 5 showing 13. Attach a schedule to pages 1, 3. and S in support
'with respect to each asset sold or exchanged: (a) Dote of contributions, gifts, grants, scholarships, etc.. show-
acquired, manner of ocquisiticn, date sold, and to whom i.g: (a) each class of activity; (b) separate total for
sold: (b) Gross shoes price: (c) Cost, other basis, or v;:ue each act;vi!y: (c) rame and address of donee and a.cunt
at time of acquisition if dcrioted (state which); (j) Ex. o! distniuticn to donee; and (d) relator&.ip of donee. ii
pernse of soe and cost of improvements su S eouer.t to realed by bocd, marriage, adoption, or empoyment
acquisition; (e) Depreciaticn since acquislticn: rnd '!) (=nc'.:ngchi:drenofempioyees) toantperscnor corpo-
Gain or !css-(b) plus (e) mnus the sum oi (c) arid ,d). rot.on having an ir.terest in the organization such as
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crea.or. 6onr. directcr, trustee. cfcer, etc. Activities
should e clossihiei according to purpose in greater
dei -l thor, merely charitable. educational. rehiqous. or
scientifc. For example, payments for nursirg service,
for loborotory co.structicn for fellowships, or for ass.
once to indigent families ould be so identified.

Although the actual distribution of cash. sec-,:rsties or
other property is to be entered on this line the expenses
in connecton with the distriLbutions aoid those expenses
incurred for philanthrcnc proarams operated by the
orQonizDtioP itself are not to be included on this line
but should be entered on line 12 and in column 4
of Schedule A.

Where the fair market value of the property at the
Line of disbursement is the measure of the contribution
and is used in arnvirrg at the amount to be entered
on this line the schedule must also show. (1) description
of the contributed property; (2) book value of the con.
tributed property: and (3) the method used, to determine
th.e book value. In such case the difference betwe-en
fair market value and bock value should be reflected
in the books of account.

17. In all cases where money, securities or other prop-
erty aqgreqating SICO cr more is received direct) or
indirectly from or.e pprson in one or more transoct ns
during the year attach on itemized schedule to page 1
showing the name, address, dote received, and the total
amount received frcn. each such person. If th.e contri-
bution i- in the form of property the description and the
fair market value of such property shall oso be fur-
nished. (The term "person" includes ir.dxviduo's,
fiduciaries, partnerships, corporations, associations, and
other organizations.)

21. Attach a schedule to pages 1. 3. and 5 for cantri.
buttons, qifts, grants. scholarships. etc., which were
paid out within the year. showing the same infonnat.on
required in instruction 13. For those disbursements
made in prior years only the total need be shown.

Schedule A.-Attach a sched':e in s :pprt of lie a)
to pog,-s 1. 3. and 5 for compensation of otticers. di:ec-
tors, trustees, etc.. showinj name. pusion. timc -i-voteJ
to position, salary, and experts ocoou"t a:wor-es

For depreciation attach a schedule to pages I. 3 anJ
5 shcwrig: (a) kind a pr,;perty; ,ol ucte ocg..: r.4
(c) cost or other basis (exclude land); 1d depreciation
taken in prior years- (e) method of computation: (f) rate
(%) or life (years). and (g) depreciation this year.

Expenses to be entered in column 2 of Schedule A
should be extended to colur.ns 3 through 6 on the basis
of accounting records. Ii such records do r,ot provide
for this division, expenses may be divided an any
reasonable basis, such as an approxu.otion of the use
of a facility or the time spent by an individual.

Schedule B.-The boar.e sheet should agree with
the books of account or any differences should be
reconciled.

In all cases where investments in oorporate stocks
at the close of the taxable year include 10 percent
or more o! any c'ass of stock of any corporation, attach
a schedule to pages 2. 4. and 6 showing: (a) name

of corporation, class of stock and whether the stock
is voting or nonvotng; (b) number of shares owned
A each class at beginning and end of the taxable
year: (c) total number of shares outstanding of each
:lass; (d) value of stock as recorded in the books and
included in line 7; (e) date acquired; and (f) manner
of acquisibon. tsibuctiew 9- (1962)
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APPENDIX A-ExnHIBT 2

Bureau of Budget Approval

Expires De. 31, 1964
QUESTIONNAin

TAX-EMM F0LWrDAI SURVEY

ADDRESS..

O.!cia.s, etc.
1. List below the name and position of each official (officer, director, or

trustee, etc.), whether or not compensated, of Your organization at the end of the
period covered by your 1962 Form 990-A. (Please list all officers first the
directors, then trustees, etc.) Use additional sleet if necessary. then

Relationship InvestmentName Position (see #2 below) Policy
o Type(see #3 below)

Y(1) go (2)

CCC

2. For each official listed, Indicate by entering the appropriate letter in
the column "Relatlonshp - Type" vhich, .if any, of the relationships listed below
he bears to the creator .of the organization or to a substantial contributor (any
person vho has contributed $1,000 or more to the organization). if none, check thecolumn "Relationship - None."

(a) He is the creator or a substantial contributor.(b lie is related by blood, varrise or adoption to the creator or to asubstantial contributor.(c) He is an employee of the creator or of a substantial contrbutor.* (d He is an attorney or accountant of the-creator or substantial contributor.(e He is an employee of a corporation Owned (50 percent or more of votingstock or 50 percent or more of the value of all stock), directly orindirectly, by the creator and/or substantial contributor.He is an employee of a partnership or other unincorporated business venturein vhIch the creator and/or substantial contributor owns 50 percent ormore of the capital Interests or profits interests.(g) He is a person who holds 20 percent or more of the voting stock or 20 percent
Or more Of the Value of all stock In any corporation In which the creatorand/or substantial contributor (and the i and children of the creatorsa/or substantial contributor) holds 20 percent or more of the votingstock Or 20 percent or more of the value of all stock.

(Question 2 continued on page 2.)

0)
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(h) He is a person who holds 20 percent or more of the capital Interests
or profits Interests in any partnership or other unincorporated
business venture in which the creator or substantial contributor
(and the wife and children of the creator or substantial contributor)
holds 20 percent or more of the capital interests or profits interests.

(i) He has another significant business relationship vith the creator
or a substantial contributor.

(If the relationship (i) is indicated, please describe briefly on an attached
sheet. Such other significant business relationship voild, for example, exist
here the official is an employee of a corporation or partnership in which the
creator or substantial contributor owns 20 percent or more of the stock or capital
or profits interests.)

3. Indicate by checking "yes" or "no" in the "Investment Policy" colmn
whether the individual official was authorized to participate in decisions relating
to the handling of investments of your organization, or decisions relating to the
total mount of income, contributions, and corpus to be invested.

Question 15 on Form 990-A asks whether or not your organization engaged In
certain transactions vith the creator of the organization, with a substantial
contributor to the organization, or with certain parties related to either the
creator or a substantial contributor. The following question (4) asks about such
transactions vith officials of the organization and certain parties related to
such officials and deals only with transactions that were not involved in question 15
on Form 990-A. In avering this question do not take account of any transactions
involving individuals who are both'creators or contributors (or related to creators
or contributors) and officials or related to officials.

4. Transactions with Officers, etc.

During the period covered by your 1962 Form 990-A, did -

-any of the officials of your organization;
-the brothers, sisters, spouses, ancestors, or lineal desceja:,ts

of the officials;
-corporations aoneo (50 percent or more of voting stock or 50 percent

or more of value of all stock), directly or indirectly, by the
officials; or

-partnerships or other unincorporated business ventures in which
the officials owned 50 percent or more of the capital interests
or profits interests:

(1) (2)
Yes No

(a) Borrow any part of your cash, securities, or other
property? C C

(b) Lend any cash, securities, or other property to
you?

(c) Have any part of your services or assets (other than
compensation for personal services reported on
Schedule A or your 1962 Form 990-A) made available
to them?C C

(d) Purchase any securities or other property from
you? A

(e Sell any securities or other property to you? C C7
Receive any of your cash, securitiesor other
property in other transactions? C C

If the answer to any of the questions is "yes," attach a detailed explanation.
(Please mork this explanation "Schedule 4.")

I
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ADDRES.

5. Contributions R eceived During the Period Covered by Form 990-A for 1962

(a) Enter the amount of contributions received during the
period covered by your 1962 Form 990-A (line 17,

(b)

(c)

page 1).
Enter the amount of such contributions which were in
the fort of cash.
Enter the amount of such contributions which were in
the forr. of stock in any corporation with respect to
which, at the end of the period covered by your 1962
Form 9()O-A, your organization held 10 percent or more
of any class of stock.

$

6. Market Value of Assets at End of Period Covered by Form 99-A for 1962

(Where no market quotations or detailed valuations are available to establish
market va!ue of assets, an arpro)x.rAtlon wvll be satisfactory.)

(a) Total Assets *

(b) Corporate Stock

7. Certain Stock

(a) D. ring the period covered by your 1962 Form 990-A. di4
your organization hold 10 percent or more of any class
of stock in any corporation?

If the answer is "yes," answer question 8 on page 4.

Yes (1) C
No (2) 7
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If yo, answere, "yes" to question 7, on page 3, answer questions (a) through(e) for each corporatijn in which your organization held 10 percent or more ofany class of stock during this period. If your organization held more than oneclass of stock in such corporation, answer questions (a) through (e) with respectto each class of stock in which yoir corporation held 10 percent or more. Notethat questions (d) and (e) refer to holdings at the end of the period. If yourorganization held 10 percent or rore during the period but reduced this percentage(even below 10 percent) by sales during the period, answer questions (d) and (e)wlth reference to the end-of-period holdings. (Use additional sheets if necessary.)

(a) Name of corporation. (Abtreviate)

(b) Class of stock hed (e.g. coraon,
6 percent preferred, etc.).

(Z) Did your organization sell, or otherwise 1. YesC 1. Yes Q 1. Yes-7
dispose of, any of this sto.k during
the period covered by your 1962 Form 990-A?(Answer "Yes" or "no.") 2. No C' 2. No L7 2. No L7

(d) End of year holding -- For the shares
of this class held by your organization
at the end of the period covered by your
1962 Form 990-A give -

(I) - Book value. j j
(it) - Market value. $ j
(iii) - Approximate percentage of

total voting power. A
(iv) - Approximate percentage of

total value of all classes
of stock in the corporation.

(v) - The total annual cash dividend
on shares held at the end ofthe period. $

(e) Give the approximate percentage of the
total value of stock in the corporation
held at the end of the period covered by
your 1962 Form 990-A by the creator
and substantial contributors to your
organization and their brothers, sisters,
spouses, ancestors, lineal descendants;
corporations owned (50 percent or more of
voting stock or 50 percent or more of the
value of all stock), directly or indirectly
by such creator or substantial contributors;
and partnerships or other unincorporated
business ventures in which the creator or
substantial contributor owns 50 percent or
more of the capital interests or profits
interests. (If this information is unknown
and not ascertainable, so indicate.) j I .
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APPENDIX B

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITY

The Internal Revenue Service has taken significant administrative
measures directed at insuring that private foundations, and also other
types of exempt organizations, operate in a manner consistent with
the provisions of existing law. These additional efforts have taken
five forms.

The first has been to increase the number of exempt organization
returns which are audited each year. Whereas only approximately
2,000 of such returns per year were audited in the 1950's, over 10,000
exempt organization returns were examined in fiscal year 1964. As
part of its increased examination program, the Service has improved
the quality of each audit. Special classes to teach selected agents to
deal with the special problems which are raised in an examination of a
tax-exempt organization have been held. Special audit guidelines,
which will permit agents to complete a thorough examination of a
foundation's activities in a reasonable period of time, have also beenprepared.The Revenue Service's second major effort has been to increase the

amount of available information concerning foundation behavior.
This information will be useful to determine whether foundations are
operating within the principles of existing law and, if not, the type of
abuses which exist. The additional information will also be used to
select certain returns for examination as well as for future statistical
studies.

Consistent with the objective of obtaining more information, the
Service has made substantial revisions in the information returns
(Form 990-A) which private foundations are required to file. For
example, the 1964 return requires private foundations to supply
information with respect to the market value of their assets and
detailed schedules of their accounts (and notes) receivable and pay-
able. This information was not previously available from a founda-
tion's return. The new form also substantially increases the amount
of data which foundations must supply with respect to situations in
which a foundation owns a signifcant-5 percent or more-portion
of a corporation's stock. To the extent permitted by existing iaw,
this new information will be made available to the public.

Third, improvements have been made in the Service's internal
controls and procedures in the exempt organization area. For ex-
ample, a checT on delinquent and incomplete returns is now being
performed in all district offices. This has contributed to the increase
in the quality and quantity of exempt organization returns which are
currently being filed(. Similarly, an Exempt Organization Master File
system-which will contain list. of the names and addresses of all
exempt organizations-is presently being established. This list, which
will be placed on magnetic ape, Will permit the use of electronic data

109
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processing equipment to facilitate the administration of the tax laws
dealing with exempt organizations.

The fourth major administrative effort being undertaken is to
determine the scope of existing law through litigation. Appropriate
cases are being diligently litigated by the Office of Chief Counsel of
the Internal Revenue Se vice and by the Tax Division of the Depart-
ment of Justice. A suvey conducted during the spring of 1964
indicated there were approximately 250 cases involving exempt
organizations in various stages of litigation. One of these is a case
pending before the Supreme Court relating to the purchases of business
corporations by private foundations. The decisions which will be
rendered by the courts in these cases may help to provide valuable
guidelines.

Fifth, the Service has increased its efforts to improve voluntary
compliance with existing law. It was felt that many of the unin-
tentional violations found upon audit are attributable to the organi-
zation not knowing what was expected of it. In order to educate
the public the Service during 1964 published 25 Revenue Rulings,
Revenue Procedures, and announcements relating to exempt organi-
zations. Many others are currently under study. In addition, the
Service has published a booklet entitled "How To Apply for Exemp-
tion for Your Organization," which is made available for distribution
to interested parties. A more detailed booklet, similar to "Your
Federal Income Tax," is now under active consideration. It is
intended to provide more comprehensive guidance in complying with
the law, and to do so in as simplified a style as is consistent with the
complexities of the subject. It is hopeA that these measures will
sufficiently educate exempt organizations as to what is expected of
them and will decrease the number of unintentional and technical
violations of the law. This will permit the Service to devote its main
efforts to cases involving intentional violations.
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